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LICENSELICENSE
SAFETAG resources are available under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0
Unported (CC BY-SA 3.0) License

The audit framework and checklist may be used and shared for educational, non-
commercial, not-for-profit purposes, with attribution to Internews. Users are free to modify
and distribute content under conditions listed in the license.

The audit framework and checklist is intended as reference and the authors take no
responsibility for the safety and security of persons using them in a personal or
professional capacity.

ATTRIBUTION FOR CONTENT FROM OTHER LICENSESATTRIBUTION FOR CONTENT FROM OTHER LICENSES

The Interview and Capacity Assessment components borrows heavily from the
engine room's TechScape project. They have made their content available under the
Creative Commons Attribution License.
The Data Assessment Activity was taken from the Level Up Project is available under
a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike Unported 3.0 license. This activity is
credited to Pablo, Daniel O’Clunaigh, Ali Ravi, and Samir Nassar.

USAGE OF "SAFETAG"USAGE OF "SAFETAG"

SAFETAG is itself a framework and template for organizational audits. As such, audits
performed which use or adapt SAFETAG materials may be referred to as "adapting the
SAFETAG methodology" or "based on the SAFETAG framework", and similar phrasings, but
may NOT be called "SAFETAG audits".

This is not intended to imply that an audit using any or all of the SAFETAG materials need to
refer to SAFETAG at all.

This usage policy does not affect the distribution of SAFETAG materials, covered in the
license statement above.
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IntroductionIntroduction
The Security Auditing Framework and Evaluation Template for Advocacy Groups (SAFETAG)
is a professional audit framework that adapts traditional penetration testing and risk
assessment methodologies to be relevant to small, non-profit, human rights organizations
based or operating in the developing world.

SAFETAG is based upon a set of principles, activities, and best practices to allow digital
security auditors to best support at-risk organizations by working with them to identify the
risks they face, the next steps they need to take to address them, and guidance on how to
seek out support in the future.

SAFETAG audits are targeted at serving small scale civil society organizations or
independent media houses who have strong digital security concerns but do not have the
funds to afford a traditional digital security audit. The traditional security-audit framework
is based upon the assumption that an organization has the time, money, and capacity to
aim for as close to perfect security as possible. Low-income at-risk groups have none of
these luxuries. These audits are both far too expensive, and produce output that is too
complex for these organizations to act upon.

SAFETAG uses a customized combination of selected assessment activities derived from
standards in the security auditing world and best-practices for working with small scale at-
risk organizations to provide organization driven risk assessment and mitigation
consultation. SAFETAG auditors lead an organizational risk modeling process that helps
staff and leadership take an institutional lens on their digital security problems, conduct a
targeted digital security audit to expose vulnerabilities that impact the vital processes and
assets identified, and provide post-audit reporting and follow up that helps the organization
and staff identify the training and technical support that they need to address needs
identified in the audit, and in the future.

info@safetag.org | https://safetag.org
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The SAFETAG Audit Framework CoreThe SAFETAG Audit Framework Core
The SAFETAG audit consists of multiple information gathering and confirmations steps as
well as research and capacity-building exercises with staff organized in a collection of
objectives, each of which supports the core goals of SAFETAG, creating a risk assessment
while also building the capacity of the organization.

These objectives provide collections of approaches and activities to gather and verify
information in both technical and interactive/social methods, assess and build capacity, and
targeted exercises with walk-through instructions for many of these.

These are not meant to be a "checklist" or even a prescribed set of actions -- indeed,
experienced auditors will deviate strongly from many of the specific activities. These
provide a focused "minimal set" of activities only.

Indeed, many objectives and their specific exercises overlap or can be done together -- on-
site interviews with staff can coincide with assessing their devices and keeping one's eyes
open for physical security issues. The data assessment exercises may provide enough
information that other staff engagements are unnecessary.
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THE LIFE CYCLE OF AN AUDITTHE LIFE CYCLE OF AN AUDIT
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SAFETAG Activities

The audit process in very cyclical. Newly identified threats, vulnerabilities, capabilities, and
barriers impact activities that have and have yet to be run. At the same time the auditor,
through conversations, training, and group activities is actively building the organization's
agency and addressing time-sensitive or critical threats that are possible within the time
frame. This iterative process eventually leads to a point where the auditor is confident they
have identified the critical and low hanging fruit, and is confident the organization is
capable of moving forward with their recommendations.

Each objective requires a certain base of information, and outputs more information into
this cyclical process. Each objective has a "map" of the data flow that it and its specific
activities provide based on this map:
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Information Results
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SAFETAG Data Flow

While more completely defined below in the Risk Assessment and Agency Building sections,
a brief overview of the data flow components:

ActorsActors Actors are the people connected to an organization include an organization's
staff, board members, contractors and partners. Actors could also include
volunteers, members of a broader community of practice, and even family members.
Actors also include potential adversaries of the organization such as competing
groups.
ActivitiesActivities Activities are the actions and processes of an organization. While most NGO
work revolves around mission-based concepts, activities also include things like
payroll.
CapacityCapacity Indicators of capacity include staff skills and a wide variety of resources that
an organization can draw from to affect change.
BarriersBarriers Barriers are specific challenges an organization faces that might limit or
block its capacity.
AssetsAssets Assets are most easily conceptualized as computer systems - laptops and
servers, but also include both the data stored on them and can also be services like
remote file storage, hosted websites, webmail, and more. Offline drives, USB sticks,
and even paper printouts of relevant or sensitive information can also be included
VulnerabilitiesVulnerabilities Vulnerabilities are specific flaws or attributes of an asset susceptible
to attack.
ThreatsThreats A Threat is a specific, possible attack or occurrence that could harm the
organization. If a bucket of oily rags is a vulnerability, a fire is the threat - and
mitigations would be rules against leaving oily rags around as well as fire
extinguishers, smoke detectors, remote backup policies, and evacuation planning.

To make SAFETAG approachable, a core evaluation template which links together a series of
specific objectives, each with a variety of linked activities, that contribute towards the goals
and their required information needs is represented here. Experienced Auditors will likely
come up with their own approaches, and the SAFETAG project welcomes such
contributions.
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RISK ASSESSMENT & ANALYSISRISK ASSESSMENT & ANALYSIS
Functionally, SAFETAG is a digital risk assessment framework. Risk assessment a systematic
approach to identifying and assessing risks associated with hazards and human activities.
SAFETAG focuses this approach on digital security risks. A SAFETAG audit will work to collect
the following types of information in order to assess the risks an organization faces.

Risk is the current assessment of the possibility of harmful events occurring. Risk is
assessed by comparing the threats an actor faces with their vulnerabilities, and their
capacity to respond to or mitigate emergent threats.

The SAFETAG evaluation revolves around collecting enough information to identify and
assess the various risks and an organization and its related actors face so that they can take
action strategically.

The Risk Equation

PROGRAM ANALYSISPROGRAM ANALYSIS

Program analysis identifies the priority objectives of the organization and determine its
capacities. This process exposes the activities, actors, and capacities of an organization.

ActivitiesActivities

Definition:Definition: The practices and interactions that the organization carries out in order to
accomplish their goals.

Example:Example: This includes any activity that the organization carries out to accomplish its goals
and those that allow the organization to function (publishing, payment, fund-raising,
outreach, interviewing.)

What is the main purpose of the organization?
What are the processes the organization takes part in to carry out their work?

ActorsActors

Definition:Definition: The staff, volunteers, partners, beneficiaries, donors, and adversaries associated
with the organization.

Example:Example: The core organizational staff, the volunteers, maintenance, cleaning, security, or
other non-critical staff, the partner organizations, the individuals and groups that the
organization provides services to, groups of unorganized individuals who are opposed to
organizational aims, governmental and non-governmental high-power agents and
organizations that are opposed to the organizations aims.
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What staff does the organization have?
Are their volunteers, maintenance, cleaning, security, or other non-critical staff who
have access to the office?
Who does the organization serve?
Does the organization have any partners?
Who are the organizations beneficiaries?

VULNERABILITY ANALYSISVULNERABILITY ANALYSIS

Understand the organisation’s exposure to threats, points of weakness and the ways in
which the organisation may be affected.

VulnerabilityVulnerability

Definition:Definition: A attribute or feature that makes an entity, asset, system, or network
susceptible to a given threat.

Example:Example: This can include poorly built or unmaintained hardware, software, or offices as
well as missing, ignored, or poor policies or practices around security.

THREAT ANALYSISTHREAT ANALYSIS

Threat analysis is the process of identifying possible attackers and gathering background
information about the capability of those attackers to threaten the organization. The basis
of this information is a potential threats historyhistory of carrying out specific threats, their
capabilitycapability to carry out those threats currently, and proof that the threat has intentintent to
leverage resources against the target.

ThreatThreat

Definition:Definition: A threat is a possible attack or occurrence that has the potential to harm life,
information, operations, the environment, and/or property.

Example:Example: Threats can range from fire, or flood, to targeted malware, physical harassment,
or phishing attacks.

Threat HistoryThreat History

Definition:Definition: What types of threats has the attacker used historically. And, what types of
actors have been targeted by those threats.

Example:Example:

What history of attacks does the threat actor have?
What techniques have they used? Have they targeted vulnerabilities that the
organization currently has?
Have they targeted similar organizations?
What is known about the types of threats used by an threat actor to attack similar
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organizations?

Threat CapabilityThreat Capability

Definition:Definition: The means that the attacker has to carry out threats against the organization.

Example:Example: This includes, but is not limited to technical skill, financial support, number of
staff hours, and legal power.

Does the threat actor have the means to exploit a vulnerability that the organization
currently has?
Does the threat actor have the means to leverage widespread threats against all
similar organizations, or will they have to prioritize their targets?

Threat IntentThreat Intent

Definition:Definition: The level of desire for the attacker to carry out threats against the organization.

Example:Example: Intent can be goals or outcomes that the adversary seeks; consequences the
adversary seeks to avoid; and how strongly the adversary seeks to achieve those outcomes
and/or avoid those consequences.

Does the threat actor currently have the desire to conduct an attack against this type
of organization?
Is the organization a priority threat target for the threat actor?
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AGENCY BUILDINGAGENCY BUILDING
SAFETAG differs from many risk assessment tools because it aims to build the host's and
staff's capacity so that they are able to address the risks that the auditor has identified.
SAFETAG is designed to provide in-audit activities and training that increase an
organizations agency to seek out and address security challenges within their organization.
To do this an auditor must collect information that allows them to identify organizational
areas of strength and weakness (expertise, finance, willingness to learn, staff time, etc.)

A common refrain, among auditors, software developers and other specialists in this
sector, is that digital security is not about technology; it is about people. This is undeniably
true, and even the previous SAFETAG modules — despite their more direct fixation on
technology — acknowledge this insight by emphasizing the educational and a persuasive
roles played by your findings report.

CapacityCapacity

Definition:Definition: The combination of strengths, attributes and resources available within the
organization that can be used to reduce the impact or likelihood of threats.

Example:Example: This includes, but is not limited to technical skill, financial support, staff and
management time, relationships, and legal power.

BarriersBarriers

Definition:Definition: The combination of weaknesses, assumptions, regulations, social or cultural
practices, and obligations that get in the way of an organization implementing an effective
digital security practice.

Example:Example: Examples can include a lack of funding, lack of authority within an organization to
mandate practices to their staff, resistance to change, high staff turnover, or digital
illiteracy.
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OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY
"Also be aware that local groups may not be able to accurately gauge the safety of their
communications with you. Sometimes they underestimate the likelihood of risk - at other
times, they can wildly overestimate the risk. Either way, trainers need to navigate this issues
carefully and respectfully with a "do no harm" approach that respects the reported needs,
context, and experiences of your local contact and potential trainees." - Needs Assessment:
Level-Up 1

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Below are the baseline operational security guidelines for a SAFETAG audit. Activity specific
operational security guidelines are contained within each activity.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

An audit uncovers an array of sensitive information about an organization. For some at-risk
populations the mere act of getting a digital security audit can increase their likelihood of
being actively attacked by an adversary. The foundation of the SAFETAG process is the goal
of increasing the safety of the host organization, its staff, and the auditor. It is vital that an
auditor weigh the possible risk and audit may incur on the organization or the auditor
against the possible outcomes of an audit.

OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES

Data storage security
Keep ALL data related to the audit secured per the Pentest Standards for data
security, from interview and research notes through audit findings and
reporting outputs. Additional notes per section.

Communications security
Conduct all communication with the client over at least minimally secure
channels where the communication is encrypted in transit at all times per the
Pentest Standards for data security.
Higher levels of security (such as PGP, truecrypt, or minilock) should be used
for all file and document transfers.
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SAFETAG MethodsSAFETAG Methods
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PREPARATIONPREPARATION
SUMMARYSUMMARY

This component consists of trip preparation activities that are needed to ensure the
technical and facilitated components of the audit are able to be conducted effectively and
within the on-site time-frame and in coordination with the organization.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

A SAFETAG audit has a short time frame. Preparation is vital to ensure that time on the
ground is not spent negotiating over the audit scope, updating the auditors systems,
searching for missing hardware, or refreshing oneself with the SAFETAG framework. To
that end negotiations with the host organization help reveal if the organization has the
capacity to undertake the audit and respond to its findings.

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

Does the organization have existing digital security practice or attempted to
implement them in the past?
What is the process for procedure for incident handling in the event that auditor
cause or uncover an incident during the course of the assessment?
What are the legal, physical, or social risks for the auditor & organization associated
with conducting the audit or having audit results leak? 2

Does the security situation of the location or organization require additional
planning? Are your software tools up to date and working as expected?

THE FLOW OF INFORMATIONTHE FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information Results
ActivityThreats Threats

Actors

Barriers

Actors

Barriers

Assets Assets

Capacity Capacity

Activities Activities

Vulnerabilities Vulnerabilities

Preparation Information Flow

APPROACHESAPPROACHES

Create an Assessment Plan:Create an Assessment Plan: Have a "scoping" meeting that outlines the level of
access that an auditor will have, what is off limits, and the process for modifying the
scope of the audit when new information arises. 3,4

Negotiate a Confidentiality Agreement:Negotiate a Confidentiality Agreement: Negotiate an agreement with the
organization that outlines how an auditor will protect the privacy of the organization
and the outcomes of the audit.
Establish an Emergency Contact:Establish an Emergency Contact: Establish a procedure for incident handling and an
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emergency contact in the event that auditor cause or uncover an incident during the
course of the assessment. 5,6

Prepare for Travel:Prepare for Travel: Check travel logistical needs -- visa, letter of invitation, travel
tickets and hotel reservations. Note that some visas can take significant effort and
may require the auditor to be without a passport while they are being processed.
Prepare Systems:Prepare Systems: Update and test your systems, A/V and audit tools. 7, prepare
storage devices and systems to reflect the required operational security, and ensure
you have power supply adapters, cables and relevant adapters, usb drives, external
wireless cards and any other equipment needed for testing. 8^, 9

OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

Any Visas or paperwork needed, plus travel arragements (tickets, hotels) for auditor
travel.
A custom password dictionary. 10

A travel kit. 11,12

Systems updated and ready for testing.
Risks to host and auditor conducting a SAFETAG audit.
Modifications to the audit plan as necessary.

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

Update your OS, software, anti-virus, firewall settings, etc. (Do not be the weakest
link for the host!)
Determine the correct visa process for your trip.
Carefully consider packing needs and explanations

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Tip Sheet: Facilitator Preparation Tips ( Integrated Security )

Resource List: Password Dictionary Creation Resources (SAFETAG)

Resource List: Social Engineering Resources (SAFETAG)

Facilitation PreparationFacilitation Preparation

Tip Sheet: Facilitator Preparation Tips ( Integrated Security )

Guidelines: "Facilitator Guidelines" (Aspiration Tech)

Guide: "Session_Design" (Aspiration Tech)

Kit: "Resource Kit" (eQualit.ie)

Questions: "Pre-Event_Questions" (Aspiration Tech)

Guide: "Break Outs" (Aspiration Tech)
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Resources: "Be a Better Trainer" (Level-up)

Password Dictionary CreationPassword Dictionary Creation

Documentation: "John the Ripper password cracker" (OpenWall)

Password Dictionaries: "Password dictionaries" (Skull Security)

Project Site: "CeWL - Custom Word List generator" (Robin Wood)

Presentation: "Supercharged John the Ripper Techniques" (Rick Redman -
KoreLogic)

Project Site: "Hashcat: advanced password recovery" (hashcat.net)

Guide: "KoreLogic's Custom rules" (Rick Redman - KoreLogic)

Guide: "Creating custom username list & wordlist for bruteforciing" (Nirav Desai)

Source Code: "JohnTheRipper: bleeding-jumbo branch"

Standard: "Pre-Engagement" (The Penetration Testing Execution Standard: Pre-
Engagement Guidelines)

Template: Pre-Inspection Visit ( VulnerabilityAssessment.co.uk)

Template: "Rules of Engagement Template" (NIST SP 800-115)

Article: "Legal Issues in Penetration Testing"

Other Pre-Engagement ResourcesOther Pre-Engagement Resources

Standard: "Pre-Engagement" (The Penetration Testing Execution Standard: Pre-
Engagement Guidelines)

Template: Pre-Inspection Visit ( VulnerabilityAssessment.co.uk)

Incident Handling ResourcesIncident Handling Resources

Legal ConsiderationsLegal Considerations

Data Security StandardsData Security Standards

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

ASSESSMENT PLANASSESSMENT PLAN

SummarySummary
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This component allows an auditor and host to come to an understanding of the level of
access that an auditor will have, what is off limits, and the process for modifying the
scope of the audit when new information arises. 13,14 This component consists of a
process where the auditor collaboratively creates an assessment plan with key members
of the organization.

A core tenet of SAFETAG is building agency in organizations to improve their digital
security. To that end, collaboratively creating an assessment plan with the organization
helps to clarify not only the audit scope - from discussing what sensitive data may be
exposed to what systems may be disrupted in the process of the audit - but it also helps
reveal the ability of the organization to support and respond to the audit findings.

OverviewOverview

Determine a point person for the audit and exchange contact information. 15

Explain and get approval to the scope of audit from the host. 16,17

Agree to the time-line, location, and attendees of the on-site audit. 18

Codify data security standards for audit communication and evidence handling. 19

If funded externally, identify what should be reported to external funder. 20

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

In addition to the overall mandate to send information encrypted to the
organization, also demand encrypted communication back from them. Failure to
establish a secure planning channel also contributes towards a no-go situation by
putting both the auditor and organization at risk.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

An agreement signed by both parties outlining the scope of the audit including:
The start and end dates of the audit.
The location where the on-site audit will take place. 21

The responsibilities of the host staff.
The responsibilities of the auditor.
The host names and IP ranges of any services run by the organization. 22

Emergency contact information for the organization. 23
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The procedure the auditor will follow when handling incidents. 24

The data security standards for evidence handling and communication. 25

A liability waiver signed by the host organization. 26

Approval from any third parties. 27

See the Appendix for a DRAFT combined engagement and confidentiality agreement.

RecommendationRecommendation

CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENTCONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT

SummarySummary

Negotiate an agreement with the organization that outlines how an auditor will protect
the privacy of the organization and the outcomes of the audit.

OverviewOverview

Host provides auditor consent to conduct the agreed to scope of the audit in the
form of a signed liability waiver. 28

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough

See the Appendix for a DRAFT Engagement and Confidentiality Agreement.

RecommendationRecommendation

INCIDENT RESPONSE AND EMERGENCY CONTACTINCIDENT RESPONSE AND EMERGENCY CONTACT
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SummarySummary

Establish a procedure for incident handling and an emergency contact in the event that
auditor cause or uncover an incident during the course of the assessment. 29,30

OverviewOverview

Establish what severity counts as an "incident" for the organization
Agree on primary and secondary points of contact and relevant contact information
Agree on security protocols around incident response
Create procedure for incident handling in the event that auditor cause or uncover an
incident during the course of the assessment. 31,32

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough

TRAVEL CHECKLISTTRAVEL CHECKLIST

See the Appendix for a sample travel kit / checklist

PASSWORD DICTIONARY CREATIONPASSWORD DICTIONARY CREATION

See the Appendix for creating a password dictionary.

AUDIT TIMELINE AND PLANNINGAUDIT TIMELINE AND PLANNING

Review these notes in preparation for the audit as you begin to map out your schedule.
This provides a rough, suggested outline of how to schedule your time on site for a
SAFETAG audit, and some reminders of the work you need to have completed before
arriving in country.
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PREPARE FOR UNCERTAINTYPREPARE FOR UNCERTAINTY

The SAFETAG roadmap is a crisp, clear data flow of inputs to outputs. Reality, generally
speaking, is less direct. There are a few core parts of the audit process that force action,
but others are more flexible. Outcomes of your discussion and exploration of the network
will also de-rail the process in impossible-to-predict ways. The pre-audit interviews and
your own contexts research, research on the organization, and preparation are meant to
give you the best possible idea of what situation you'll walk in to, but even with all of that,
frankly, shit happens.

Before Travel

Agreements, Scope, Risk Analysis
Remote Research
Openly sourced data: DNS, MX, Web, research via social media and google
Revealed information via Skype / etc. (office IP address?), nmap
Packing and Prep
Visas / Travel planning
Hardware packing
Software (run updates) and dictionary list prep (local language dictionaries, plus
creation of a custom password list based on website keywords, addresses, and
dates)

FIRST DAYFIRST DAY

Priorities for the first day include meeting staff (even, possibly especially, for the more
technical auditor). There is a strong temptation to dive in and get started, but
establishing connections with the staff - especially those you haven't met through
interviews - is key. You may discover hidden sources of talent or resistance, historical
information, and new parts of the infrastructure or practices and policies that you may
not have yet found.

Meet staff, discuss operations and plan interruptions with key staff
In-person discussions of risks, challenges, fears, questions, and experiences around
digital security
(If relevant) Attempt to crack wifi without password knowledge
Parallel, collect wifi beacons while not associated to any one network (sending
connection resets).
Once wifi password is obtained (through cracking or asking), start a capture of
decrypted traffic and run it as long as possible for later analysis
Map out the “visible” network (nmap)

EARLY STEPSEARLY STEPS
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From a data-gathering point of view, the first steps are to try and access the wireless
network by password guessing, but also to connect to the network and capture traffic for
analysis overnight. This provides other views on the actual technology and services used
on the network, different both from the management and IT view as well as other tools
discussed by staff.

First or Second day

Associate nmap scans, MAC addresses, and beacons with people and specific
systems, plus servers/networking hardware
Scans on the captured traffic for passwords, auth cookies, suspicious traffic,
unencrypted connections

Further Days (on Location) The next day you’re on location, you have hopefully looked
through the research data you gathered, and have some specific follow-up things to
investigate. It’s also now time to start going through the audit tasks.

Deeper dive into what hardware is connected and what it is doing
Begin organizing vulnerabilities and tracking against the audit framework
External audit tasks
Internal audit tasks
Physical audit tasks

Final Day (on Location)

Discuss initial findings and responses
Suggestions for follow-up training, resources to consult, and possibly targeted
trainings for relevant staff (what is a secure password? How to communicate
securely?)
Discuss next steps: SAFETAG Report, connections to trainers, how to seek help

EXPLORATION AND CHECK-INSEXPLORATION AND CHECK-INS

Throughout the entire audit, aggressively make time to engage with staff - stop for
coffee, eat lunch with them, have conversations. This can be integrated in to other parts
of the process, such as the user device assessments, as well as being completely
independent and natural. Having better connections with staff will make the group
exercises, especially the risk assessment work, flow much better.

Whenever you set off a scan (airodumping, nmap, openvas...) are good times to stand up
and walk around.

DEBRIEF AND SETTING EXPECTATIONSDEBRIEF AND SETTING EXPECTATIONS
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Largely covered in the [debrief section], making time at the end of the (often hectic) audit
week is very important to making sure the next few steps are absolutely clear in terms of
timelines and communication protocols.

CLEAN UPCLEAN UP

If you have been using paper or post-it notes during the audit, be sure you securely
destroy them (by shredding, burning, or tearing into small pieces) before you leave the
site on the last day. By the same token, any digital reports should be stored on secure
media and securely deleted from all other locations. See the operational security section
and per-item notes for further details. Clean off any whiteboards used, and check any
camera used to remove sensitive photos.

FOLLOW UP CARE AND REPORTINGFOLLOW UP CARE AND REPORTING

See the reporting sections for specific details here, but a series of check-ins with the
organization to support their ability to respond to any incidents, understand further
topics from the debrief, and to help provide them a timeline to expect the final report is
valuable in maintaining their engagement post-audit to support the needed changes.
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CONTEXT RESEARCHCONTEXT RESEARCH
SUMMARYSUMMARY

This component allows the auditor to identify the relevant regional and technological
context needed to provide a safe and informed SAFETAG audit. This component consists of
desk research that is collected and analyzed by the auditor, as well as inputs from the
Interview component.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

Analysis of context is the foundation of effective risk management. Both at-risk
organizations and auditors will develop assumptions based upon their experience. It is
important that an audit is based on information that is current and accurate.

Checking the assumptions both of the organization and of the auditor by researching the
current regional and technological context will ensure that an auditor is basing their work
on accurate assessments of the conditions the organization faces and that they are making
informed operational security considerations.

THE FLOW OF INFORMATIONTHE FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information Results
ActivityThreats Threats

Actors

Barriers

Actors

Barriers

Assets Assets

Capacity Capacity

Activities Activities

Vulnerabilities Vulnerabilities

Information Flow

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

What infrastructural barriers exist in the region?
What are the top, non-targeted digital threats in this region?
What are the top targeted digital threats facing organizations doing this work in this
region / country?
Are there legal ramifications to digital security in the country? (e.g. legality of
encryption, anonymity tools, etc.)
Has any organization or individual made specific threats, or demonstrated intention
or mindset to attack on the organization or similar organizations?

APPROACHESAPPROACHES

Conduct Regional Context Research to identify additional adversaries not previously
identified
Conduct Technical Context Research to discover infrastructure issues and explore the
latest cyber security trends.
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OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

A summary of the most likely threats that the host and auditor may face:
Possible adversaries and their capacity and willingness to act against the host,
Latest general cyber-security threats,
Legal risks to host and auditor conducting a SAFETAG audit.

Modifications to the audit plan as necessary.

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

Use VPNs or Tor to search if conducting the search from a country that is highly
competitive with the organization’s country, or is known to surveil.

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Other Context Analysis MethodologiesOther Context Analysis Methodologies

Article: "Section 2.3 Context analysis p. 30" (Operational Security Management in
Violent Environments: (Revised Edition))

Guide: "Vulnerability Assessment: Training module for NGOs operating in Conflict
Zones and High-Crime Areas" (Jonathan T. Dworken)

Threats to the AuditorThreats to the Auditor

Have aid workers faced retribution for their work in the region?Have aid workers faced retribution for their work in the region?

Database: "The Aid Worker Security Database (AWSD) records major incidents of
violence against aid workers, with incident reports from 1997 through the present."
(The Aid Worker Security Database (AWSD))

Is it safe to do digital security work in the region?Is it safe to do digital security work in the region?

Survey: "This is a survey of existing and proposed laws and regulations on
cryptography - systems used for protecting information against unauthorized
access. " (The Crypto Law Survey)

Article: "Legal Issues in Penetration Testing" (Security Current)

Guide: "Encryption and International Travel" (Princeton University)

Is the area safe to travel to?Is the area safe to travel to?

List: "Foreign travel advice" (GOV.UK)

Alerts: "Travel Alerts & Warnings" (US Department of State)
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List: "List of airlines banned within the EU" (European Commission)

List: "A list of aircraft operators that have that have suffered an accident, serious
incident or hijacking." (Aviation Safety Network)

List: "Travel Advice" (Australian Government)

Targeted Threats for the organizationTargeted Threats for the organization

Is the group facing any legal threats because of its work?Is the group facing any legal threats because of its work?

Monitor: "CNL's NGO Law Monitor provides up-to-date information on legal issues
affecting not-for-profit, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) around the world."
(NGO Law Monitor)

Does the organization face any targeted threats because of their work?Does the organization face any targeted threats because of their work?

Human Rights
Freedom House's "Freedom in the World" index is the standard-setting
comparative assessment of global political rights and civil liberties.
Amnesty International regional news on human rights
Human Rights Watch - Browse by Region

Transparency
Corruption Perception Index

Public Service Delivery
Health
Free Media and Information

Threatened Voices: Tracking suppression of online free speech.
IREX’s Media Sustainability Index (MSI) provides in-depth analyses of the
conditions for independent media in 80 countries across the world.
Freedom House's "Freedom on the Net" index, assessing the degree of
internet and digital media freedom around the world.
Freedom House's "Freedom of the Press" index assess' global media
freedom.
ARTICLE 19 freedom of expression and freedom of information news by
region.
Open Society Foundation - Mapping digital media
Press Freedom Index (RSF)

Climate Issues
Gender Issues
Poverty Alleviation
Community Building
Peace promotion
Agricultural Development
Entrepreneurship
Water, Sanitation
Transportation
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Disaster Relief

General Threats for the organizationGeneral Threats for the organization

What general non-governmental threats does the organization face?What general non-governmental threats does the organization face?

Map: "A global display of Terrorism and Other Suspicious Events" (Global Incident
Map)

Organization: "ReliefWeb has been the leading source for reliable and timely
humanitarian information on global crises and disasters since 1996." (ReliefWeb)

Reports: International NGO Safety (NGO proof, subscription required, covers
Afghanistan, CAR, DRC, Kenya, Mali, and Syria currently)

What cyber-security practices is the government using?What cyber-security practices is the government using?

Reports: Privacy International's in-depth country reports and submissions to the
United Nations. (Privacy International)

List: "National Cyber Security Policy and Legal Documents" (NATO Cooperative
Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence)

Reports: "Country Reports" (Open Network Inititiative)

Portal: "Country Level Information security threats" (The ISC Project)

Country Profiles: "Current cybersecurity landscape based on the five pillars of the
Global Cybersecurity Agenda namely Legal Measures, Technical Measures,
Organisation Measures, Capacity Building and Cooperation." (Global Cybersecurity
Index (GCI))

Organization: "The Citizen Lab is an interdisciplinary laboratory based at the Munk
School of Global Affairs, University of Toronto, Canada focusing on advanced
research and development at the intersection of Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs), human rights, and global security." (The Citizen Lab)

Map: "Cyber-Censorship Map" (Alkasir)

Dashboard: "At-A-Glance Web-Blockage Dashboard" (Herdict)

List: "Who publishes Transparency Reports?" (James Losey)

Overviews:"Cyberwellness Profiles" (ITU)

What general cyber-security threats is the organization facing?What general cyber-security threats is the organization facing?

Report: "The Internet Annual Security Threat Report" (Symantec)

Report: "Annual threat report" (Mandiant)
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Reports: "APWG Phishing Attack Trends Reports" (Anti-Phishing Working Group)

Reports: "Secunia Country Reports" (Secunia)

Reports: "McAfee Threat Trends Papers" (McAfee)

Report: "Monthly intelligence report" (Symantec)

What level of technology is available in the region?What level of technology is available in the region?

Database: "World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators database 2014" (WT-ICT)

Comparisons: "Country Comparisons" (CIA fact-book)

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

CONDUCT INTERVIEWSCONDUCT INTERVIEWS

NOTE:NOTE: Covered in full under Capacity Assessment

Set up secure channels for communication
Interview managerial staff
Interview technical staff
Use the Categories (at the end of the sample interview questions) to help scope
which questions to ask
Use the Capacity Assessment Cheat-Sheet to track topics you have covered

REGIONAL CONTEXT RESEARCHREGIONAL CONTEXT RESEARCH

SummarySummary

This exercise focuses on research and re-confirmation of regional issues from general
trends to specific legal restrictions and safety concerns, as well as current news and
persistent challenges.

OverviewOverview

Regional Context Research
Identify additional adversaries not identified in interviews including:
government authorities, non-state actors (organized crime. corporations, etc),
and police or security forces.
Identify capacity and willingness of potential adversaries to act against the
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organization.
Identify any legal risks associated with conducting the audit (Secure
communications and storage, network forensics, device exploitation, digital
security training.) 33

Technical Context Research
Identify access to communications infrastructure.
Explore latest cyber security trends.
Explore security landscape of hardware and software identified in interviews.
34

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Use VPNs or Tor to search if conducting the search from a country that is highly
competitive with the organization's country, or is known to surveil.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Cross-check reports on regional threats facing organizations with their focus area.

Targeted Threats
List all the relevant actors and their relationship with similar organizations.
List all present threats and upcoming threats to similar organizations.
List all documented instances of relevant actors carrying out these threats.

Decentralized Threats
List all present threats and upcoming threats to similar organizations.
Identify the motivation for these threats.
List all documented instances of these threats being carried out.

Identify any legal risks associated with conducting the audit. Secure communications and
storage, network forensics, device exploitation, digital security training.

Identify any export/import controls that might put the auditor or the organization at
risk.
Identify any domestic laws and regulations that might put the auditor or the
organization at risk.

Identify any infrastructural barriers to adopting digital security practices.

Explore the security landscape of hardware and software identified in interviews by
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conducting a basic vulnerability analysis.

TECHNICAL CONTEXT RESEARCHTECHNICAL CONTEXT RESEARCH

SummarySummary

OverviewOverview

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough
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CAPACITY ASSESSMENTCAPACITY ASSESSMENT
SUMMARYSUMMARY

In this component the auditor engages with staff through interviews and conversations to
identify the organization's strengths and weakness (expertise, finance, willingness to learn,
staff time, etc.) to adopting new digital and physical security practices. The auditor uses this
information to modify the audit scope and recommendations accordingly.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

Knowing an organization's strengths and weaknesses allows the auditor to provide more
tailored recommendations that an organization will be more likely to attempt and achieve.
The auditor will use this assessment in preparing for the audit itself as well as when
evaluating the difficulty of a recommendation. This information also provides a starting
place for understanding the organization's current use and understanding of technology,
digital security, and current threat landscape, as well as revealing elements of an
organization's workflow, infrastructure and even vulnerabilities that you might otherwise
have overlooked.

THE FLOW OF INFORMATIONTHE FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information Results
ActivityThreats Threats

Actors

Barriers

Actors

Barriers

Assets Assets

Capacity Capacity

Activities Activities

Vulnerabilities Vulnerabilities

Audit Preparation Information Flow

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

What is the organization's ability to adopt new technologies or practices?
What resources does the organization have available to them?
What is the environment that the organization works within like? What barriers,
threat actors, and other aspects influence their work?
Are there any specific considerations for the audit that would require modifying the
overall approach, tools, preparation steps, or timeline?

APPROACHESAPPROACHES

Conduct pre-audit interviews with key managerial and technical staff to identify
organizational areas of strength and weakness (expertise, finance, staff time, etc.).
Have informal conversations with staff during the course of the audit to further
gather capacity and historical "stories" of technology adoption.

OUTPUTSOUTPUTS
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Organization's ability to:
Adopt new technology
Learn from others

Organization's resources (financial, time, buy-in, expertise...) available for
technological adoption
The availability and quality of communications and electronic infrastructure.
Threats posed to the digital and physical security of the organization and its staff,
and past security issues encountered by the organization and its partners.
Priority security concerns.
Technological hardware and software in use for protecting the physical and digital
security of organizations and their staff.
Past, current, or desired use of websites, blogs, social media and other web-based
tools and platforms to conduct outreach, manage information, advocate or engage
with specific groups.
Past, current, or desired use of mobile telephony and related software and hardware
for activities such as sms management and data collection.

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

Review or create a set of interview questions to keep you on track
Have a secure note-taking process ready

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Questionnaire: Context Analysis Questionnaire - pg. 76 - Workbook on Security
(Front Line Defenders)

Guide: Assessing Context, Priorities and Learning Styles (Integrated Security)

Background Interview ApproachesBackground Interview Approaches

Project: Tech Scape (the engine room)

Guide: Individual Depth Interviews: Design Research for media development
(Internews)

Guide: Develop an Interview approach - pg. 58 - HCD Toolkit (IDEO)

Guide: Interview Guide - pg. 57 - Development Impact & You (IDEO.org)

Guide: Conducting key informant Interviews - 1996, Number 2 (USAD Center for
Development Information and Evaluation)

Questionnaire: Context Analysis Questionnaire - pg. 76 - Workbook on Security
(Front Line Defenders)
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Guide: Assessing Context, Priorities and Learning Styles (Integrated Security)

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

INTERVIEWSINTERVIEWS

SummarySummary

The auditor conducts interviews with various staff members to gather information on the
organizations risks and capacity.

Q&A sessions are unabashedly white box aspects of a security assessment, and you will
occasionally hear push-back along the lines of, "You wouldn't have found that thing if we
hadn't told you about this other thing." Compelling black box findings certainly do have
an advantage when it comes to persuasiveness, but obtaining them can be quite time-
consuming, so relying exclusively on vulnerabilities that you can identify without "help" is
generally a mistake in this resource-constrained sector.

OverviewOverview

Set up secure channels for communication
Interview managerial staff
Interview technical staff
Use the Categories (at the end of the sample interview questions) to help scope
which questions to ask
Use the Capacity Assessment Cheat-Sheet to track topics you have covered

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

If the auditor or organization believes that there is a good chance of surveillance on
the channel you are communicating over, do the rest of the interview on a secured
channel or in person where possible, though some information-gathering is critical
to do before planning the audit. Inability to do so contributes towards a no-go
situation.

WalkthroughWalkthrough
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See the Appendix for a sample set of interview questions

CAPACITY ASSESSMENT CHECKLISTCAPACITY ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST

SummarySummary

A monolithic, one-time interview with key staff is not always possible or advisable, but
interacting with a variety of staff exposes valuable information about every aspect of the
audit, from vulnerabilities to capacity to hidden barriers. This serves as a "cheat sheet" of
some topics to explore both during the planning and preparation phase and throughout
the audit process.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

"Homework"

Basic contact and organizational information: name, org, org's stated mission
Contextual research

Organizational

Size of staff
Key roles in org for tech and management
Structure: Management and Technical?
(Program size, activities, information)
(Change management)
Languages used in office

Contextual / Background / Threat information

What (if any) threats have occured to the organization and its partners? (digital,
physical)
Surveillance?
What other threats are you concerned about? What has happened to other
organizations in the space?
Org responses to these threats - trainings, technical responses, organization
process/change successes?
Specific programs or other work outside of publicly stated mission that are high-risk
Program use of technology (SMS surveys, blogs, facebook pages, other websites,
media recording and broadcast ...?)
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Technical:

Primary website:
Additional websites:
Website technologies (content management, hosting provider)
Technology in use:
Desktop software (OS, Office)
Desktop security tools (anti-virus, anti-malware, firewalls, vpns, disk encryption...)
Servers (email, shared file system, networking tools, backups)
Email, email hosts
Other communication tools - skype, facebook, chat, mobile...
Other less formal tools - external emails, dropbox...
Internal network - wired, wireless, type of wireless network, ISP

Preparation Support

Infrastructure
How is the office connected to the Internet?
Power outages or other challenges?
Office setup and size
Shared office space, shared floor or building?
Physical security of the office?
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RECONNAISSANCERECONNAISSANCE
SUMMARYSUMMARY

The remote assessment methodology focuses on direct observation of an organization and
their infrastructure, consisting of passive reconnaissance of publicly available data sources
("Open Source Intelligence") This allows the auditor to identify publicly available resources
(such as websites, extranets, email servers, but also social media information) connected to
the organization and remotely gather information about those resources.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

While much of SAFETAG focuses on digital security challenges within and around the office,
unintended information available from "open sources" can pose real threats and deserve
significant attention. This also builds the Auditor's understanding of the organization's
digital presence and will guide specific vulnerabilities to investigate once on site.

THE FLOW OF INFORMATIONTHE FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information Results
ActivityThreats Threats

Actors

Barriers

Actors

Barriers

Assets Assets

Capacity Capacity

Activities Activities

Vulnerabilities Vulnerabilities

Reconnaissance Information Flow

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

Depending on the organization's security needs, does it "leak" any sensitive
information online (location, staff identities, program locations?)
Can you identify partners or beneficiaries through the organizations sites?
What is the pattern for staff e-mail addresses?
Have any of the the organization's servers, users, or e-mail accounts been
compromised in the past?

APPROACHESAPPROACHES

Manual OSINT:Manual OSINT: Identify availability of partner, beneficiary, and current project
information online using advanced Google searching and website-scraping. 35

Recon-NG:Recon-NG: Use recon-ng to do automated web-based open source reconnaissance.
36

Social Network OSINT:Social Network OSINT: Identify availability of staff partner, beneficiary, and current
project information by searching social networks for information leaked about the
organization.
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OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

Dossier of organizational, partner, and beneficiary "open sources" information
exposed online.

A list of e-mail address for members of the organization.
Identification and mapping of externally facing services and unintentionally exposed
internal services.

Possible vulnerabilities in the websites and externally facing servers of the
organization.
Existing information about earlier breaches identified in the paste-bin search.

Follow the proper incident response plan if high risk problems are identified.

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

While this does not focus on identifying of vulnerabilities, it may nonetheless expose
certain threats, particularly with regard to publicly-accessible information that is
presumed to be confidential, such as the identity of sensitive staff, the existence of
sensitive partner- and funder-relationships, or the organization’s history of
participation in sensitive events or travel to sensitive locations.

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Open Source Intelligence (General)Open Source Intelligence (General)

Standard: Intelligence Gathering (The Penetration Testing Execution Standard)

Guide: "Passive Reconnaissance" (Security Sift)

Tool: "NameChk account search" (NameChk)

List: "Open Source Intelligence Links" (Intel Techniques)

List: "OSINT Tools - Recommendations List Free OSINT Tools."
(subliminalhacking.net)

Guide: "OWASP Testing Guide v4 - Information Gathering" (OWASP)

Organizational Information GatheringOrganizational Information Gathering

Database: "find the email address formats in use at thousands of companies."
(Email Format)

SearchingSearching

Online Courses: Power Searching and Advanced Power Searching online courses
(Power Searching With Google)
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Online Course: Advanced Power Searching By Skill (Power Searching With Google)

Cheat Sheet: Google Search Operators (Google Support)

Cheat Sheet: Google Hacking and Defense Cheat Sheet (SANS)

Cheat Sheet: Google Searchable Filetypes (Google Support)

Cheat Sheet: Google Search Punctuation Operators (Google Support)

Cheat Sheet: Google Power Searching Quick Reference Guide (Power Searching
With Google)

Database: Google Hacking Database (Exploit Database)

Pastebin SearchingPastebin Searching

Article: "Using Pastebin Sites for Pen Testing Reconnaissance" (Lenny Zeltser)

Custom Search "This custom search page indexes 80 Paste Sites:" (Intel Techniques)

Article "Pastebin: How a popular code-sharing site became the ultimate hacker
hangout" (Matt Brian)

Advanced Search "Github Advanced Search" (Github)

Recon-ngRecon-ng

Site: "Recon-ng: Website" (Bitbu * Guide: [The Recon-ng Frameworkcket)

Type: "Recon-ng: Usage Guide" (Bitbucket)

Demonstration: "Look Ma, No Exploits! – The Recon-ng Framework - Tim
"LaNMaSteR53" Tomes" (Derbycon 2013)

Guide: toolsmith guide to Recon-ng

Video: Tektip ep26 - Information gathering with Recon-ng Video Tutorial

Guide: The Recon-ng Framework : Automated Information Gathering

Guide: The Recon-ng Framework : Updated modules

Blog: Professionally Evil Toolkit - Recon-ng

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

MANUAL RECONNAISSANCEMANUAL RECONNAISSANCE
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SummarySummary

This exercise suggests some targeted online search tools and tricks to gather information
leakages from organizations. While many advocacy, activism, and media/journalism
focused organizations are very public as part of their operations, the searches suggested
here aim to explore data that could be used to better attack or socially engineer an
organization.

OverviewOverview

Use advanced search tools of major search engines to discover partners, projects,
and other valuable information about the organization.
Social Media / Account Discovery
Search pastebin and github style sites for breach and website/software development
records
Use reverse image searching and exif tools on photos of interest
Use to add additional data in to, and to research further discoveries from, the
automated recon work

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Use VPNs or Tor to conduct your searching. Tor may be blocked by some services.
Some searches may reveal personal information. Be empathetic and responsible
with this, even though it is "public" information.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

These custom and more manual approaches work excellently in combination with
automated tools such as recon-ng or the commercial Maltego. Working with both these
tricks and the automated tools, feeding information learned from one back to the other,
is a powerful way to unearth large amounts of information about an organization.

Much of the tools and further guidance is well covered in the references for the
Reconnaissance method, a small selection of starting points is mapped out below.
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Take care, however, to not waste time on this; using image information tools on every
photo on an organization's website, or researching every linked social media account may
not provide further valuable information - step back and judge the value of digging
deeper - are you finding adversaries? Are you finding information that the organization
may not want online? Are there other methods which might be more appropriate to
apply?

Search EnginesSearch Engines

Google dorking tricks:

limit to the target webiste using site: and look for potentially accidentally uploaded
file types (e.g. xlsx, you can reference this full list of searchable filetypes)
inurl:
search for link: to discover partners and projects (add "project of" and similar),
removing known, un-interesting and irrelevant sites with -site:
Browse Exploit-db for interesting and advanced combinations to consider, e.g.
inurl:/wp-en/wpbackitup_backups

Social Media / Account DiscoverySocial Media / Account Discovery

Use tools such as KnowEm, namechk, or namechecklist to find similar or
organizationally-linked usernames across other social media accounts.

Additional ToolsAdditional Tools

GlassDoor can provide insight (mostly for larger organizations) on whether there
might be disgruntled former (or current) employees.

Pastebin SearchingPastebin Searching

Search pastebin for keywords about the organization (usually their website address)
-- this custom google search by IntelTechniques searches across over 100 pastebin-
like sites, including github, at once.

Working with ImagesWorking with Images
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Use tools like tineye and Google Reverse Image search to find images (especially
user icons from twitter, etc.) on other sites, and test interesting ones for additional
image in the EXIF data using online tools like Exif Viewer or commandline tools like
exiftool.

RecommendationRecommendation

AUTOMATED RECONNAISANCEAUTOMATED RECONNAISANCE

SummarySummary

This component allows the auditor to quickly identify publicly available resources (such as
websites, extranets, email servers, but also social media information) connected to the
organization and remotely gather information about those resources.

OverviewOverview

Passive Reconnaissance
Identify availability of staff, partner, beneficiary, and current project
information online. 37

Search "paste-bin" sites for leaked internal information or existing
exploitation of their infrastructure.
Create API keys for Recon-ng services to be used. 38

Use recon-ng to do automated web-based open source reconnaissance. 39

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Use VPNs to do automated searching. The automated process can be misconstrued
by various services as malicious and cause your local network to get blocked,
filtered, or surveilled. Tor is often blocked by the tools you will be using.

WalkthroughWalkthrough
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See the Appendix for a full walk-through of using recon-ng

RecommendationRecommendation

MAIL EXCHANGE RECORD SEARCHMAIL EXCHANGE RECORD SEARCH

SummarySummary

MX, or Mail Exchange, records are required to be public for any domain you wish to
receive email through. These records can still reveal sensitive information about your
hosting set-up.

MX Records can reveal vulnerable mail servers or information about other services hosted
internally.

OverviewOverview

Determine an organization's email services.
Explore any potential vulnerabilities.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough

MX Record research reveals self-hosted email server at SampleOrg’s offices:

mail.sample.org has address 256.0.0.3

Determine the authoritative name server(s) for the organization’s

primary domain:
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root@bt:~# host -t mx sample.org
sample.org mail is handled by 21 mail.sample.org

Determine the IP address of the mail server:

root@bt:~# host mail.sample.org
mail.sample.org has address 256.0.0.3

RecommendationRecommendation

No fix needed

Unless other assessments reveals specific vulnerabilities in e-mail services used, there is
no action to take. Unless you have sufficient in-house expertise, it is often recommended
to not host email servers. While self-hosted email provides more control and potentially
security, managing the security of the server is a complex job. Other mail services, such as
MailControl or Postini, also can provide some level of protection by being a first-pass
check for spam and viruses, and (slightly) reducing the visibility of your organizational
mail server.

ANONYMOUS DNS ZONE TRANSFERANONYMOUS DNS ZONE TRANSFER

SummarySummary

Anonymous individuals online can request the full list of the hostnames on the
organizations domain. Responding to zone requests from anyone on the Internet is
comparable to providing an inventory of office locations, pending projects and service
providers to anyone who asks. As such, it is not inherently dangerous, but it does require
that the organization not rely on the assumption that unpublicized URLs are in fact secret.

An overly permissive domain name service (DNS) provider allows an attacker to
enumerate online services that the organization might think are “hidden” because they
have not been (intentionally) published. A zone transfer returns all of the hostnames at a
particular domain, or “zone.” So, a request for sample.org may return www.sample.org,
webmail.sample.org and ftp.sample.org, along with other less obviously guessable
targets, such as wordpress-testing.sample.org.

While any user should be able to use a name server to look up a hostname and convert it
to the corresponding IP address, most well-administered name servers allow full “zone
transfer” requests only from a specific list of authorized locations (often themselves
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subsidiary name servers).

OverviewOverview

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Determine the authoritative name server(s) for the organization’s primary domain:

$ host -t ns sample.org
sample.org name server ns1.something.net.
sample.org name server ns2.something.net.

Attempt a zone transfer on that domain, using that name server:

$ host -l sample.org ns1.something.net
Using domain server:
Name: ns1.something.net
Address: 256.0.0.1#53
Aliases: 

www.sample.org has address 256.0.0.2
mail.sample.org has address 256.0.0.3
webmail.sample.org has address 256.0.0.4
ftp.sample.org has address 256.0.0.5
foo.sample.org has address 256.0.0.6
bar.sample.org has address 256.0.0.7

RecommendationRecommendation

Eliminate or limit zone transfer permissionsEliminate or limit zone transfer permissions

The DNS provider for sample.org allows anonymous DNS zone transfers, revealing
subdomain information

An anonymous zone transfer request revealed the following subdomains:

www.sample.org has address 256.0.0.2
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mail.sample.org has address 256.0.0.3
webmail.sample.org has address 256.0.0.4
ftp.sample.org has address 256.0.0.5
foo.sample.org has address 256.0.0.6

In most cases, the DNS Zone Transfer policies will be set by your domain name provider;
and most providers automatically limit anonymous zone transfers. If yours does not, you
will need to work with their support team to prevent this, or switch to a different DNS
provider.

If your organization maintains its own DNS servers, the administrator of those servers
should check the zone transfer policies to prevent anonymous transfers.
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NETWORK ACCESSNETWORK ACCESS
SUMMARYSUMMARY

This component allows the auditor to test the strength of defenses the host has in place to
protect their local area network. This component consists of gaining access to the local area
network through a wireless access point and unsecured physical channels (such as an
ethernet jack).

PURPOSEPURPOSE

By walking organizations through the vulnerabilities of wireless networks, you have the
opportunity to discuss password strength, and the power that having "offline" access to a
password means in terms of brute forcing it, as well as the importance of defense in depth
even within their trusted work network - reducing the services computers and servers are
sharing, setting up local firewalls on computers, and requiring authentication to access
files.

Even a few minutes of network "sniffing" by an adversary can enable them to work offline
to reveal the network password. Knowing this password would let someone then access the
entire internal network, files shared internally, and even change network settings to enable
remote access. While in an ideal setup, this would give no further access to sensitive
documents, it is not uncommon to find shared file folders, or to gain access to the firewall
or network routers (often set to the default password, because they're only accessible from
inside the network...).

THE FLOW OF INFORMATIONTHE FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information Results
ActivityThreats Threats

Actors

Barriers

Actors

Barriers

Assets Assets

Capacity Capacity

Activities Activities

Vulnerabilities Vulnerabilities

Information Flow

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

Does the organization use strong encryption (WPA2) to secure its wifi?
How secure is the password for the wifi network?
How are guests provided Internet access?

APPROACHAPPROACH

Determine the security of the wireless access point (WAP).
Gain client access to the WAP.
Test unused ethernet ports for live network connectivity.
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Note: If you didn't manage to break through the password, it's not worth the precious audit
time to brute force it - simply ask for the password and move on. If it's a WPA network, you
can work on cracking the password after hours, if only to demonstrate the amount of time
their current password would "protect" them for against a dedicated attacker.

OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

Un-authorized access to the Wireless access point (WAP)
List of unused ethernet jacks with network connectivity.

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

Note: This section is one of the few sections where the SAFETAG audit does go through
attack scenarios, from attempting to "break in" to the wireless network to testing exposed
ethernet jacks for connectivity.

The reasons for this are threefold. First, access to an organization's internal network tends
to reveal sensitive data and "shadow" infrastructures (such as dropbox usage) that lead to
many recommendations to improve access control and discussions of the value of defense
in depth. Second, the specific act of breaking the wifi password allows for a discussion on
password security without attacking any specific user's password. Finally, with wireless
networks treated as equivalent to wired networks in many offices, reminding the
organization that wireless networks extend beyond the physical walls of the office is useful
in discussing password rotation and guest network policies.

Once you have access to the network, you need to first document how you managed that
and share it with the hosts. This is a great moment to discuss passwords in many cases.

Confirm that all devices you are accessing/scanning belong to the organization.
Clarify timing and seek permission with staff - some activities can tax the network or
cause disruptions.

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

Baseline SkillsBaseline Skills

Knowledge of wireless networking and the aircrack suite of tools

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Wireless Access Guides & ResourcesWireless Access Guides & Resources

Documentation: “Aircrack-ng” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)

Documentation: “Airodump-ng” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)

Documentation: “Aireplay-ng” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)

Tutorial: “Bypassing MAC Filters on WiFi Networks” (techorganic.com)
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Tutorial: “Simple WEP Crack” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)

Tutorial: “Simple Wep Cracking with a flowchart” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)

Tutorial: “How to Crack WPA/WPA2” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)

Guide: “Hacking my own router with Reaver, guide to brute forcing Wifi Protected
Setup” (Nathan Heafner)

Guide: “WPS – How to install and use Reaver to detect the WPS on your home
router” (University of South Wales)

Tutorial: “Resetting WPS Lockouts” (Kali Linux Forums)

References: "Links, References and Other Learning Materials" (Aircrack-ng Wiki)

Project Site: "wifite: automated wireless auditor" (Google code)

Source Code: "wifite" (GitHub)

Guide: "Cracking WPA2 WPA with Hashcat in Kali Linux" (darkmoreops.com)

Guide: "Cracking WPA/WPA2 with oclHashcat" (Hashcat wiki)

Guide: "Common/default passwords" (Penetration Execution Standard)

List: "Default Password List" (defaultpassword.com)

List: "Default Password List" (CIRT.net)

List: "Default Password List - 2007" (Phenoelit)

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

WPA PASSWORD CRACKINGWPA PASSWORD CRACKING

SummarySummary

The organization’s wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) protects the network and its
users with WPA encryption. This is an important security measure, and a WPA-protected
wireless network is much safer than an unencrypted “open” network or a WEP-protected
network. (WEP is fundamentally flawed, and extremely simple attacks have been widely
known for over a decade.) However, the ease with an attacker could guess the WPA key,
or “WiFi password,” is a serious issue, particularly considering its importance as an
essential perimeter control. An attacker who gains access to the wireless LAN immediately
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bypasses many protections that network administrators, and other users of the office
network, often take for granted. Put another way, anyone able to guess the WPA key is
immediately “inside the firewall.”

Using a laptop and a wireless card with a standard, internal antenna (or using a
customized smartphone or other small device), an attacker could easily position
themselves close enough to the office to carry out the first phase of this attack, which
would only take a few minutes. The second phase, which is supposed to be the difficult
part, could take even less time. From the privacy of their own home or office, the attacker
could use a minimally customized password dictionary to guess the WPA key .

OverviewOverview

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

For the (most common) WPA password-based attacks, an already-prepared
dictionary of words to use to attack the password will be required. See the Appendix
on Audit Preparation for guidance on dictionary preparation.

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough

An attacker can crack the office’s WPA key in approximately with a short and minimally
customized password dictionary based on open information about the organization and
basic word collections.

Step 1:Step 1: The attacker customizes their WiFi password dictionary, adding phrases related to
the subject: organization name, street address, phone number, email domain, wireless
network name, etc. Common password fragments are included, as well: qwerty, 12345,
asdf and all four-digit dates back to the year 2001, for example, among others. He may
then add hundreds or thousands of words (in English and/or other relevant languages).

See the Dictionary Creation example under Preparation for details on password
dictionary buidling.

Step 2:Step 2: The attacker would then begin recording all (encrypted) wireless traffic associated
with the organization’s access point:
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$ sudo airodump-ng -c 1 --bssid 1A:2B:3C:4D:5E:6F -w sampleorg_airodump mon0

 CH  1 ][ Elapsed: 12 mins ][ 2012-01-23 12:34 ][ fixed channel mon0: -1                                                   
 BSSID              PWR RXQ  Beacons    #Data, #/s  CH  MB   ENC  CIPHER AUTH ESSID                                                         
 1A:2B:3C:4D:5E:6F  -70 100    12345    43210    6   1  12e. WPA2 CCMP   PSK sampleorg                                                         
 BSSID              STATION            PWR   Rate    Lost  Packets  Probes                                                                  
 1A:2B:3C:4D:5E:6F  01:23:45:67:89:01    0    0e- 0e   186    12345
 1A:2B:3C:4D:5E:6F  AB:CD:EF:AB:CD:EF    0    1e- 1      0     1234
 1A:2B:3C:4D:5E:6F  AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:FF  -76    0e- 1      0     1122
 1A:2B:3C:4D:5E:6F  A1:B2:C3:D4:E5:F6  -80    0e- 1      0     4321

wifite is also useful for this step, and claims to automatically de-auth (step 3).

Step 3:Step 3: Next, the auditor forces a wireless client, possibly chosen at random, to
disconnect and reconnect (an operation that is nearly always invisible to the user).

In the example below, AB:CD:EF:AB:CD:EF is the MAC address of a laptop that was briefly
disconnected in this way.

$ aireplay-ng -0 1 -a 1A:2B:3C:4D:5E:6F -c AB:CD:EF:AB:CD:EF mon0 

 15:54:48  Waiting for beacon frame (BSSID: 1A:2B:3C:4D:5E:6F) on channel -1
 15:54:49  Sending 64 directed DeAuth. STMAC: [AB:CD:EF:AB:CD:EF] [ 5| 3 ACKs]

The goal of this step is to capture the cryptographic handshake that occurs when the
targeted client reconnects. Try using different clients if the first one doesn't work, or try
(physically) moving around.

This handshake does not contain the WPA key itself, but once the the complete
handshake process has been seen, the auditor (or a potential attacker) can leave the
vicinity and run various password cracking tools to try and discover the password. While a
complete password cracking tutorial is out of scope for SAFETAG documentation, below
are three strategies:

Step 4:Step 4: The auditor attempts to discover the WPA password.

A good wordlist with a few tweaks tends to break an unforunate number of passwords.
Using a collection of all english words, all words from the language of the organization
being audited, plus a combination of all these words, plus relevant keywords, addresses,
and years tends to crack most wifi passwords.

    $ aircrack-ng -w pwdpairs.txt -b 1A:2B:3C:4D:5E:6F sampleorg_airodump*.cap

For WPA captures, John can either feed in to an aircrack process or attack a capture
directly. For captures, you first have to convert the .cap file (from wireshark, wifite,
airodump, etc.) to a format that John likes. The Jumbo version we use has conversion tools
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for this available:

  $wpapcap2john wpa.cap > crackme
  $./john -w:password.lst -fo=wpapsk-cuda crackme 

ResultsResults

Successful password cracking via piping these into aircrack-ng:

 Opening sampleorg_airodump-01.cap
 Reading packets, please wait...
                                 Aircrack-ng 1.1
                    [00:00:05] 9123 keys tested (1876.54 k/s)
                           KEY FOUND! [ sample2012 ]

      Master Key     : 2A 7C B1 92 C4 61 A9 F6 7F 98 6B C1 AB 53 7A 0F 
                       3C AF D7 9A 0C BD F0 4B A2 44 EE 5B 13 94 12 12 

      Transient Key  : A9 C8 AD 47 F9 71 2A C6 55 F8 F0 73 FB 9A E6 1D 
                       23 D9 31 25 5D B1 CF EA 99 2C B3 D7 E5 7F 91 2D 
                       56 25 D5 9A 1F AD C5 02 E3 2C C9 ED 74 55 BA 94 
                       D6 F5 0A D1 3B FB 39 40 19 C9 BA 65 2E 49 3D 14 

      EAPOL HMAC     : F1 DF 09 C4 5A 96 0B AD 83 DD F9 07 4E FA 19 74 

The fourth line of the above output provides some useful information about the
effectiveness of a strong WPA key. That rate of approximately 2000 keys per second
means that a full-on, brute-force attack against a similar-length key that was truly random
(and therefore immune to dictionary-based attacks) would take about 70^9 or 20 trillion
seconds, which is well over 600,000 years. Or, for those who favor length and simplicity
over brevity and complexity, a key containing four words chosen from among the 10,000
most common English dictionary words would still take approximately 150,000 years to
crack (using this method on an average laptop).

It is worth noting that an attacker with the resources and the expertise could increase
this rate by a factor of a hundred. Using a computer with powerful graphical processing
units (GPUs) or a cloud computing service like Amazon’s EC2, it is possible to test 250,000
or more keys per second. A setup like this would still take several lifetimes to guess a
strong password, however.

Regardless, the success of this attack against a wireless network would allow an attacker
to bypass all perimeter controls, including the network firewall. Without access to the
office LAN, a non-ISP, non-government attacker would have to position himself on the
same network as an external staff member in order to exploit any flaws in the
organization’s email or file-sharing services. With access to the local network, however,
that attacker could begin carrying out Local attacks quite quickly, and from a distance.
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With regard to the distance from which an attacker could maintain such access, the office
WiFi network appears to have a relatively strong signal, which extends to the street out
front:

{photograph of location}

Figure 1: WiFi signal strength from a nearby location

{screenshot of WiFi strength}

Material that may be Useful:Material that may be Useful:

Tutorial: “How to Crack WPA/WPA2” (Aircrack-ng Wiki) “Aircrack-ng” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)
Documentation: “Aireplay-ng” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)
Documentation: “Airodump-ng” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)

RecommendationRecommendation

WPS PIN CRACKINGWPS PIN CRACKING

SummarySummary

WPS was built as an addition to WPA to make it easier to add devices without typing in
secure passwords, but this ease of use means that a malicious actor can pose as a device
and effectively reduce the potentially very difficult passwords WPA allows down to a
simple numeric-only 8 character PIN. Further, the WPS system allows an attacker to work
on this PIN in two parallel chunks, further reducing its security. This, like WEP, is a "live"
attack - you have to stay connected to the network - but also like WEP, it is a guaranteed
attack; your brute forcing of the WPS system will eventually (2-10 hours) allow you
network access.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Find the BSSID of the target routerr
Use Wash to find WPS Routers
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Start Reaver : estimated time: Between 2 and 10 hours

Material that may be Useful:Material that may be Useful:

Guide: “Hacking my own router with Reaver, guide to brute forcing Wifi Protected
Setup” (Nathan Heafner)
Guide: “WPS – How to install and use Reaver to detect the WPS on your home router”
(University of South Wales)
Documentation: “Airodump-ng” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)
Tutorial: “Resetting WPS Lockouts” (Kali Linux Forums)

RecommendationRecommendation

WPS Pin entry should be disabled on the wireless router, or only enabled temporarily to
add new devices to the network.

WEP PASSWORD CRACKINGWEP PASSWORD CRACKING

SummarySummary

WEP provides no effective protection for a wifi network. Most wifi routers offer WPA
encryption as an option, and if this is available it should be immediately implemented.
Some older routers (and wifi devices) do not support WPA. It is highly recommended to
upgrade immediately to hardware that supports WPA and to eliminate all WEP network
access.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

The auditor can be guaranteed to access a WEP network with sufficient time by cracking
the WEP key.

Start the wireless interface in monitor mode on the specific AP channel
Use aireplay-ng to do a fake authentication with the access point
Start airodump-ng on AP channel with a bssid filter to collect the new unique IVs
Start aireplay-ng in ARP request replay mode to inject packets
Run aircrack-ng to crack key using the IVs collected

Material that may be Useful:Material that may be Useful:
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For educational purposes, if no WEP network is available, you can use this pre-built
airodump-ng capture file and skip the airodump-ng and aireplay-ng packet injection
steps.

Tutorial: “Simple WEP Crack” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)
Tutorial: “Simple Wep Cracking with a flowchart” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)
Documentation: “Aircrack-ng” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)
Documentation: “Aireplay-ng” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)
Documentation: “Airodump-ng” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)

RecommendationRecommendation

ACCESSING A MAC-FILTERED NETWORKACCESSING A MAC-FILTERED NETWORK

SummarySummary

Open and MAC-address-filtered wireless access points are not only open to anyone within
range to join and listen in to, but also do not provide protection to those on the network
itself, even if they do not "broadcast" their name. These may seem like great ways to
prevent unauthorized users from accessing your network without resorting to passwords,
but they are trivial to overcome.

OverviewOverview

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough

The auditor can easily gain access to an open or MAC address filtered access point.

MAC-Address Spoofing
Start the wireless interface in monitor mode
Identify MAC addresses that are on the whitelist
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airodump-ng

* Change our MAC address to one that’s on the whitelist

ifconfig mon0 down
macchanger -m [MAC ADDRESS IDENTIFIED] mon0
ifconfig mon0 up

Material that may be Useful:Material that may be Useful:

Tutorial: “Bypassing MAC Filters on WiFi Networks” (techorganic.com)
Documentation: “Airodump-ng” (Aircrack-ng Wiki)

RecommendationRecommendation

Transitioning to WPA networks with strong passwords, even for guest networks, is
recommended.
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NETWORK MAPPINGNETWORK MAPPING
SUMMARYSUMMARY

This component allows the auditor to identify the devices on a host's network, the services
that are being used by those devices, and any protections in place.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

Mapping an organization's network exposes the multitude of devices connected to it --
including mostly forgotten servers -- and provides the baseline for later work on device
assessment and vulnerability research.

This process also reveals outside service usage (such as google services, dropbox, or
others) which serve -- intentionally or not -- as shadow infrastructure for the organization.
In combination with beacon research from the network discovery process, many devices
can be associated with users.

THE FLOW OF INFORMATIONTHE FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information Results
ActivityThreats Threats

Actors

Barriers

Actors

Barriers

Assets Assets

Capacity Capacity

Activities Activities

Vulnerabilities Vulnerabilities

Network Mapping Information Flow

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

What operating systems, and services being hosted or used by an organization? Are
any hosts running unusual, custom, or outdated operating systems and services?
Are there unexpected/unusual devices or services on the network?
What is the topology of the network? What are the routers and modems managing it?
What services (e.g. dropbox, web-mail, etc.) are running on the network that have
not been mentioned by the organizational staff?
What network assets does an attacker have access to once they have gained access
to the internal network?

APPROACHESAPPROACHES

Network Mapping:Network Mapping: Map hosts, services, and network hardware by scanning network
devices.
Monitor Open Wireless Traffic:Monitor Open Wireless Traffic: Monitor wireless traffic for handshakes, beacons, and
MAC addresses.
Wireless Range Mapping:Wireless Range Mapping: Map the range of the organizations wireless network
outside of office space.
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OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

A list of hosts, servers, and other network hardware on LAN
The operating systems and services on each host.
Services used by the host as identified by decrypted wireless network traffic.
Possible vulnerable services and practices.40

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

Clarify timing and seek permission with staff - some activities can tax the network or
cause disruptions.
Confirm that all devices you are accessing/scanning belong to the organization.
Delete all devices from your scan that do not belong to the organization.
Study outputs for any obviously embarrassing personal information (especially traffic
sniffing or personal devices connected to the network) before sharing.
Treat captured network traffic with the utmost security and empathetic
responsibility. They may contain very personal data, passwords, and more. These
should not be shared except in specific, intentional samples with anyone, including
the organization itself.

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

Baseline SkillsBaseline Skills

Skill with using nmap/zenmap and its scripting options
Skill with Wireshark or other packet-capturing tool, as well as possibly more
advanced traffic interception tools.

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Guide: "10 Techniques for Blindly Mapping Internal Networks"

Resource List: Wireless Access Guides & Resources (SAFETAG)

Resource List: nmap Scanning Resources (SAFETAG)

Resource List: System Vulnerability Scanning Resources (SAFETAG)

Network Mapping MethodsNetwork Mapping Methods

Guide: "10 Techniques for Blindly Mapping Internal Networks"

Directory: "Network Forensics Packages and Appliances" (Forensics Wiki)

Directory: "Scripts and tools related to Wireshark" (Wireshark Wiki)

Nmap ScanningNmap Scanning

Guide: "The Official Nmap Project Guide to Network Discovery and Security
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Scanning" (Gordon “Fyodor” Lyon)

Cheat Sheet: “Part 1: Introduction to Nmap” (Nmap Cheat Sheet: From Discovery to
Exploits)

Cheat Sheet: “Part 2: Advance Port Scanning with Nmap And Custom Idle Scan”
(Nmap Cheat Sheet: From Discovery to Exploits)

Cheat Sheet: “Part 3: Gathering Additional Information about Host and Network”
(Nmap Cheat Sheet: From Discovery to Exploits)

Cheat Sheet: “Part 4” (Nmap Cheat Sheet: From Discovery to Exploits)

Cheat Sheet: “Nmap Cheat Sheet” (See-Security Technologies)

Overview: “The Purpose of a Graphical Frontend for Nmap” (Zenmap GUI Users'
Guide)

Guide: “Zenmap GUI Users' Guide” (Zenmap GUI Users' Guide)

Guide: “Surfing the Network Topology” (Zenmap GUI Users' Guide)

Guide: “Host Detection” (nmap Reference Guide)

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

NETWORK SCANNINGNETWORK SCANNING

SummarySummary

Local networks often have a variety of devices connected to them - servers, user devices,
staff cellphones, and more. Scanning the connected devices can reveal potential areas for
further research (odd ports being open, out of date devices/services, forgotten
servers/services...).

Selected scanning of external network devices (websites, webmail, extranet services) may
also reveal vulnerabilities or other areas of concern.

OverviewOverview

Scan the network for all connected devices
Review device information and open services for potential vulnerabilities
Using beacons and other data, map devices to users.
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Scan select external services (particularly self-hosted webmail/email servers and
other extranet services) to detect possible unencrypted but sensitive connection
possibilities
Enumerate shared directories on the network and check for access controls

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Using a network scanning tool (nmap/zenmapnmap/zenmap work well), discover the devices connected
to the organization's network, and explore further information such as services, service
banners, and operating systems. More intense scans can be too time-consuming to run
across the entire network, so target those to higher value systems. As always, be aware of
the scans and additional scripts you choose, and focus your exploration (in nmap) on
scripts categorized as "safe".

Discover network-connected devices, including servers and workstations, but also
smartphones, voip phones, and other devices.
Open ports
OS detection
banners (not all ports corectly map to their "expected" services, also provides service
version information)
additional Scripts and more exhaustive port scanning as needed

Service researchService research

Inspect all systems providing internal services to the host organization.
Record the version and patch levels of software on the device. 41

Identify weak ports or services available under the current device's firewall
configuration. 42

Identify all odd/obscure/one-off services. 43

Using the list of software versions and patches identify attacks and, if possible,
identified malware that devices in the office are vulnerable to.

SMB Network toolsSMB Network tools

smbtree

Shared Folders EnumerationShared Folders Enumeration
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Unsigned NTLM authentication messages vulnerable to Man-in-the-Middle attack on SMB
file servers

Unsigned NTLM authentication messages allow an attacker on the LAN to add, remove or
copy files to and from the organization’s file servers (and workstations with filesharing
enabled).

RecommendationRecommendation

While office networks are often treated as "trusted" spaces, measures should be in place
to reduce the potential harm of an attacker who gains access. In addition, devices that
"travel" -- such as laptops and mobile phones -- should have adequate security settings
(generally, firewalls) to protect them on other networks.

A policy should be in place for connecting personal devices to work networks, as well as
work devices to non-work networks.

NETWORK TRAFFIC ANALYSISNETWORK TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

SummarySummary

Any content that is sent out over the network without encryption is easy to intercept; this
includes email, web passwords, and chat messages.

This attacker could be someone, such as a patron of the Internet cafe where a staff
member is working, who just happens to be using the same local network to connect to
the Internet. Or, she could work for an organization with privileged access to the relevant
network, such as the Internet Service Provider (ISP) of either the sender or receiver and
other network-backbone connections made along the way.

OverviewOverview

Intercept network traffic
Review it for security concerns
Watch for unencrypted email (POP/SMTP/IMAP) connections, unencrypted website
logins (for blogs, websites, and webmail in particular)

Materials NeededMaterials Needed
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Wifi device and drivers supporting "promiscuous mode" (see http://www.aircrack-
ng.org/doku.php?
id=compatible_cards&DokuWiki=a36042531edb54f9b95a76ff61d77d14)

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Treat captured network traffic with the utmost security and empathetic
responsibility. They may contain very personal data, passwords, and more. These
should not be shared except in specific, intentional samples with anyone, including
the organization itself.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Network Traffic InterceptionNetwork Traffic Interception

Step 1:Step 1: The attacker tricks the victim into routing all of his traffic through the attacker’s
machine. This involves making a simple request to the victim’s IP address, which is not
difficult to do. Computers are rarely configured to ignore such requests.

$ sudo sh -c 'echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward'

$ sudo arpspoof -i wlan0 -t 192.168.1.99 192.168.1.1

Sample Output:

00:11:22:33:44:55 aa:bb:cc:dd:ee:ff 0806 42: arp reply 192.168.1.1 is-at 00:11:22:33:44:55
00:11:22:33:44:55 aa:bb:cc:dd:ee:ff 0806 42: arp reply 192.168.1.1 is-at 00:11:22:33:44:55
00:11:22:33:44:55 aa:bb:cc:dd:ee:ff 0806 42: arp reply 192.168.1.1 is-at 00:11:22:33:44:55
00:11:22:33:44:55 aa:bb:cc:dd:ee:ff 0806 42: arp reply 192.168.1.1 is-at 00:11:22:33:44:55
...
00:11:22:33:44:55 aa:bb:cc:dd:ee:ff 0806 42: arp reply 192.168.1.1 is-at 00:11:22:33:44:55

In the example above, only a single victim (192.168.1.99) is being targeted, but the attack
works fine against multiple victims, or even against the entire network. In other words,
the attacker does not need to know which IP address (on the office or Internet cafe LAN,
for example) belongs to her target. Furthermore, the victim is extremely unlikely to notice
any sign that this phase of the attack is taking place.

EtterCap provides a powerful frontend to managing this process with multiple potential
targets. In EtterCap:

Under the "Sniff" menu, select "Unified sniffing" (for most cases where you are using
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one interface to both intercept and forward traffic), and select the relevant interface
(wlan0)
Under the Hosts menu, select the systems on the network you will target, or leave
blank to target all systems
Under Mitm, select "arp spoofing" for this example
Select "Start" under the Sniffing menu

Step 2:Step 2: At this point, if the attacker is looking for unencrypted traffic, all she needs to do is
launch a packet-sniffer, such as Wireshark, and scan through the intercepted traffic for
specific vulnerable information, such as email or website logins, as well as traffic
revealing shadow infrastructure usage, such as Dropbox.

RecommendationRecommendation

Only use services with "SSL" encryption ("HTTPS"), and consider adding HTTPS
Everywhere to browsers. This does not itself guarantee protection from all attacks, but it
is a good first-step in protecting information (such as passwords or email) in transit from
your computer to the service provider.

REMOTE NETWORK AND USER DEVICE ASSESSMENTREMOTE NETWORK AND USER DEVICE ASSESSMENT

SummarySummary

This component allows the auditor to work remotely to identify the devices on a host's
network, the services that are being used by those devices, and any protections in place,
as well as to assess the security of the individual devices on the network.

OverviewOverview

There can be several approaches for this exercise, depending on the scenario.

Scenario 0Scenario 0
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The organization has contacted the auditor through an intermediary who is familiar with
tech and can follow SAFETAG instructions, or the organization has a tech person among
their employees.

This scenario is comparable to a situation where the auditor is on site. In this case, the
auditor will instruct the intermediary or the tech person in the organization to follow the
instructions in the exercise on Network mapping and on User device assessment.

Scenario 1Scenario 1

The organization has someone among their employees who is ready to follow simple
instructions, including opening a terminal and pasting commands we will provide them.

In this scenario, the auditor will send simple instructions to the auditee, so as to be able
to access the organization's network through a reverse SSH tunnel and assess the LAN
and single devices from there. To run the computer used within the organization's
network to establish the tunnel, a UNIX system is needed. This will be a Linux live
distribution or a Mac computer.

Scenario 2Scenario 2

In this scenario, no one at the organization is ready to apply complex instructions.
Instead of relying on an individual, the auditor will rely on tunneling into a device located
in the physical space of the auditee. This can be done in two ways:

1. Remote Desktop or remote VPN into targeted Network. Remote Desktop is tunneling
into a targeted machine that lives on the same targeted LAN network where you
wish to scan the network and do the device assessment; the auditor controls the
machine remotely and uses it as the auditor machine.

2. VPN to a trusted VPN server. In this case, the auditee will connect one of their
machines to a trusted VPN server, and the auditor will connect to the same VPN
server, allowing both LANs at the auditee's and auditor's ends to connect.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

Scenario 1Scenario 1

A machine accessible globally via ssh. It could be a machine or a virtual server
A GNULinux machine on the auditor's side
A machine running Linux or Mac with ssh on the auditee's end. If the audited
organization only has Windows computers, they can use a live distribution, for
example Ubuntu Live.
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If you're using a live Linux distribution, you will probably need to guide the
auditee into changing the BIOS settings for enabling the computer to boot
from a USB stick.

If we use sshuttle, net-tools needs to be installed on the auditee's side. This package
is installed by default in Ubuntu.

Scenario 2Scenario 2

In the case of remote desktop:In the case of remote desktop:

Clean PC connected to the local auditee LAN network
Stable and fast Internet connection at both ends
TeamViewer client installed on the local clean machine. (Windows remote desktop
can also be used.)
TeamViewer installed on the auditor's machine

In the case of using an in-the-middle trusted VPN server:In the case of using an in-the-middle trusted VPN server:

A PC connected to the local auditee's LAN network
Stable and fast Internet connection at both ends
OpenVPN client installed on the local clean machine
OpenVPN client installed on the auditor's machine
A trusted OpenVPN Server

Applications to useApplications to use: TightVNC TeamViewer Windows remote desktop

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Scenario 1Scenario 1

Make sure that the auditee downloads the Linux image over TLS and guide them
through the verification process (instructions for Ubuntu can be found here).
When starting a live Linux distribution, make sure the auditee has a secure
communication channel with you on a different device than the one that will be
rebooted - for example through Signal on an Android phone, or on a different
computer.
Warn the auditee that they should not press "install" when the live Linux distribution
has started, else their hard disk will be formatted and they will lose their data.
Make sure that a secure communication channel is in place for sending the ssh
commands to the auditee.
The server used for the middle connection should be updated and secured, or
updated and ephemeral.
Make sure to remove/clean any persistent connections once you are done with
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auditing.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Scenario 0Scenario 0

Instruct the intermediary or the tech person in the organization to follow the instructions
in the exercise on Network mapping and on User device assessment.

Scenario 1Scenario 1

LegendLegend

S: Server - a machine accessible globally via ssh. It could be a machine or a virtual
server
A: Auditor's GNULinux machine
C: A machine running GNULinux or Mac with ssh on the auditee's end

Instruct the auditee to initiate a connection to the server (S) and set up a reverse ssh
server:

Let's assume we have a server named safetag-audit.org (S), and usernames for each
auditee called auditee1, auditee2, etc.

on the auditee's machine (C); the auditee will need to be instructed to run the
following commands:

service sshd start
ssh -R 2200:localhost:22 auditee1@safetag-audit.org

(the auditor has to provide the auditee with a password for the password prompt
that will appear when this command is entered.)

this will allow any connection to port 2200 on safetag-audit.org (S) to be sent to
port 22 on the auditee's machine (C). The remote port is an arbitrary high number
port (> 1023); a practice can be established to assign a number to each location
and machine.

exampleexample:

the auditee on machine on site 0 could be instructed to run:
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ssh -R 2200:localhost:22 auditee0@safetag-audit.org

this will allow the auditee to connect to port 2200 from within safetag-audit.org (S)
and have traffic forwarded to port 22 on the auditee's machine (C).

the auditee on machine on site 1 will run:

ssh -R 2210:localhost:22 auditee1@safetag-audit.org

ImportantImportant: make sure that the ports you use don't conflict with ports by other services or
auditees, i.e. don't use a port number twice.

Once this session is open, the auditor can access the auditee's machine (C). At this point
there are a few powerful options:

simply ssh from S to C via the tunnel (port defined in the reverse tunnel on the
server localhost interface);

exampleexample:

to connect to site 0:

    ssh clientUser@localhost -p 2200

with site 1 in the previous example, the port would be 2210 (or whatever the auditee used
in her command).

Create a VPN-like connection to site:

create a forward tunnel from A to S that is "piped" into the reverse tunnel:

ssh -L 2200:localhost:2200 user@safetag-audit.org

now you have a tunnel from your localhost:2200 to safetag-audit.org:2200, which
in turn has a tunnel from safetag-audit.org:2200 to the client machine on port 22.

once you have that, you can use sshuttle (needs to be installed, it's in most
Linux standard repositories) on the auditor's machine (A) to access additional
resources in the auditee's network (as long as they are non-ICMP) directly
from the Auditor's machine (A). Such resources might include web-based
resources (router web interface for example) or remote desktop (to assess
windows or mac clients) or accessing file shares on the auditee's network,
etc...
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to do this, you would need to use client credentials through the tunnel you just
created, and provide the client subnet to route traffic correctly through that "VPN":

    sshuttle -r user@localhost:2200 192.168.1.0/24

once this tunnel is created, you should be able to access any resource on the
remote network by its IP and port (for example, through the browser for http(s))

An additional thing that one might want to do is making the connection from C to S
passwordless and automatic (this can be accomplished with tools or scripts readily
available on the internet).

WARNINGWARNING: Make sure to remove/clean any persistent connections once you are done
with auditing.

There should be no need for multiple reverse tunnels, as multiple forward tunnels can be
set up from S to C if needed (eg. VNC or RDP); this requires multiple forward tunnels from
A to S though.

Scenario 2Scenario 2

LegendLegend:

A: Auditee's local machine; a clean machine, connected to the Internet through the
auditee's LAN network
B: Auditor machine

Someone at the auditee's side will prepare machine A in coordination with the auditor,
then install TeamViewer.

After that, and using a trusted communication method, TeamViewer ID and passcode will
be sent to the Auditor.

The auditor will use the ID and passcode to connect to the machine and start using
machine A as the auditing machine.

There are pros and cons for this:

ConsCons:

1. Internet speed: You will need a high speed Internet connection to achieve such task,
as the remote access will be transferring the desktop of the targeted machine to you
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in order to do the tasks.
2. Connection interruption: While you are working remotely, you might face some

connection interruptions during your session, and restarting the remote access will
be a challenge because in most of the cases you will need someone at the other end
to authorize you to tunnel into the machine.

3. Physical limitations: You are still physically far from the machine, which means you
cannot connect a USB drive to boot from it or do any other tasks that require you to
be near the device.

4. Installing Kali Linux might be hard: It might be hard for a non-technical person to
prepare a Kali Linux machine

ProsPros:

1. Usability: TeamViewer is easy to install and use. Anyone with basic knowledge on
how to install software can assist you with preparing the auditing machine.

2. Network speed: Technically, your auditing machine is the machine you are
connected to, which is physically located in the targeted office and connected to the
LAN network. This means that you will have full speed running your audit tasks.

NoteNote: Some remote assistant software provides VPN solutions that turn Machine A into a
VPN Server and allow Machine B to VPN into it. Tunneling into that VPN server will allow
you to connect to the local LAN network, which will allow you to use Machine B to run the
audit.

Using an in-the-middle trusted VPN serverUsing an in-the-middle trusted VPN server

LegendLegend:

A : Auditee's local machine; a clean machine, connected to the Internet through the
auditee's LAN network
B: Auditor's machine
C: OpenVPN Server

Auditee's Network --------- (A) ---------- C ---------- (B) ---------- Auditor's Network

The auditor will put efforts preparing an OpenVPN server (C) and create 2 profiles (Keys
and configurations) to allow machines A and B to connect to C.

Get a VPS from your favorite and trusted VPS provider and keep in mind the physical
location of the server, then install OpenVPN Server by following the instructions contained
in this guide on Ubuntu Server.
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The default configuration of OpenVPN will not allow the clients (A-B) to see each other on
the network. To allow that, you have to enable client-to-client directive and enable your
both subnets (Auditee and Auditor) to see each others networks. To do so, follow these
instruction.

After finishing the installation and testing it, the auditor will pass the .ovpn file to the
person at the auditee's site through a trusted way, and provide instructions on how to
install and connect to the server. After connecting A and B to C, the auditor will be able to
start the network and device assessment at the other end.

NoteNote: In case the VPN is censored in A or B's countries, or in both, you can follow these
instructions on how to bypass the censorship by using pluggable transports.

RecommendationRecommendation

ROUTER ATTACKSROUTER ATTACKS

Covered in full in Vulnerability Scanning and Analysis

Find the router(s) (route works well for this)
Test using default passwords
Check for upgrades / un-patched vulnerabilities and backdoors
Investigate potentially valuable data (logs, connected users)

WIRELESS RANGE MAPPINGWIRELESS RANGE MAPPING

Covered in full in Network Discovery

This component consists of wireless scanning and wireless signal mapping. It is useful for
organizations with offices in shared spaces/buildings/apartment complexes or near
locations where an adversary could easily "listen" to network traffic. In conjuction with
Monitoring Open Wireless Traffic exercise, it can also identify devices using that network.
It is useful to do this in parallel with Office Mapping to build a more comprehensive view
of the information assets of the organization.

Identify and verify the network(s) belonging to the organization
Create a map or photos indicating the range of each relevant wireless access point.

MONITOR OPEN WIRELESS TRAFFICMONITOR OPEN WIRELESS TRAFFIC
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Covered in full in Network Discovery

Each wireless device maintains a "memory" of what networks it has successfully
connected to. When it is connecting to a network, it sends out "probes" to all of the
networks it has in this memory. It is important to note that this data gets broadcast
widely, and can be collected without any network access, only proximity to the device.

These network probes can often contain names (especially from mobile phone tethers),
organizational affiliations, device manufacturers, and a mixture of other potentially
valuable data (home network names, recent airports/travel locations, cafés and
conference networks). If there are many networks in the office's vicinity, this activity can
also help identify the specific office network (if there is any doubt). In many cases, an
organization may not want the name of their wireless network to be associated with to
their organization, but it may be revealed by this additional meta-data.

Beacons can "de-anonymize" an obfuscated network name as well as provide rich content
for social engineering attacks. This provides an only-lightly-invasive introduction to
discuss the trackability of devices, particularly mobiles and laptops.

Scan for wireless networks nearby, identify (and confirm) the office network(s).
Monitor traffic of that network and capture potentially sensitive metadata (wireless
security settings, beacons, and MAC addresses).
Research likely device hardware using MAC addresses.
Do the staff devices leak sensitive metadata?
What can be determined about the organization based on broadcast wireless data?
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USER DEVICE ASSESSMENTUSER DEVICE ASSESSMENT
SUMMARYSUMMARY

This component allows the auditor to assess the security of the individual devices on the
network. This component consists of interviews, surveys, and inspection of devices.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

Compromised devices have the ability to undermine nearly any other organizational
attempt at securing information. Knowing if devices receive basic software and security
upgrades and what core protections against unauthorized access exist is vital to designing
a strategy to make the host more secure.

THE FLOW OF INFORMATIONTHE FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information Results
ActivityThreats Threats

Actors

Barriers

Actors

Barriers

Assets Assets

Capacity Capacity

Activities Activities

Vulnerabilities Vulnerabilities

User Device Assessment Information Flow

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

What work and personal devices do staff use to accomplish their work, store work
related files, or engage in work communications?
What organizational and external/personal services do staff use to accomplish their
work, store work related files, or engage in work communications?
What are the organizational processes that staff take part in and the tools and
communication channels that are used in those process'?
What are the existing in/formal security practices that the participants use to address
risks.

APPROACHESAPPROACHES

Conduct a Hands on Device Interview/Audit:Conduct a Hands on Device Interview/Audit: Inspect and record information on user
devices (work & personal) for security concerns (patch levels, user privileges, drive
encryption, ports/services running, anti-virus capabilities)
Password User Survey:Password User Survey: Have staff take the password use survey for ALL devices used
for work. 44,45

A Day In the Life:A Day In the Life: Have staff walk you through a usual "day in their life" showing you
what devices they use, how they use them, and what data they have to interact with
to conduct their work.
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OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

List of all assets in the organization and whom they belong to.
List of software running on staff devices.
List of known vulnerabilities, and identifiable malware, that the office is vulnerable to.
List of malware found by running updated anti-virus on office computers (if anti-virus
installed during device inspection.)

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

Treat device assessment data as well as any additional service information learned
with the utmost security

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

Baseline SkillsBaseline Skills

Basic systems administration experience for common operating systems

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Guidelines: "Guidelines on Firewalls and Firewall Policy" (NIST 800-41)

Benchmarks: "Security Configuration Benchmarks" (CIS Security Benchmarks)

Repository: "National Checklist Program Repository - Prose security checklists"
(National Vulnerability Database)

Security Guidance: "Operating Systems Security Guidance" (NSA)

Password SecurityPassword Security

Guide: "How to Teach Humans to Remember Really Complex Passwords" (Wired)

Guide: "Security on Passwords and User Awareness" (HashTag Security)

Video: "What’s wrong with your pa$$w0rd?" (TED)

Article: "Password Security: Why the horse battery staple is not correct" (Diogo
Mónica)

Organization: "Passwords Research" (The CyLab Usable Privacy and Security
Laboratory (CUPS))

Privilege Separation Across OSPrivilege Separation Across OS

identify what privileges services are running as
identify is the admin user is called admin or root
Identify if users are logging in and installing software as admin.
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Examining Firewalls Across OSExamining Firewalls Across OS

Checklist: "Firewall Configuration Checklist." (NetSPI)

Identifying Software VersionsIdentifying Software Versions

Device Encryption By OSDevice Encryption By OS

Identifying if a device is using encryption by OS
Encryption availablility by OS
Encryption Guides

Anti-Virus UpdatesAnti-Virus Updates

Identifying Odd/One-Off ServicesIdentifying Odd/One-Off Services

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

DEVICE AND SOFTWARE VERSION ASSESSMENTDEVICE AND SOFTWARE VERSION ASSESSMENT

SummarySummary

The auditor checks staff devices for updated systems and software, anti-virus and other
security capabilities, and identifies software runing on computers and its current version.
The auditor checks for known vulnerabilities to any out of date software.

This is used to develop a report component exposing how un-updated software can lead
to large vulnerabilities.

OverviewOverview

Identify what privilege level services are running under -- Are users using accounts
with admin privelges, or are they using another user and have to type in a password
to get admin rights? 46

Check for existence and status of anti-virus (and anti-malware tools) on the device.
47

Record the version and patch levels of software on the device. 48

Identify what level of encryption is being used and is available for data storage on
the device. 49

Using the list of software versions and patches identify attacks and, if possible,
identified malware that devices in the office are vulnerable to.
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Materials NeededMaterials Needed

A notepad may be useful

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Communicate with the staff members the level of confidentiality you are treating
discussions around their device and technology usage with - i.e. explain what
incident response triggers you have agreed upon with the organization, and that
anything not triggering that is to be only reported in aggregate.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

The auditor inspects a subset of key and/or representative user devices (work &
personal). The auditor should focus on the work devices to limit scope creep, but if the
office has many personal devices accessing organizational accounts/data, the auditor
should share what "red flags" they are looking for and work in tandem with device
owners and/or IT staff. For a small office, it may be possible to check every machine. For
larger offices, the auditor should use a subset to get a feel for the overall security stance
of user devices.

See the Appendix for a per-OS guide of where to find key data.

RecommendationRecommendation

Upgrade Operating SystemsUpgrade Operating Systems

Popular operating systems like Windows XP are, sadly, no longer receiving security
updates.

Move to Licensed Operating SystemsMove to Licensed Operating Systems

While "pirated" operating systems are extremely common (especially Windows) they often
leave much to be desired in terms of security. If the OS is not receiving regular updates
from the software creator, it is extremely vulnerable to thousands of potential attacks.
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Update Operating SystemsUpdate Operating Systems

Operating Systems of all varieties - Windows, Mac, Linux, and others, are constantly being
updated. These updates often fix bugs, but they also protect the system from newly
discovered vulnerabilities. It can seem difficult to keep updating constantly, but this is
very important to protect even non-sensitive systems.

Update Vulnerable SoftwareUpdate Vulnerable Software

Many critical software components, such as Java or Adobe Flash, have many
vulnerabilities and need to be aggressively updated.

Install Anti-VirusInstall Anti-Virus

Move to Licensed Anti-VirusMove to Licensed Anti-Virus

Update Anti-VirusUpdate Anti-Virus

Most AV tools automatically update, but this can sometimes get out of sync, or if the AV
was a pre-installed trial system, it will stop updating after its trial period. An out of date
anti-virus is worthless.

Install Anti-Malware scannerInstall Anti-Malware scanner

Encrypt Hard DrivesEncrypt Hard Drives

Activate a personal firewallActivate a personal firewall

A DAY IN THE LIFEA DAY IN THE LIFE

SummarySummary
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The auditor checks staff devices for updated systems and software, anti-virus and other
security capabilities, and identifies software runing on computers and its current version.
The auditor checks for known vulnerabilities to any out of date software.

This is used to develop a report component exposing how un-updated software can lead
to large vulnerabilities.

OverviewOverview

Integrated with other activities/interactions, interview staff on their usage of
technology and remote services

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Communicate with the staff members the level of confidentiality you are treating
discussions around their device and technology usage with - i.e. explain what
incident response triggers you have agreed upon with the organization, and that
anything not triggering that is to be only reported in aggregate.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

As you work with staff members (this pairs well with the device checklist activity), also
interview them about the other devices they use, and how they connect to work services -
email/webmail, intra/extranet tools, Constituent Relationship Management (CRM) tools
like CiviCRM or Salesforce, financial tracking tools, and website management tools.

Phone UsagePhone Usage

Work Email
Work Calls
Chat Apps with partners/work related

User Software and ToolsUser Software and Tools
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Email software
Calendars
Shared Files inside the office
Other shared file systems
Chat
Voice calls
Program tracking software
Financial
Progress
Databases
intranet
extranet / other sites?

Remote ServicesRemote Services

Dropbox
Work Email
Websites and blogs
Social media
Online CRM or mass-mailing tools (SalesForce, CiviCRM, MailChimp...)

RecommendationRecommendation

Only use services with "SSL" encryption ("HTTPS"), and consider adding HTTPS
Everywhere to browsers. This does not itself guarantee protection from all attacks, but it
is a good first-step in protecting information (such as passwords or email) in transit from
your computer to the service provider.

FIREWIRE ACCESS TO ENCRYPTED/LOCKED COMPUTERSFIREWIRE ACCESS TO ENCRYPTED/LOCKED COMPUTERS

SummarySummary

Firewire ports and expansion slots can be abused to obtain data that are thought to be
encrypted

Any attacker who obtains a running (including sleeping and hibernating!) Windows, Mac,
or even Linux laptop with a Firewire port, an ExpressCard expansion slot, or a
Thunderbolt port will be able to read, record or modify any sensitive information on the
device, even if the screen is “locked” and the information is stored on an encrypted
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volume or in an encrypted folder. This applies to threats involving loss, theft and
confiscation, but also to “checkpoint” scenarios in which the attacker may only have
access for a few minutes.

This attack requires physical control of a machine that is not powered off. Full details of
the scope of the attack are available at http://www.breaknenter.org/projects/inception/ .

OverviewOverview

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

A system with a firewire port, a thunderbolt port, or a PCMCIA slot and a firewire
card. See http://www.breaknenter.org/projects/inception/#Requirements

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Firewire ports and expansion slots can be abused to obtain data that are thought to be
encrypted

The threat describe in this section is more complex than it needs to be. In fact,
unencrypted data are vulnerable to any number of simple attacks, the two most
straightforward being: 1) rebooting the computer from a USB stick CD-ROM or DVD
containing an alternate operating system, then copying all of the data; or 2) removing the
hard drive, inserting it into a different machine, then copying all of the data. These
techniques, which work on nearly any computer, even if a strong login password has
been set, are effective and widely used, but they require extended physical access to the
device. A slightly different attack is described below, one that only requires physical
access for a few minutes. It, too, works regardless of login/screen-lock passwords, though
only devices with Firewire ports or expansion slots (ExpressCard, CardBus, PCMCIA, etc.)
are vulnerable.

The steps required to defend against all of these threats is the same: encrypt your data
using a tool like Microsoft’s BitLocker, Apple’s FileVaule or the open-source Truecrypt
application. The Firewire attack highlighted here is particularly illustrative, however,
because it serves as a reminder that merely setting up an encrypted volume is not
enough. In much the same way that a lock does little to protect your home if the door to
which it is attached remains open, data encryption is rarely effective while you are logged
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into your computer. Even if the screen is locked (which would foil the “reboot” and “hard
drive removal” attacks described briefly above), an attacker may still find a way to access
your sensitive data, while the computer is up and running, because the decryption key is
present in the computer’s memory. (This is how large-scale encryption actually works.
Information remains encrypted at all times, on the storage device where it lives, but you
are able to access it while you are logged in, or while your encrypted volume is “open,”
because your computer decrypts and encrypts it on the fly.) Walkthrough

Step 1: First, the attacker would connect her computer to the victim’s using a Firewire
cable. Either or both machines could be using a true Firewire port or a Firewire expansion
card. When a Firewire ExpressCard expansion card is inserted, Windows automatically
installs and configures the necessary drivers, even if nobody is logged into the laptop.

Step 2: Once connected, the attacker simply runs the Inception tool, selects the operating
system of the target machine and waits a minute or two for the attack to complete
(depending on the amount of RAM present):

$ incept

 _|  _|      _|    _|_|_|  _|_|_|_|  _|_|_|    _|_|_|  _|    _|_|    _|      _|
 _|  _|_|    _|  _|        _|        _|    _|    _|    _|  _|    _|  _|_|    _|
 _|  _|  _|  _|  _|        _|_|_|    _|_|_|      _|    _|  _|    _|  _|  _|  _|
 _|  _|    _|_|  _|        _|        _|          _|    _|  _|    _|  _|    _|_|
 _|  _|      _|    _|_|_|  _|_|_|_|  _|          _|    _|    _|_|    _|      _|

v.0.2.0 (C) Carsten Maartmann-Moe 2012
Download: http://breaknenter.org/projects/inception | Twitter: @breaknenter

[*] FireWire devices on the bus (names may appear blank):
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[1] Vendor (ID): MICROSOFT CORP. (0x50f2) | Product (ID):  (0x0)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[*] Only one device present, device auto-selected as target
[*] Selected device: MICROSOFT CORP.
[*] Available targets:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[1] Windows 8: msv1_0.dll MsvpPasswordValidate unlock/privilege escalation
[2] Windows 7: msv1_0.dll MsvpPasswordValidate unlock/privilege escalation
[3] Windows Vista: msv1_0.dll MsvpPasswordValidate unlock/privilege escalation
[4] Windows XP: msv1_0.dll MsvpPasswordValidate unlock/privilege escalation
[5] Mac OS X: DirectoryService/OpenDirectory unlock/privilege escalation
[6] Ubuntu: libpam unlock/privilege escalation
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[!] Please select target (or enter 'q' to quit): 2
[*] Selected target: Windows 7: msv1_0.dll MsvpPasswordValidate unlock/privilege escalation
[*] Initializing bus and enabling SBP-2, please wait  1 seconds or press Ctrl+C
[*] DMA shields should be down by now. Attacking...
[*] Searching, 1328 MiB so far
[*] Signature found at 0x8b50c321 (in page # 570636)
[*] Write-back verified; patching successful
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[*] BRRRRRRRAAAAAWWWWRWRRRMRMRMMRMRMMMMM!!!

In the case of the laptops tested, Inception took approximately two minutes to reach the
final, somewhat self-congratulatory line shown above. At that point, we were able to login
using any password. (Entering “asdf” worked just fine, and gave us full access to all data
on the computer.) Inception works by temporarily replacing authentication code using the
Firewire’s protocol’s direct memory access (DMA). After a reboot, everything is restored to
its original state.

Once again, it is worth noting that successful mitigation of this issue requires a
combination of technology (data encryption) and some level of behavior change (shutting
down laptops at the end of the day, when traveling and at any time when confiscation,
theft, loss or tampering are particularly likely.)

Material that may be Useful:Material that may be Useful:

RecommendationRecommendation

PASSWORD SECURITY SURVEYPASSWORD SECURITY SURVEY

SummarySummary

WEAK PASSWORDSWEAK PASSWORDS

Weak and "shared" passwords are prevalent - even after hundreds of well-publicized
global password breaches, "password" and "12345" remain the most popular passwords.
Weak wifi passwords are specifically a challenge, as wifi signals often are accessible
outside of an office's physical limits, but provide full access to the private network.

OverviewOverview

Using the password survey, determine the organization's baseline for password
security
If relevant, test the wireless network's password strength

Materials NeededMaterials Needed
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For the (most common) WPA password-based attacks, an already-prepared
dictionary of words to use to attack the password will be required. See the Appendix
on Audit Preparation for guidance on dictionary preparation.
A Password Survey (see Appendix) for an alternate way to gather password practices
The Level Up Activity, Password Reverse Race provides a staff activity.

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough

This exercise supports the auditor in building an effective dictionary that is customized to
an organization.

This dictionary can then be used in a variety of ways:

By using the examples referenced in the Network Access section, the auditor can
attack weak wifi passwords, which present a non-personal and non-disruptive way to
demonstrate password security problems. Weak wifi passwords are specifically a
challenge, as wifi signals often are accessible outside of an office's physical limits,
but provide full access to the private network.
An Auditor can show or discuss their preferred customization strategy and the tools
(like JtR) that automatically "mutate" passwords with numbers, capitals, and so on, to
demnonstrate the power of a computer to quickly get around common "tricks"
An Auditor can also use a password "survey" to get an understanding of password
practices within the organization.

WALKTHROUGHWALKTHROUGH

This skillset, plus demonstration against non-invasive accounts, provides an opening for a
discussion with staff on password security. See Level Up for further activities and
exercises around passwords.

Download basic word lists
Research dictionary needs
Create custom word list
Build core list(s)
Attack a password hash using increasingly more time-consuming methods

INSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONS
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This component provides resources and recommendations on cracking passwords - both
the creation of dictionaries and rules to modify those dictionaries, as well as some basic
implementation as well. This is a dangerous (and in many cases, illegal) skill to use, and
should be more of a guide to auditors on what password security myths do not work
against modern password cracking software, and to use only with permission and only in
very specific situations as a demonstration of the power of even a common laptop
against weak passwords.

Primarily for use in the Network Access component, building a password dictionary,
understanding the ways to automatically mutate it, and running it against passwords is a
useful skill to have, and to use to explain why simple passwords are insecure. This Ars
Technica article provides a good insight into the path to tackle iterative password
cracking using a variety of tools to meet different goals.

These instructions use a small set of password cracking tools, but many are possible. If
there are tools you are more familiar or comfortable with using, these by no means are
required. The only constraints are to be respectful and responsible, as well as keeping
focused on the overall goals and not getting bogged down.

A good wordlist with a few tweaks tends to break most passwords. Using a collection of
all English words, all words from the language of the organization being audited, plus a
combination of all these words, plus relevant keywords, addresses, and years tends to
crack most wifi passwords in a reasonable timeframe.

An approach which begins with quick, but often fruitful, attacks to more and more
complex (and time consuming) attacks is the most rewarding. However, after an hour or
two of password hacking, the in-office time on other activities is more valuable, so admit
defeat and move on. See the Recommendations section for talking points around the
levels of password cracking that exist in the world. You can work on passwords
offline/overnight/post-audit for report completeness.

Here is a suggested path to take with suggested tools to help. You might try the first few
steps in both the targeted keyword approach and the dictionary approach before moving
on to the more complex mutations towards the end of each path.

Targeted Keywords
Begin with a simple combination of organizationally relevant keywords (using
hashcat's combinator attack, combining your org keyword list with itself)
Add in numbers/years (simple scripting, hashcat, JtR)
Add in other mutators like 1337 replacements, capitalization tricks (John)
Language dictionary attack (simple scripting, hashcat)
Run a series of dictionary word attacks:

A simple language dictionary attack
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Add in numbers/years (simple scripting, hashcat, JtR)
Add in the org keywords (a full combination creates a massive list,
recommend starting with 1:1)
Try other combinations of the dictionary, keywords, years
Add in other mutators like 1337 replacements, capitalization tricks (John)

Brute forcing (do not bother with this on-site)
John's incremental modes, limited by types
Crunch's raw brute-force attack (very, very time intensive - a complete waste of time
without GPUs)

DICTIONARY RESEARCH AND CREATIONDICTIONARY RESEARCH AND CREATION

Before you arrive on-siteBefore you arrive on-site it is important to have your password cracking tools
downloaded and relevant dictionaries ready to go, as your main demonstration and use
of these tools is to gain access to the organization's network. The effectiveness of this
demonstration is drastically reduced if you already have had to ask for the password to
connect to the Internet and update your dictionaries, tools, or so on. Some of these files
(especially larger password dictionaries) can be quite large, so downloading them in-
country is not recommended.

Many password dictionary sites, such as SkullSecurity , maintain core dictionaries in
multiple languages. If your target language is not available, some quick regular
expression work can turn spell-check dictionaries (such as those used by LibreOffice into
useful word lists. It is generally useful to always test with English in addition to the target
language.

CloudCracker and OpenWall have, for a fee, well-tested password dictionaries.

KEYWORD GENERATIONKEYWORD GENERATION

In addition, create a customized dictionary with words related to the subject as revealed
in the Remote Assessment research: organization name, street address, phone number,
email domain, wireless network name, etc. For the organization "ExampleOrg , which has
its offices at 123 Central St., Federal District, Countryzstan , which does human rights and
journalism work and was founded in 1992, some context-based dictionary additions
would be:

exampleorg
example
exa
mple
org
123
central
federal
district
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countryzstan
human
rights
journo
journalism
1992
92

Also add common password fragments: qwerty, 1234/5/6/7/8, and, based on field
experience, four-digit dates back to the year 2001 (plus adding in the founding year of the
organization). It's also useful to see what calendar system is in use at your organization's
location as some cultures don't use Gregorian years. It's quite amazing how often a
recent year will be part of a wifi password -- this presentation discusses many common
patterns in passwords: https://www.owasp.org/images/a/af/2011-Supercharged-Slides-
Redman-OWASP-Feb.pdf

Optional Further stepsOptional Further steps

Use CeWL, to spider the organization's web properties to generate additional phrases.
This list will need review, as some of the generated content is not very useful, but may be
useful if the site is not in a language the auditor reads fluently.

For passwords other than WPA, specific policies or patterns may help to focus your
password dictionary further. PACK, or Password Analysis and Cracking Toolkit is a
collection of utilities developed to aid in analysis of password lists in order to enhance
password cracking through pattern detection of masks, rules, character-sets and other
password characteristics. The toolkit generates valid input files for Hashcat family of
password crackers." PACK is most useful for large sets of passwords, where it can detect
patterns in already-broken passwords to help build new rules. Both password cracking
tools listed here are powerful, and have slightly different abilities. The auditor should
choose the one they prefer and/or the one which has the features they desire for this job.

COMBINATOR ATTACK WITH SCRIPTING AND HASHCATCOMBINATOR ATTACK WITH SCRIPTING AND HASHCAT

One quick way to build a more complex password list is to simply double the list up (a
"combinator" attack), so that it includes an entry for each pair of these strings:

You can do a 1-way version of this list simply, such as:

 $ for foo in `cat pwdlist.txt`; do for bar in `cat pwdlist.txt`; do printf $foo$bar'\n'; done; done > pwdpairs.txt
 $ cat pwdlist.txt >> pwdpairs.txt
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Hashcat can do this in a live attack under its "combinator" mode, and hashcat-utils (hiding
in /usr/share/hashcat-utils/combinator.bin) provides this as a standalone tool. This
provides a true combination of the list, so it exponentially increases the list size - use with
caution, or use with one larger dictionary and one smaller dictionary.

For example, use these combination approach on your custom dictionary (combining it
with itself, creating combinations from the above list such as example92, journorights,
exampleorgrights).

$  /usr/share/hashcat-utils/combinator.bin dict.txt dict.txt

Hashcat is extremely powerful when you have desktop computer systems to use, but has
a few wordlist manipulation tools that are useful regardless.

More References: (http://hashcat.net/wiki/doku.php?id=cracking_wpawpa2 ,
http://www.darkmoreops.com/2014/08/18/cracking-wpa2-wpa-with-hashcat-kali-linux/ )

WORD MUTATION WITH JOHN THE RIPPER (JTR)WORD MUTATION WITH JOHN THE RIPPER (JTR)

JtR is a powerful tool you can use in combination of existing wordlists, but it also can add
in common substitutions (people using zero for the letter "o"). JtR can be used to
generate a static list of passwords for other programs, or it can be used directly against a
password database. JtR is a bit weak combining words within a wordlist, so you should
apply your customizations and any folding before moving on to JtR.

You can add custom "rules" to aid in these substitutions - a base set is included with JtR,
but a much more powerful set is added by [KoreLogic] (http://contest-
2010.korelogic.com/rules.html). KoreLogic also provides a custom character set "chr file"
that takes password frequency data from large collections of real-world passwords to
speed up JtR's brute force mode . This PDF presentation has a good walkthrough of how
John and Kore's rules work

Additional guides: * (http://linuxconfig.org/password-cracking-with-john-the-ripper-on-
linux)

The bleeding-edge jumbo version combines both the built-in rules and an optimized
version of the KoreLogic rules. This list of KoreLogic Rules provides nice descriptions of
what the KoreLogic rules do. In bleeding-jumbo, you can remove "KoreLogicRules".
BackReference provides a great example of rules usage.

Some particularly useful ones individual rulesets are: * AppendYears (appends years,
from 1900 to 2019) and AppendCurrentYearSpecial (appends 2000-2019 with
punctuation) * AddJustNumbers (adds 1-4 digits to the end of everything) * l33t (leet-
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speek combinations)

There are some build-in combinations of rulesets - for example, just --rules runs john's
internal collection of default rules, and --rules:KoreLogic runs a collection of the
KoreLogic rules in a thoughtful order, and --rules:all is useful if you hate life.

e.g. :

  $ john -w:dictionary.txt --rules:AppendYears --stdout

Building custom rules

PROTIPPROTIP Create a dictionary with just "blah" and run various rules against it to understand
how each ruleset or combination works. Note specifically that each rule multiplies the size
of the dictionary by the number of permutations it introduces. Running the KoreLogic
ruleset combination against a one wordone word dictionary creates a list of 6,327,540
permutations on just that word.

BRUTE FORCE, USING JOHN AND CRUNCHBRUTE FORCE, USING JOHN AND CRUNCH

JtR's "incremental" mode is essentially an optimized brute force attack, so will take a very
long time for anything but the shortest passwords, or passwords where you can limit the
search space to a character set: "As of version 1.8.0, pre-defined incremental modes are
"ASCII" (all 95 printable ASCII characters), "LM_ASCII" (for use on LM hashes), "Alnum" (all
62 alphanumeric characters), "Alpha" (all 52 letters), "LowerNum" (lowercase letters plus
digits, for 36 total), "UpperNum" (uppercase letters plus digits, for 36 total), "LowerSpace"
(lowercase letters plus space, for 27 total), "Lower" (lowercase letters), "Upper"
(uppercase letters), and "Digits" (digits only). The supplied .chr files include data for
lengths up to 13 for all of these modes except for "LM_ASCII" (where password portions
input to the LM hash halves are assumed to be truncated at length 7) and "Digits" (where
the supplied .chr file and pre-defined incremental mode work for lengths up to 20). Some
of the many .chr files needed by these pre-defined incremental modes might not be
bundled with every version of John the Ripper, being available as a separate download."
(http://www.openwall.com/john/doc/MODES.shtml)

As a last resort, you can try a direct brute force attack overnight or post-audit to fill in
details on key strength. Crunch is a very simple but thorough approach. Given enough
time it will break a password, but it's not particularly fast, even at simple passwords. You
can reduce the scope of this attack (and speed it up) if you have a reason to believe the
password is all lower-case, all-numeric, or so on. WPA passwords are a minimum of 8
characters, a maximum of 16, and some wifi routers will accept punctuation, but in
practice these are usually just !@#$. — so:

$ /path/to/crunch 8 16 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890$!@#$. | aircrack-ng -a 2 path/to/capture.pcap -b 00:11:22:33:44:55 -w -
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This says to try every possible alpha-numeric combination from 8 to 16 characters. This
will take a very, very, very long time.

RECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONS

Any important password should be long enough and complex enough to prevent both
standard dictionary attacks and “brute-force attacks” in which clusters of powerful
computers work in parallel to test every possible character combination. (We recommend
12 or more completely random characters or a passphrase that contains five or more
relatively uncommon words.) The key should not contain common “phrases,” expecially
from well known literature like Shakespeare or religious texts, but also should not include
number sequences or phrases, especially if they are related to the organization, its
employees or its work.

Specifically for wireless passwords, choosing a strong WPA key is one of the most ild not
mportant steps toward defending an organization’s network perimeter from an adversary
with the ability to spend some time in the vicinity of the offices. By extension, mitigating
this vulnerability is critical to the protection of employees and partners (and confidential
data) from the sort of persistent exposure that eventually brings down even the most
well-secured information systems.

Because shared keys inevitably end up being written on whiteboards, given to office
visitors and emailed to partners, the WPA key should also be changed periodically. This
does not have to happen frequently, but anything less than three or four times per year
may be unsafe.

Material that may be Useful:Material that may be Useful:

Sample PracticeSample Practice For practice on any of these methods, you can use the wpa-
Induction.pcap file from Wireshark.

ResourcesResources

https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2014/03/choosing_secure_1.html

http://zed0.co.uk/crossword/

http://www.instantcheckmate.com/crimewire/is-your-password-really-protecting-
you/#lightbox/0/
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Note that password cracking systems are rated on the number of password guesses they
make per second. Stock laptop computers without high-end graphics cards or any other
optimizations can guess 2500 passwords/second. More powerful desktop computers can
test over a hundred million each second, and with graphics cards (GPUs) that rises to
billions of passwords per second. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Password_cracking).

This website has a good explanation about how improving the complexity of a password
affects how easy it is to break: http://www.lockdown.co.uk/?pg=combi, but is using very
out of date numbers - consider a basic laptop able to produce "Class E" attacks, and a
desktop, "Class F"

http://rumkin.com/tools/password/passchk.php

http://cyber-defense.sans.org/blog/downloads/ has a calculator buried in the zip file
"scripts.zip"

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2331984/Think-strong-password-Hackers-
crack-16-character-passwords-hour.html

https://www.grc.com/haystack.htm

https://www.owasp.org/images/a/af/2011-Supercharged-Slides-Redman-OWASP-Feb.pdf

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/19/magazine/the-secret-life-of-passwords.html?_r=1

RecommendationRecommendation

Materials that may be usefulMaterials that may be useful

PASSWORD SURVEYPASSWORD SURVEY

How many passwords do you have to remember for accounts and devices used to do
your work?

[ ] No
[ ] Yes

If you tried to login to your computer account right now, how many attempts do you think
it would take?

[ ] No
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[ ] Yes

To how many people have you given your current password?

[ ] No
[ ] Yes

Have you ever forgotten your current password?

[ ] No
[ ] Yes

If yes, how did you recover it?

Have you ever forgotten old work passwords?

[ ] No
[ ] Yes

If yes, how did you recover it?

When you created your current password, which of the following did you do?

[ ] I reused an old password
[ ] I modified an old password
[ ] I reused a password I was already using for a different account
[ ] I created an entirely new password
[ ] Other:

Did you use any of the following strategies to create your current password (choose all
that apply) ?

[ ] Password based on the first letter of each word in a phrase
[ ] Based on the name of someone or something
[ ] Based on a word or name with numbers / symbols added to beginning or end
[ ] Based on a word or name with numbers and symbols substituting for some of the
letters ( e.g. '@' instead of 'a')
[ ] Based on a word or name with letters missing
[ ] Based on a word in a language other than English
[ ] Based on a phone number
[ ] Based on an address
[ ] Based on a birthday

How long is your current password (total number of characters)?
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[ ] I prefer not to answer.

What symbols (characters other than letters and numbers) are in your password?

[ ] I prefer not to answer.

How many lower-case letters are in your current password?

[ ] I prefer not to answer.

How many upper-case letters are in your current password?

[ ] I prefer not to answer.

In which positions in your password are the numbers?

[ ] I prefer not to answer.
[ ] First
[ ] Second
[ ] Second from last
[ ] Last
[ ] No Numbers
[ ] I prefer not to answer.

In which positions in your password are the symbols?

[ ] I prefer not to answer.
[ ] First
[ ] Second
[ ] Second from last
[ ] Last
[ ] No Numbers
[ ] I prefer not to answer.

Have you written down your current password?

[ ] No
[ ] Yes, on paper
[ ] Yes, electronically (stored in computer, phone, etc.)
[ ] Other

If you wrote down your current password how is it protected (choose all that apply) ?

[ ] I do not protect it
[ ] I stored it in an encrypted file
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[ ] I hid it
[ ] I stored it on a computer or device protected with another password
[ ] I locked up the paper
[ ] I always keep the password with me
[ ] I wrote down a reminder instead of the actual password
[ ] Other

Do you have a set of passwords you reuse in different places?

[ ] No
[ ] Yes

Do you have a password that you use for different accounts with a slight modification for
each account?

[ ] No
[ ] Yes

PHYSICAL SECURITY GUIDED TOURPHYSICAL SECURITY GUIDED TOUR

Covered in full in Operational Security Assessment:

Have your point of contact walk you around the office (often as part of introductions on
the first day) - mentally note physical security concerns. Document how difficult it would
be for a visitor or after-hours break-in to access sensitive systems. Identify physical assets
with sensitive content, such as:

Networking equipment and servers
User devices (workstations/laptops, smarthpones, USB drives)
Sensitive information or external storage drives lying on desks
Accounts/passwords written on post-its, white-boards, etc.
Unattended, logged in computers
Unlocked cabinets, computer rooms, or wiring closets
Network ports that are not in use, especially ones not in plain sight

This can be done remotely via secure videoconference over a smartphone or tablet that
can moved around the office easily.

Combining this activity with Office Mapping helps to reduce the awkwardness of taking
notes while walking around the office, and if being done remotely, the two separate
activities can be used to cross-verify the accuracy of each.
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VULNERABILITY SCANNING AND ANALYSISVULNERABILITY SCANNING AND ANALYSIS
SUMMARYSUMMARY

This component has the auditor discover possible flaws the organization's devices, services,
application designs, and networks by testing and comparing them against a variety of
online and offline resources (vulnerability databases, vendor advisories, and auditor
investigation) to identify known vulnerabilities. Basic vulnerability analysis should be
occurring along-side the other activities so that evidence can be gathered from the network,
however, deeper research into specific discovered exploits can happen after the on-site
audit to fully take advantage of the short time the auditor has on site.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

It is not uncommon for a cash-strapped human rights NGO to outsource most of its IT
infrastructure to a cloud provider, such as Google Apps, or to ad-hoc services (Dropbox,
Yahoo! mail, Wordpress, etc.). A better-resourced organization may be more likely to host
its critical services at a remote data center, but not have someone designated to update
and patch systems as vulnerabilities are released, or to view the services from a security --
as opposed to availability -- standpoint.

THE FLOW OF INFORMATIONTHE FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information Results
ActivityThreats Threats

Actors

Barriers

Actors

Barriers

Assets Assets

Capacity Capacity

Activities Activities

Vulnerabilities Vulnerabilities

Vulnerability Analysis Information Flow

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

What level of proof do you need to identify to convey the importance (or importance)
of a vulnerability to the organization?
What would the organization and IT think is an appropriate amount of the IT staffs
time that you can request to get the information you need?

APPROACHESAPPROACHES

Vulnerability Scanning:Vulnerability Scanning: Run vulnerability scans against websites, externally facing
servers, and key intranet servers.
Explore Vulnerability Databases:Explore Vulnerability Databases: Search vulnerability databases for potential risks to
systems and software used on servers, user devices, and online services.
Examine Service Configuration Files:Examine Service Configuration Files: Examine configuration files for vulnerabilities
using "hardening", or "common mistake" guides found online.
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OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

Lists of OVAL/CVE identifiers for each possibly vulnerable service/system.
Examples of live exploits for vulnerabilities where possible.
A short write up of each vulnerability including how it was identified.

The cleaned up output from any tests used to identify the vulnerability.

Document Vulnerabilities (per vulnerability)
Write Up
Summary - A short (two to three sentence) basic overview of the vulnerability.
Description - An in-depth (one to three paragraph) overview of the
vulnerability.
Approach - Step-by-step explanation of the methodology used that is tool
agnostic.
Proof - The cleaned up output from tests run to identify the vulnerability.

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

Treat the data and analyses of this step with the utmost security.
Use VPNs or Tor to search if scanning remotely.
Seek explicit permission for vulnerability scanning - NOTE: The organization might
not be in a position to give you meaningful “permission” to carry out an active
remote assessment of "cloud services" used within the organization.
In situations where the auditor is doing this work remotely it is important to only run
"safe" tests that have no possibility of causing damage to the network.

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

Baseline SkillsBaseline Skills

Vulnerability Scanning:Vulnerability Scanning: : General TCP/IP and networking knowledge; knowledge of
ports, protocols, services, and vulnerabilities for a variety of operating systems;
ability to use automated vulnerability scanning tools and interpret/analyze the
results

Penetration Testing:Penetration Testing: Extensive TCP/IP, networking, and OS knowledge; advanced
knowledge of network and system vulnerabilities and exploits; knowledge of
techniques to evade security detection

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Standard: "Vulnerability Analysis - Research Phase" (Penetration Testing Execution
Standard)

Framework: "Vulnerability Assessment" (http://www.vulnerabilityassessment.co.uk)

Resource: Vulnerability Databases (SAFETAG)
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Security Advisories: 50,51,52,53,54,55

Vulnerability DatabasesVulnerability Databases

Standard Vulnerability Analysis - Research Phase (Penetration Testing Execution
Standard)

Framework Vulnerability Assessment (http://www.vulnerabilityassessment.co.uk)

Database "Open Sourced Vulnerability Database"

Database "CVE Details"

Database Search CVE and CCE Vulnerability Database

Database "Threat Explorer"

Database "The Exploit Database"

Database "Security Focus Vulnerability Search"

Poster Ultimate Pen Test 2013 (SANS Institute)

Security Advisories 56,57,58,59,60,61

Website Vulnerability ScanningWebsite Vulnerability Scanning

Site: "OWASP ZAP Project Site" (OWASP)

Guide: "The OWASP Testing Project Guide" (OWASP)

User Guide: "OWASP Zap User Guide" (Google Code)

Video Tutorials: "OWASP ZAP Tutorial Videos" (Google Code)

Guide: "7 Ways Vulnerability Scanners May Harm Website(s) and What To Do About
It" (White Hat Sec Blog)

Article: "14 Best Open Source Web Application Vulnerability Scanners" (InfoSec
Institute)

System Vulnerability ScanningSystem Vulnerability Scanning

Project Site: "OpenVAS Project Site" (OpenVAS)

Manual: "OpenVAS Compendium" (OpenVAS)

Guide: "Creating OpenVAS "Only Safe Checks" Policy"
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Guide: "How To Use OpenVAS to Audit the Security of Remote Systems on Ubuntu
12.04" (Digital Ocean)

Guide: "Getting Started with OpenVAS" (Backtrack Linux)

Guide: "Setup and Start OpenVAS" (OpenVAS)

Video Guide: "Setting up OpenVAS on Kali Linux" (YouTube)

ListServ: "OpenVAS Discussion ListServ" (OpenVAS)

Comparison: "Nessus, OpenVAS and Nexpose VS Metasploitable" (HackerTarget)

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

VULNERABILITY SCANNINGVULNERABILITY SCANNING

SummarySummary

While much of SAFETAG focuses on digital security challenges within and around the
office, remote attacks on the organization's website, extranets, and unintended
information available from "open sources" all pose real threats and deserve significant
attention. SAFETAG takes great care to take a very passive approach to this work,
especially when done off-site, so as not to have unintended consequences on the
organization's infrastructure or undermine operational security concerns.

This activity uses active research and scanning to detect known vulnerabilities in external
and key internal services. Usually penetration tests exploit possible vulnerabilities to
confirm their existence. 62 But, the use of exploits puts the organization's systems at a
level of increased risk 63 that is unacceptable when neither the organization nor the
auditor has the time or finances to address the issue. The SAFETAG methodology only
uses relatively safe exploitation of vulnerabilities for targeted outcomes. For instance,
cracking the wireless access point password allows us to demonstrate the importance of
good passwords without singling out any individual's passwords. 64

OverviewOverview

Identify services being hosted or used by an organization
Research externally-facing organization services (websites, services hosted from the
office, etc.)
Research information about identified services (e.g current versions of those
services.)
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Run vulnerability scans against websites hosted by the organization, externally
facing servers run by the organization, and key intranet servers.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

A Kali VM, bootable USB, or installed system with OWASP ZAP or OpenVAS installed,
updated, and running

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Be very careful about which automated scans you run to ensure that no aggressive
or potentially damaging tests are included.
OpenVAS saves its scan records in /var/lib/openvas/mgr/tasks.db - this file will
contain sensitive data, ensure it is stored securely.
OpenVAS and other vulnerability scanners can be highly aggressive in their tactics.
Tools like Metasploit come with a library of active, functional exploits to "prove" that
a system is actively vulnerable. As such, these can be tricky to use. Even OpenVAS on
a safe-only scan can appear to a host as an active attack, blocking further access
from your IP (this can cause some annoyance if you are, for example, scanning your
host organization's website from their network). Some of these scans and
techniques -- again, even the "safe" ones -- can also be a violation of local hacking
laws. Get explicit permission, give warnings, and be careful.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Setting up OpenVAS in KaliSetting up OpenVAS in Kali

openvas initial setup
openvas feed update
openvas check setup
openvas stop
openvas start

Visit https://127.0.0.1:9392/ in a web browser and log in.

Using OpenVASUsing OpenVAS

Once logged in to OpenVAS, the interface is disturbingly simple to use. For most use,
using the Wizard to scan the target server works best. Things to verify before doing so:
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Check the Scan defaults for the Wizard - it should be set to run the built-in "Full and
Fast" scan
For that scan, verify (under Configuration->Scan Configs) that the "Scan Settings" list
shows "safe_checks" as "yes"

Once you start a scan, change the display to "auto refresh" to give you more feedback on
the scan process. Once the scan is completed, a report can be exported in PDF form.

Common problemsCommon problems

Errors during openvas-startErrors during openvas-start

OpenVAS is a rather ... delicate program. Most often, the openvas-start script will not wait
long enough between launching openvassd and openvasmd, causing openvasmd to
error out. Re-running openvasmd often works, though an entire stop/start cycle seems to
be slightly more reliable. Often, openvasmd will error out, but launch anyway. Checking
the web interface at https://127.0.0.1:9392 to make sure that you can log in is the best
way to check if it's actually successfully launched.

Lost admin passwordLost admin password From a root command-line, you can reset the web interface's admin
password:

openvasmd --create-user=admin 
openvasmd --user=admin --new-password=admin

openvasmd will never launchopenvasmd will never launch The below applies to OpenVAS 7

In many fresh install cases, the openVAS self-signed CA certificate is set to an invalid date,
which also causes openvasmd to error out. The check-setup script will recommend
rebuilding the database, but the /var/log/openvas/openvasmd.log may have errors
discussing certificate errors. If this is the case, try:

rm /var/lib/openvas/CA/*
rm /var/lib/openvas/private/CA/*
openvas-mkcert
openvas-mkcert-client -n -i
openvas-check-setup 
openvas-start
openvasmd --rebuild
openvas-stop
openvas-start

RecommendationRecommendation
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The auditor will need to do research and compare against the organization's capacity and
risks to give specific recommendations based on the vulnerabilities discovered in the
process. Some common recommendations include the following:

Out of Date Content Manangement SystemOut of Date Content Manangement System

Most popular CMS platforms provide emailed alerts and semi-automated ways to update
their software. Make sure someone responsible for the website is either receiving these
emails or checking regularly for available updates. Security updates should be applied
immediately. It is a best practice however to have a “test” site where you can first deploy
any CMS update before attempting it on a production site.

For custom CMS systems, it is strongly advisable to migrate to a more standard, open
source system.

An increasingly good practice is for organizations to take advantage of the "free" tiers of
DDoS mitigation services, of which CloudFlare is probably the best known. A challenge of
these free services can be that they have definite limits to their protection. With
CloudFlare, organizations can request to be a part of their Project Galileo program to
support at-risk sites even beyond their normal scope of support.

A community-based, open source alternative is Deflect, which is completely free for
eligible sites.

Some of these services will be revealed by BuiltWith, but checking the HTTP Response
Headers (in Chromium/Chrome, available under the Inspect Element tool, or by using
Firebug in Firefox. See Deflect's wiki for more information.

Guide for NGOs about DDoS: Digital First Aid Kit

Insecure Website LoginInsecure Website Login

HTTPS / SSL – this comes at a cost, both the SSL Certificate and often an upgrade to the
hosting plan itself. However, without SSL, every password – including the one used for
admin access to the website – goes across the Internet in the clear. This is immediately
available to a state-level actor through the ISP, and can also be sniffed if accessed by a
staff member on a shared wifi connection (at a coffeeshop or airport), and finally if the
attacker has broken in to the office network (see the Local Access section). Enabling SSL
(and making it the default for your site) also protects the users of your site.
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If an organization updates their website via FTP, it is worth noting that FTP is similarly
insecure. Many hosting providers provide SFTP or FTPS, (two different, but secure, FTP
versions), or secure WebDAV to upload files. These should be used, turning “plain” FTP off
altogether if possible.

When switching to SSL/Secure FTP after having used the plain versions, webmasters
should also update all administrative passwords, and watch to make sure that no step
along the way (hosting provider management/panel, file upload, CMS editing) goes over
“clear” channels.

CHECK FOR COMMON WEBSITE VULNERABILITIESCHECK FOR COMMON WEBSITE VULNERABILITIES

SummarySummary

Content management systems require ongoing maintenance and updates to stay secure.
Quite often these (or specific plugins) fall out of date and become increasingly vulnerable
to automated as well as targeted attacks.

OverviewOverview

Determine the version of any content management system used by the organization
Search for potential security vulnerabilities for that version.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Before unleashing more advanced and powerful tools like OpenVAS, a few quick steps
can help better guide your work. As a general note, surfing using a browser with at least
NoScript enabled may help not only protect you, but may also help to reveal malware or
adware infecting the websites.
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Record core details about the website - determine the hosting provider, platform, Content
Management Systems, and other baseline data. BuiltWith is a great tool. There are a few
alternatives, including an open source tool, SiteLab. Note that BuiltWith is a tool bundled
in recon-ng, but the output it provides is not currently stored in its data structures. These
tools may also reveal plugins, javascript libraries, and DDoS protection systems like
CloudFlare.

Especially for CMS systems, out of date components can mean well-known and easy to
exploit by malicious actors. The publicly-accessible CHANGELOG file at
http://www.sampleorg.org/CHANGELOG.txt reveals an out of date, and security-
compromised (https://drupal.org/SA-CORE-2012-004), version of Drupal. Upgrade
immediately.

Drupal 6.27, 2012-12-19
----------------------
- Fixed security issues (multiple vulnerabilities), see SA-CORE-2012-004.
Drupal 6.26, 2012-05-02
----------------------
- Fixed a small number of bugs.
- Made code documentation improvements.

For Drupal, try visiting /CHANGELOG.txt , which, if not manually removed, will reveal the
most recent version of Drupal installed on the server. Other telltale signs depend on the
specific Drupal release; http://corporate.adulmec.ro/blog/2010/drupal-detection-test-site-
running-drupal maintains a detection tool.

For Joomla, default templates provide strong hints towards versions based on copyright
dates. Specific versions can often be discovered using this guide:
https://www.gavick.com/magazine/how-to-check-the-version-of-joomla.html

Wordpress sites tend to advertise their version number in the header of each webpage,
such as

<meta name="generator" content="WordPress 3.3.1" />

There is a web-based tool with browser add-ons available here:
http://www.whitefirdesign.com/tools/wordpress-version-check.html

For other CMS systems, try BuiltWith (http://builtwith.com)

RecommendationRecommendation
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Most popular CMS platforms provide emailed alerts and semi-automated ways to update
their software. Make sure someone responsible for the website is either receiving these
emails or checking regularly for available updates. Security updates should be applied
immediately. It is a best practice however to have a “test” site where you can first deploy
any CMS update before attempting it on a production site.

For custom CMS systems, it is strongly advisable to migrate to a more standard, open
source system.

An increasingly good practice is for organizations to take advantage of the "free" tiers of
DDoS mitigation services, of which CloudFlare is probably the best known. A challenge of
these free services can be that they have definite limits to their protection. With
CloudFlare, organizations can request to be a part of their Project Galileo program to
support at-risk sites even beyond their normal scope of support.

A community-based, open source alternative is Deflect, which is completely free for
eligible sites.

Some of these services will be revealed by BuiltWith, but checking the HTTP Response
Headers (in Chromium/Chrome, available under the Inspect Element tool, or by using
Firebug in Firefox. See Deflect's wiki for more information.

Guide for NGOs about DDoS: Digital First Aid Kit

EXPLORE VULNERABILITY DATABASESEXPLORE VULNERABILITY DATABASES

VULNERABILITY RESEARCHVULNERABILITY RESEARCH

SummarySummary

OverviewOverview

Explore Vulnerability Databases (OVAL, CVE, vendor advisories) for potential risks of
systems and software used on servers, user devices, and online services (including
the organization's website/CMS)
Search Exploit Databases to find examples of exploitation of possible vulnerabilities
identified.
Explore default configurations for vulnerabilities such as default passwords or users.
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Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Treat the data and analyses of this step with the utmost security.
Use VPNs or Tor to search if conducting the search from a country that is highly
competitive with the organization's country, or is known to surveil.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

RecommendationRecommendation

EXAMINE SERVICE CONFIGURATION FILESEXAMINE SERVICE CONFIGURATION FILES

ACTIVITY TITLEACTIVITY TITLE

SummarySummary

Examine configuration files for vulnerabilities using "hardening", or "common mistake"
guides found online.

OverviewOverview

Explore default configurations.
Identify if systems are using default passwords or users

Use hardening guides & common min-configurations to identify weak/vulnerable
configurations.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough
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RecommendationRecommendation

NETWORK VULNERABILITIESNETWORK VULNERABILITIES

See the Network Access and Mapping activities for methods to expose insecure wireless
networks and for methods to use network mapping and traffic analysis to discover
further potential vulnerabilities or points to investigate.

PENETRATING WIRELESS ROUTERSPENETRATING WIRELESS ROUTERS

ROUTER BASED ATTACKSROUTER BASED ATTACKS

SummarySummary

Many wireless routers still use the default password listed in “Router Default Password
Search”, meaning that anyone with access to the network could also take complete
control of the router - adding in remote access tools or setting up other attacks.

OverviewOverview

Find the router(s) (route works well for this)
Test using default passwords
Check for upgrades / un-patched vulnerabilities and backdoors
Investigate potentially valuable data (logs, connected users)

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Material that may be Useful:Material that may be Useful:

Search Engine: “Router Default Password Search” (RouterPasswords.com)
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RecommendationRecommendation

Change Default Router PasswordsChange Default Router Passwords

Passwords - particularly on core network devices - is very important. Use a password
manager to save the new password (or be prepared to reset the router to a factory
default).

While nominally "inside the firewall" and protected from remote attacks, leaving routers
with default passwords, particularly wireless routers whose networks are often shared
with visitors, is a potentially very high risk for an organization. Anyone who has gained
access to the network via legitimate or other means could subtly alter the router's
configuration to provide remote access, or route traffic to an attacker-designated server.
Such changes can easily go undetected for long periods of time.

A common fear is forgetting the new router password. A password management system is
an obvious solution, but if the router is in a secure location, even a stickie note would be
better than the default password.
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DATA ASSESSMENTDATA ASSESSMENT
SUMMARYSUMMARY

This component allows the auditor to identify what sensitive data exists for the
organization, where it is stored, and how it is transferred.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

Sensitive files are often stored across multiple devices with different levels of security. A
data assessment allows the auditor to recommend secure storage solutions which best
meet the organizations risk assessment and workflow needs. While the auditor has insight
on some of this based on the Network Access and Network Mapping work, cross-staff
understanding and agreement on what constitutes sensitive data will support later
organizational change.

An adversary who obtains a laptop, workstation, or backup drive will be able to read or
modify sensitive information on the device, even if that staff member has set a strong
account password. This applies to threats involving loss, theft, and confiscation, but also to
"checkpoint" scenarios in which they may only have access for a few minutes. Furthermore,
in the event of a burglary or office raid, an adversary could obtain all sensitive information
on the organization's devices, possibly even undetected.

THE FLOW OF INFORMATIONTHE FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information Results
ActivityThreats Threats

Actors

Barriers

Actors

Barriers

Assets Assets

Capacity Capacity

Activities Activities

Vulnerabilities Vulnerabilities

Data Assessment Information Flow

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

What are the most important data sets to keep available? Are there backups?
What are the most important data sets to keep private?
How does the organization currently determine who should have access to data?
Is there currently anyone who has access to data who should not?
Does the staff agree on what constitutes sensitive data?
What data does each staff member need to be able to access in order to do their job?

APPROACHESAPPROACHES

Data Mapping Activity:Data Mapping Activity: Have staff identify where that data is currently (what
devices/physical locations), who has access (physical, login, permissions), and who
needs to have access to get the organizations work completed.
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Risks of Data Lost and Found Activity:Risks of Data Lost and Found Activity: Have rank the impact if different data within
the organization was lost, and if adversaries gained access to that data.
Private Data Activity:Private Data Activity: Guide staff through an activity to have them list private data
within the organization 65

If it was not possible to conduct these activities in person, you can conduct them remotely
through applying one of the remote facilitation approaches described in the Remote
Facilitation appendix.

OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

A map of the staff's understanding of critical organizational data:
what that data is,
where it is stored,
who has access,
who needs access.

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

Ensure that any physical notes/drawings are erased and destroyed once digitally
recorded.
Ensure that any digital recordings of this process are kept secure and encrypted.
Consider who has physical and visual access to the room where this process takes
place, and if the room can be secured if this activity may span long/overnight breaks.

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

Facilitation skills or experience is useful for these exercises
Carefully review the exercises you plan to use

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Activity: "Backup Matrix: Creating an Information Map" (LevelUp)

Activity: "Identifying and prioritizing your organization’s information types " (NISTIR
7621)

Guide: "Data Risk Checker: Categorizing harm levels on knowledge assets to inform
mitigation and protection" (Responsible Data Forum wiki)

Guide: "Awareness and Training" (Information Security Handbook: A Guide for
Managers - NIST 800-100)

Guide: "Managing Information Security Risk: Organization, Mission, and
Information System View" (NIST 800-39)

Guide: "Guide to Protecting the Confidentiality of Personally Identifiable
Information (PII)" (NIST 800-122)
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ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

SENSITIVE DATASENSITIVE DATA

SummarySummary

Data and meta-data about an organization and its staff is incredibly difficult to keep track
of over time, as people or projects use cloud services like Dropbox or Google Drive for
some activities, a shared server for others, and a mix of work and personal devices
(laptops, phones, tablets...).

This is natural, but it is important to keep track of where your organization's data lives
and who can access it.

OverviewOverview

With staff input, post up popular places where data is kept (laptops, email, shared
drives...)
Using stickies, gather from the staff what data is kept in what locations - duplicating
notes when needed
Rank data by sensitivity
Discuss the impact of one of the devices where data is stored being lost - are there
backups?
Discuss the impact of a device being exposed / taken by an adversary
Identify who has access (physical access, login access, and permissions), and who
needs to have access to get the organizations work completed.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

Stickies and markers for activities
Flip chart paper or a whiteboard
Camera to record outputs digitally

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Some of the stickies generated in this activity may provide sensitive data, dispose of
them responsibly.
If you take photos for reporting needs, save the image files in a secure, encrypted
container.
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WalkthroughWalkthrough

Sensitive Data Assessment ActivitySensitive Data Assessment Activity

Duration: 45 minutesDuration: 45 minutes

This exercise is adapted from the LevelUp Activity, Backup Matrix, part of the curricula for
Data Retrention and Backup by Daniel O'Clunaigh, Ali Ravi, Samir Nassar, and Carol.

Materials to Prepare:Materials to Prepare:

Stickies
Markers
Flipchart paper
One larger sheet of paper taped to wall in landscape orientation, with or without
prepared titles. (For an example with prepared headings, see the matrix below.) The
Sensitivity axis is optional in the original exercise, but critical for this one. It can be
added after the initial round of brainstorming however to streamline the flow.

Relative SensitivityRelative Sensitivity ComputerComputer USB / External DriveUSB / External Drive Cloud StorageCloud Storage Phones, Print, etc.Phones, Print, etc.

High

Moderate

Low

Explain to participants that we're going to conduct an information mapping activity to get
a sense of where our important information actually is.

Start by listing the different places where our information is stored, according to
participants. If no suggestions are forthcoming, we can prompt participants with the
obvious stuff:

Computer hard drives
USB flash drives
External hard drives
Cellphones
CDs & DVDs (and BDs)
Our email inbox
The Cloud: Dropbox, Google Drive, SkyDrive, etc
Physical copies (or “hard copies”) in the office
Multimedia: Video tapes, audio recordings, photographs, etc.
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Use large stickies to place these as column headers on a wall. More will come up later in
the course of the exercise.

Elicit from participants what type of information or data they have in each of these
places. For example:

Email
Contact details, such as a member database
Reports/research
Funder information / contracts
Accounts/spreadsheets
Videos
Images
Private messages on Facebook, etc.

To encourage participant interaction, write one example on a sticky and place it in the
appropriate box in the matrix. Then, ask whether there is another copy of this data
somewhere. If there is, you can use another sticky and put it wherever they keep the
duplicate.

TIP: Place Computers, Phones, and Email next to each other, so you won't have to create
duplicates for everything "stored" in email (and therefore on laptops and phones)

Introduce a new vertical axis representing sensitivity. The higher on the chart, the more
sensitive the data. Ask the participants to rank data.

For a large group, divide the group into smaller teams for the next steps (it helps if there
are relatively clear thematic distinctions within the group, such as nationality, type of
work, area of interest, etc.)

Provide stickies to the group(s). Have the group(s) brainstorm about all of the data they
work with, focusing on the most important data first.

Participants should write ONE type per sticky, and create duplicates if the data is stored in
multiple locations.

For a small group, this can be done as a "live" brainstorm. For larger groups that have
been subdivided, have each group finish listing out their most important data and then
have each group place the stickies on the matrix. Invite discussions around the sensitivity
of the data.

An example may look something like this:
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Level Up Backup Matrix Example

Explain that this gives us an idea of where our data is. Elicit whether or not this is all the
data we generate? Of course it isn't: It's only a small percentage.

The LevelUp lesson uses this primarily to discuss the importance of backups, and this is a
valuable point to make.

Call out the information that they are keeping on their computer's hard drive (which will
usually be the fullest one). Elicit some of the things that can cause a computer to stop
working. Maybe take a show of hands: Who has had this happen to them?

Virus or malware attack destroyed a computer or some data
Stolen computer, confiscated computer
Infrastructural problems, like a power failure broke a computer
Inexplicably bricked computer, etc.
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For SAFETAG, we focus on the "Sensitive data in the wrong hands" section. Based on the
clustering of sensitive data along the vertical access, choose a column that has an unsual
amount of sensitive data (email or computers, usually).

Remove the stickies from the column but keep them in your hand and read them. Now I
have this information. What can I do with it? And what are you left with? Is anyone at risk -
yourselves? partners? If this were published on the Internet, what would happen?

RecommendationRecommendation

RISKS OF DATA LOST AND FOUNDRISKS OF DATA LOST AND FOUND

SummarySummary

Have staff rank the impact if different data within the organization was lost, and the
impact if various adversaries gained access to that data.

OverviewOverview

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough

See the Sensitive Data activity for an interactive way to gather the types of data in the
organization for this ranking exercise.

RecommendationRecommendation

PRIVATE DATAPRIVATE DATA
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SummarySummary

Guide staff through an activity to have them list private data within the organization (e.g.
Using the "personal information to keep private" handout. 66)

OverviewOverview

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Personal Information To Keep PrivatePersonal Information To Keep Private

Information that can be used to identify individuals, organizations, and even communities
of practice should be treated with the utmost care. Some data, like names, phone
numbers, and addresses are obvious, while others, like computer names, the MAC
addresses of wifi cards, or pseudonymous social media accounts may be less obvious.
Also, combinations of information - location, data, and type of activity, or even an issue
area of interest and a city name may specify a very small number of activists or
organizations.

This spreadsheet, part of the Responsible Data Forum documentation sprint provides a
useful baseline of types of data and ways to manage or obfsucate it usefully: Data
Anonymization Checklist

RecommendationRecommendation

For the internal audit report back to the organization, much of the information will
require specific identification of user devices (and by extension, their users), as well as
very sensitive organizational data. None of this data, by intention, accident, or adversarial
action, should be shared with third parties.
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Please refer to the Analysis and Reporting section for the limited data set that is required
for project reporting, and to the Operational Security section for guidance on data
security.
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PHYSICAL AND OPERATIONAL SECURITYPHYSICAL AND OPERATIONAL SECURITY
SUMMARYSUMMARY

The organizational security methodology is focused on how to mitigate against threats that
occur because of the arrangement of digital assets in the physical world -- how secure are
the devices at an organization's office, where and how staff travel with organizational
devices, and whether staff work outside of the office (e.g. in remote offices, at their homes,
while traveling, or at cafes). Further, is organizational information accessed from personal
devices, and how are those devices secured?

PURPOSEPURPOSE

While the SAFETAG framework is focused on the security of data, the physicality of devices,
backup drives, servers, and even hard-wired networks cannot be overlooked.

For many organizations, digital threats that depend on physical access are considered the
least probable. So much so, that many security specialists concede that there is no proper
defense against an attacker with physical access to sensitive hardware. While there is some
truth to this, it is not useful advice for small scale civil society organizations or independent
media houses. The risks that advocacy and media organizations face are far more varied,
and the cost of lost information can be crippling to their ability to operate. As such, these
risks have high severity, despite their equally high probability for these organizations.

Depending on the specific threats for each organization, the auditor should consider the
challenges of not only one-time exfiltration of data as well as potential ways an adversary
could use physical access or proximity to the organization or its devices to gain ongoing
remote access, track, or cause harm to the organization through the outright destruction of
data.

THE FLOW OF INFORMATIONTHE FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information Results
ActivityThreats Threats

Actors

Barriers

Actors

Barriers

Assets Assets

Capacity Capacity

Activities Activities

Vulnerabilities Vulnerabilities

Data Assessment Information Flow

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

Who has physical access to what? When are devices not monitored by trusted staff?
Who has independent access to the office space?
How could adversaries gain access? (forced entry, theft, social engineering, seizure)
How are daily devices used and stored -- where are they when employees go home?
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Where are the servers and network components that host and manage the
organizations assets? Are there active network jacks that are unused, are they in
public spaces, are they in places where people would not notice if there was
somthing plugged into them?
How is data accessed and stored outside of the organization's main
offices/workspaces?
Do staff travel with organizational information?
How are backups managed? Where are they stored?

APPROACHESAPPROACHES

Physical Access to the Lan, wifi, and Servers:Physical Access to the Lan, wifi, and Servers: Tour the office and look for exposed
network devices, servers, and network jacks, document how difficult it would be for a
visitor or after-hours break-in to access sensitive systems. Determine the reach of the
wireless network and how easy it is to identify it as connected to the organization.
Mapping potential physical vulnerabilities with digital security impacts:Mapping potential physical vulnerabilities with digital security impacts: Document
potential vulnerabilities to the organization's information security based on physical
aspects -- e.g. unencrypted devices which could be stolen, written passwords, or
even wireless network metadata.

OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

Notes on specific unsecured servers, workstations, and digital storage media.
Access controls to the office
Travel policies and practices
Remote work and other external / non-organizational device access to organizational
data.
Depending on the risk level of the organization, observations on digital media (USB
sticks) and digitally-related items (print-outs)
Office Map with potential vulnerable locations and the extent of wifi access outside
of the controlled office space.
Discussion of potential risks associated with broadcast wireless data.

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

Any physical notes taken on physical security should be destroyed. Digital notes
should be kept in line with overall SAFETAG standards.
Note relevant laws regarding wireless signal monitoring.
Ensure and mapping tools used do not themselves leak or share data

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Guide: "Step Zero: The Go / Don't Go Decision" (Level-Up)
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Standard: "PGP and Other Alternatives" (The Penetration Testing Execution
Standard: Pre-Engagement Guidelines)

Guide: "Participant Security" (SaferJourno)

Guide: Operational Security Management in Violent Environments

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

GUIDED TOURGUIDED TOUR

SummarySummary

During this component an auditor tours the audit location(s) and flags potential risks
related to physical access at that location.

OverviewOverview

Have your point of contact walk you around the office (often as part of introductions on
the first day) - mentally note physical security concerns. Document how difficult it would
be for a visitor or after-hours break-in to access sensitive systems. Identify physical assets
with sensitive content, such as:

Networking equipment and servers
User devices (workstations/laptops, smarthpones, USB drives)
Sensitive information or external storage drives lying on desks
Accounts/passwords written on post-its, white-boards, etc.
Unattended, logged in computers
Unlocked cabinets, computer rooms, or wiring closets
Network ports that are not in use, especially ones not in plain sight

This can be done remotely via secure videoconference over a smartphone or tablet that
can moved around the office easily.

Combining this activity with Office Mapping helps to reduce the awkwardness of taking
notes while walking around the office, and if being done remotely, the two separate
activities can be used to cross-verify the accuracy of each.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed
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A camera and/or notepad may be useful
For remote support, a secure and portable videochat system (such as Signal) which
works with the available bandwidth.

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Any physical notes taken on physical security should be destroyed. Digital notes
should be kept in line with overall SAFETAG standards.
Any remote communication on physical security should be done over secured
channels from a private space
It should be noted that SAFETAG is focused only on the digital impacts of physical
security. This guide does not provide a full physical security assessment.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

As part of your first day, have your point of contact walk you around the office - this is
primarily a chance to understand the office layout and meet the rest of the staff, but take
mental note of the devices in use and laying out on desks as you walk around the office.
Note as well the location and access to components such as servers and networking
components. Taking actual notes may make the staff feel that you are judging them,
especially if this is your first interaction -- refrain from this, and if needed, also consider a
more "neutral" note-taking process by integrating the Office Mapping activity.

If the auditor is unable to go to the office (or can only visit one of multiple offices),
consider having the point of contact use a video call. You will want to have the entire staff
be aware of this activity and know the person who is walking around the office. This
requires sufficient bandwidth (and unmetered or low-cost) for a 1-hour video call. This
could be scheduled for before or after office hours to both discover how devices are left
overnight as well as reducing the impact on the network.

Similarly, the in-person tour can also be done outside of normal business hours. Please
note: this can damage the trust the staff has in the auditor, as well as unintentionally
embarrassing specific staff members in the eyes of the point of contact. It is not
recommended to do this except for organizations who have already received training and
worked on improving their physical/operational security practices and face an active
adversary. This could be before the staff arrives in the morning, during lunch, or after
hours (perhaps have dinner with your point of contact, and come back to check the
organization afterwards). This gives a clearer picture of how devices are secured outside
of the work day (are desktops and laptops unsecured, still on, logged in?). Are backup
drives or other storage media easily accessible? Are doors to server rooms/closets
locked? Are keys to these locked cabinets/rooms visible?
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RecommendationRecommendation

Office Equipment is unsecured against burglaryOffice Equipment is unsecured against burglary

Unsecured physical network components and devices such as computers, servers, and
external drives present a risk of sensitive data loss through theft, seizure, and malicious
interference. Access to network compontents and servers should be limited and devices
should be secured when not in use.

In the event of a burglary or office raid, an attacker could easily obtain sensitive
information from devices without encryption, external hard drives, and other easily
accessible items. An advanced attacker could compromise the network for later
surveillance.

Secure DevicesSecure Devices

Lock in desks or via security cables all easily portable items

Any device which connects to the organization's digital assets (and therefore has
passwords or cached data) or stores organizational data (including backup drives,
laptops, desktops, cameras, other storage media), should be secured (ideally out of sight,
such as in a locked cabinet or desk drawer) when not in use to prevent theft and
discourage seizure.

Follow the Device Assessment guidelines on drive encryption.

Encrypted drives offer the best protection against data loss from stolen or seized devices.
Follow the recommendations of the Device Assessment section, paying specific attention
to the need for strong passwords, automatic locking of logged-in accounts, and the
importance of turning a machine off to fully benefit from drive encryption.

Place core network components and servers in a locked space.

Direct access to servers and network components such as routers, cablemodems, patch
panels and switches provides an adversary multiple ways to extract sensitive information
and cause extensive, yet hard to detect, damage. Ensuring that not only are these
physically protected, but that there are organizational policies around which staff have
access to them is critical - a locked cabinet that always has the key in the lock does not
provide security. If a particular component needs, for example, regular rebooting,
creative solutions should be found to balance security and staff needs.
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De-activate unused network ports

Hard-wired network ports tend to connect directly into the most trusted parts of a
network. De-activating any that are in public areas of the office (front desk, conference
rooms, break rooms), as well as any that are not needed is recommended.

OPERATIONAL SECURITY SURVEYOPERATIONAL SECURITY SURVEY

SummarySummary

This activity helps the auditor assess the organization's current operational security
policies and practices through in-person or remote surveys and/or interviews. By also
requesting to review and official policies as well as conducting multiple iterations of this
with different staff members, some basic verification of the practices and
awareness/understanding of existing policies can be achieved

OverviewOverview

The auditor interviews and/or requests survey input from organizational representatives,
requests supporting documentation (e.g. policies) as relevant, and iterates/repeats as
needed.

This activity is used to solidify the auditor's understanding of the physical risks the
organization faces in its work as they impact information security:

Discuss potential risks and history
Explore the physical office setup
Determine access controls and related policies (who has access to what, when?)
Determine where and when staff members work (office, cafe, co-working spaces,
home, on travel/remote assignments)

This can be done entirely remotely over secure communications channels (see
operational security considerations), and may be useful to be done partially or fully in
advance of an in-person audit to further understand operational risks of traveling to the
office location.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed
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(optional) Survey system with appropriate security precautions and access controls
Note-taking device that can be secured.
For remote support, a secure videochat system (such as Signal) which works with the
available bandwidth.

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Any physical notes taken on physical security should be destroyed. Digital notes
should be kept in line with overall SAFETAG standards.
Consider the threat context if an online survey tool is used to collect information and
manage data access and storage responsibly.
Any remote communication on physical security should be done over secured
channels from a private space
It should be noted that SAFETAG is focused only on the digital impacts of physical
security. This guide does not provide a full physical security assessment.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

This activity should build on the preparation work of the auditor, as well as the capacity
assessment and context research work:

Capacity Assessment:Capacity Assessment: If the auditor has already completed the Capacity Assessment
interview, many of the answers from its introductory "Open Up" questions (5-22)
provide threat history, likelihood, and some basic policy information, and the
questions grouped as "Threat Information," (58-68) go deeper into previous
problems and responses. If those were not asked, they can be included here as a
follow-up interview/survey.
Context Research:Context Research: Ensure context research has revealed whether the organization
would be targeted by adversaries due to their work (e.g. advocacy, engagement in
or media coverage of socially sensitive topics, etc.). Threat identification and
technical context research should provide insight into likely technical capabilities of
adversaries (are malware or other surillance tools used
(https://sii.transparencytoolkit.org/) ? Physical surveillance/monitoring? Keyloggers?)

Once an initial interview or survey has taken place (as part of capacity assessment or
dedicated to the above-mentioned questions), Send a follow-up request for any policies
mentioned or referred to (travel policies, onboarding/offboarding policies for staff
changes, personal device usage ("BYOD") policies, etc.). After reviewing those documents,
request any additional policies those may refer to (general IT or security policies), and/or
schedule a follow up interview or informal survey to dig deeper into remaining
unanswered questions on the operatioal security situation of the organization as well as
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their adaptations to it. In the (likely) case where there are no policies governing these
topics, the auditor can ask their points of contact for these discussions what the general
practices are and expand and verify this through additional activities.

In creating new questions, be careful to not "lead" on security in a way that would
discourage honest and transparent responses. For example, ask "Do you host community
events and trainings?" instead of "Do you allow outside people into your office"?

Below are questions not already covered in the capacity assessment interview process,
and after that selected questions from that process which are of particular use here.

Office layout and accessOffice layout and access

Describe your office - is it on a floor of a building? An entire floor? (What level of the
building?) How close are other buildings? Is it a shared, open office space or co-
working space? (shared network? open access?)?

Has the organization dealt with robberies/theft, break-ins, or office raids? If so, what
happened, when, and how did you respond (or do you have a policy or contingency plan?
When was that last reviewed/updated?)

Who has independent access to the office space, and routine after-hours access (i.e. who
is able to unlock the space). This may include security, cleaning or other building service
personnel.

What other wifi networks can you see? (See https://wigle.net/ )

Programs and staffPrograms and staff

Do you host events or trainings at the office? Open "cybercafe" or community
meeting space?
Do you host 1:1 meetings with funders, partners,
Do staff work from or meet at homes or cafes/restaurants?

Selected questions from the Capacity Assessment Interview, "Open Up" section:Selected questions from the Capacity Assessment Interview, "Open Up" section:

What issues does the organization work on? Are these issues sensitive where you
work?
Where does your organization have activities?
Does the organization have activities in more than one
(city/provence/country/region)?
What kind of funding does you organization receive?
Does the organization have its own office space?
Does the organization have a domain name or brand identity that is used for all
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online communications?
Does the organization have a staff member responsible for working with digital or
mobile technology?
How regularly do staff members of the organization travel outside of your country
Does the organization do any of the following activities when travelling
internationally
Run programs
Participate in events
Run trainings
Receive trainings
Fundraising

From "Threat Information"From "Threat Information"

To your knowledge, how often do the below incidents occur in the geographic areas
or issue areas in which your organization is active? Could you please tell me if you
think they happen never, sometimes or often

The government lawfully intercepts information communicated by civil society
or private person
The government lawfully confiscates equipment because of the information it
contains
Government, public officials, non-state actors, police or security forces use
digital or mobile technology to identify and target individuals for arrest or
violen
Government, public officials, non-state actors, police or security forces use
digital or mobile technology to attack the reputations of individuals or
organizations

To your knowledge, how often do the below actors use digital or mobile technolog to
target or to identify individuals for arrest or violence? Do they use it never,
sometimes, or often?

government or public officials
non-state actors (corporations, social groups)
police, security forces or paramilitary groups

And how often would you say that these actors use digital or mobile technology to
monitor or gather information on civil society activities? Never, sometimes, or often.

government or public officials
non-state actors (corporations, social groups)
police, security forces or paramilitary groups

What do you feel are the most immediate and serious digital threats to the
organization?
How much risk do you feel each of these digital threats presents to your
organization?

Online surveillance
DDOS (Distributed Denial of Service) Attack
Targeted for physical violence on the basis of digital activity
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Data loss
Other.

Do you feel that any of these threats place the physical security of your staff in
danger?
Do you feel that any of these threats place the physical security of your stakeholders
in danger?
Do you feel that any of these threats place the physical security of your beneficiaries
in danger?
In the last six months, have you or any of your civil society peers experienced any of
the following?

Intimidation or threats of violence by public officials, police or security force
Intimidation or threats of violence by private or non-state actors.
Threats of arrest or detention
Arrest
Threats of Torture.
Confiscation of equipment
Threats to administrative standing, such as stripping individuals of
professional accreditation or organization of licenses
Other

How has your organization responded to these threats?
Addressed the issue in the press/online
Told other organizations about the threat
Contacted the authorities
Trained staff to prevent and mitigate such threats in the future
Requested help from other organizations
Invested in hardware
raised funds
has not responded
other

Has the organization taken any of the following steps to prepare against digital or
physical threats?

Staff have been trained
There are specific plans in place for specific situations
Equiptment and/or supplies have been made ready
Other

From the Technical Only sectionFrom the Technical Only section:

Are Disaster Recovery Procedures in place for the application data?
Are Change Management procedures in place?
What is the mean time to repair systems outages?
Is any system monitoring software in place?
What are the most critical servers and applications?
Do you use backups in your organization?
Are there any data/devices that are not backed up?
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Are backups tested on a regular basis?
When was the last time the backups were restored?

RecommendationRecommendation

See recommendation section in the Guided Tour activity.

For useful organizational policy recommendations, review the SANS Information Security
Policy Templates

OFFICE MAPPINGOFFICE MAPPING

SummarySummary

This activity seeks to identify potential physical vulnerabilities to an organization's
information security practices by documenting the current physical layout of the office
and the locations of key assets, as well as potential "external" risks such as nearby/shared
office spaces.

This can be done in person independently or alongside the "Guided Tour" activity, and
can also be done in advance of an assessment or remotely by a willing staff member who
knows where these assets are located (often a technical or administrative staff person).
This can also be conducted in a multi-office or home-office environment where the
auditor is unable to visit every location.

OverviewOverview

In this activity, the auditor or the organization draws a map of the office space and notes
locations of potentially valuable information or assets.

This activity can be paired with the Guided Tour activity, to reduce the awkwardness of
taking notes while walking around the office during the Tour, and if being done remotely,
the two separate activities can be used to cross-verify the accuracy of each. This can also
be done by an organizational point of contact in advance to provide additional
preparation for the auditor.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed
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Notepad and/or simple drawing or floorplan software
A willing participant (auditor, staff member) who is known to the staff able to walk
around and map the office.
A camera (see operational security considerations)

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Any physical notes taken on physical security should be destroyed. Digital notes
should be kept in line with overall SAFETAG standards.
The location of certain high-value assets is highly sensitive, and may be
controlled/secret information. Handle with care when discussing with the
organization, and if conducting this remotely/in advance, ensure the point of contact
can handle and destroy the data responsibly.
If using drawing software, note that using free online tools could easily leave
sensitive data exposed. Offline tools such as LibreOffice Draw, Pencil, or even
Microsoft Powerpoint or Visio all work, but the product should be securely managed.
Any photos taken (of the map drawing or specific office areas/rooms) should be
securely deleted or taken using a secure camera app such as ObscuraCam
It should be noted that SAFETAG is focused only on the digital impacts of physical
security. This guide does not provide a full physical security assessment.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Walk around the office and draw a map of the floor-plan (do not rely upon memory).
Consider taking photos of specific areas (e.g. confusing layouts or areas difficult to
capture in drawing). Make notes of where intruders could gain access to the office, where
sensitive data may live (in the executive director's desk, in a storage closet, on devices),
and relevant other items. Also note the overall privacy that the office provides (is it a
shared office space, shared building, etc.)

Note the locations of any of the following that apply:

Office rooms and storage:
Meeting rooms
Staff offices/desks
Paper File Storage, such as human resources and financial records storage
Closets
Safe room
Main entry to office
Additional Entry/Exit doors
Windows accessible to the outside (terraces, ground floor, etc.)
Fire escapes
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Basement/Roof access

People (staffing varies widely, adapt as relevant)
Executive Director
Other directors
Financial lead
Human resources lead
Team leads
Office admin
IT staff

Additional staff

Infrastucture and Devices:
Fuse box / electricity mains
Cable/DSL modem
Router / network switch
wifi access points and "repeaters"
printers/scanners
Paper shredder
Servers (fileserver, email, backup, etc.) and/or desktop/tower computers (which
never leave the office)

Digital backups (tape drives, hard drives, "time machines" etc.)

If doing this activity remotely and/or in advance of an audit, it may be useful to have
multiple staff members independently draw maps and to provide the organization with
additional guiding questions:

If you were playing hide and seek, where would be the best place to go? how they
enter /exit, whwere they store stuff (clkosets, etc.)
What is nearby the office? Is it in a shared/open/co-working space? Is it in an office
building? A home? An apartment? What floor of the building is the office on? What
else is nearby (other offices? Residential buildings, restaurants/cafes)?
If you discovered your office had been broken in to, what would your first guess of
where or how the burglar broke in be?

RecommendationRecommendation

See recommendation section in the Guided Tour activity.

SCAVENGER HUNTSCAVENGER HUNT
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SummarySummary

This activity assists in identifying potential physical security concerns at an organization,
particularly when an auditor cannot travel to the office location or cannot visit every
office location. The scavenger hunt approach is focused on involving the organization
staff members into mapping out potential threats based on the abstraction and the
gamification of the physical security mapping process. See the "Risk Hunting" exercise in
SaferJourno, page 19, for additional ideas and guidance on conducting this activity.

OverviewOverview

A local facilitator is required to lead this "scavenger hunt" where staff members seek out
potential physical security challenges themselves. This activity should only be conducted
within an environment with a high level of trust and consent. The auditor should get the
agreement from the host NGO to involve all staff members into the exercise to avoid
causing trust issues. By involving the staff members in identifying physical security risks,
you are also taking a step forward to increase awareness on these issues.

With facilitation, staff members will explore their own office looking for potential physical
security risks and share results. To reduce the risk of individual staff embarrassment, they
will first review their own working space and secure it before looking around other parts
of the office. The facilitator, in consultation with the auditor and the organizational point
of contact may declare some areas "off limits"

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

(Optional) Mobile phone cameras (see operational security considerations)
Notepad + Pen for each staff member
Printout of example security risks
Encrypted file sharing platform (Signal)

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Reset credentials found during the process.
Any photos taken (of the map drawing or specific office areas/rooms) should be
securely deleted or taken using a secure camera app such as ObscuraCam. Photos of
keys in particular can be used to duplicate a key. The instructions below simply use
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notepads to track concerns, reducing this risk but possibly being less impactful.
Any physical notes taken on physical security should be destroyed. Digital notes
should be kept in line with overall SAFETAG standards.
The location of certain high-value assets is highly sensitive, and may be
controlled/secret information. Handle with care when discussing with the
organization, and if conducting this remotely/in advance, ensure the point of contact
can handle and destroy the data responsibly.
It should be noted that SAFETAG is focused only on the digital impacts of physical
security. This guide does not provide a full physical security assessment.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

The auditor should first meet with the facilitator (possibly over secure videochat) to brief
them on the activity and map out potential challenges (particularly around trust,
organizational hierarchies, and any potential repercussions).

The auditor then prepares a checklist of physical vulnerabilities with the facilitator, based
on the current understanding of the organization's assets and the context they are
operating within. The auditor, facilitator, and organization point of contact should decide
if any areas are "off limits." Note that this is only a list of a suggestions. As with the "Risk
Hunting" exercise in SaferJourno, and it should be modified to fit the requirements,
assets, and threats the organization faces:

Open windows.
Door with key hanging from the lock and/or unlocked doors to secure areas
Unlocked access to networking equipment - routers, wifi, modem / cablemodem /
servers
Unsecured Laptop(s) (e.g. no locked cabinet for overnight storage, no cable lock)
Computer left unattended with active Outlook, Gmail, Skype or other
communication application open and visible.
Wires or cables for devices that have been strewn on the floor where someone
would need to step over them.
Portable backup drives, USBs, and/or other external hard drives on desktops or
plugged in to computers
Passwords written on a “sticky note” or other paper taped to a monitor or onto the
surface of a desk.
Smartphones, cameras or other valuable devices left unattended

At the organization, the facilitator explains the activity to the organization members. To
balance the need for consent with the benefits of identifying actual daily practices which
may need improvement, the staff should already be aware that examining physical
devices is part of the audit scope, but not the specific activity. Staff will be able to first
identify and address their personal concerns before others.
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Each staff member will get a paper and a pen to note the physical vulnerabilities that
they notice (cameras/cellphone cameras can also be used, note the operational
security considerations listed).
For each vulnerability noted, the staff member will get a point. The facilitator should
encourage staff to also look for other, not listed, vulnerabilities. For vulnerabilities
that staff members suggest which were not listed; if they can explain how that
vulnerability would realistically be exploited, the facilitator can award a point.
If possible, a prize should be provided to the "winner" with the most points.
Staff must first check their own desks for 5-10 minutes total:

Review the physical security of their work space.
Take pictures or notes on their findings
Fix each vulnerability they found
Report back to the facilitator

In the entire office space, staff members will spend 15 minutes to:
Review the physical security of other desks, meeting rooms, shared spaces
etc...
Take pictures or notes on their findings without touching anything
Report back to the facilitator

Debrief:
After the "hunt" time is up, the facilitator should gather the staff back
together.
The facilitator will gather the notes and review quickly for any high-risk or
embarrassing findings. If those exist, the facilitator should privately tell the
finder to not bring that up in discussion
The facilitator can lead a discussion on interesting findings, but focus on
moving towards changes in practice and policy for the organization to
consider.
If possible, quickly calculate scores and announce the winner

Reporting:
The facilitator should combine the notes and communicate them securely to
the Auditor, and securely destroy the notes.

RecommendationRecommendation

(See "Guided Tour")

MONITOR OPEN WIRELESS TRAFFICMONITOR OPEN WIRELESS TRAFFIC

SummarySummary
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It can be valuable to to listen to broadcast wireless traffic at the physical office location,
even before knowing anything about the organization's network itself. This outside,
passive information gathering can reveal a surprising amount of data on not only what
devices are connecting to which networks, but also what type of devices they are (based
on their unique MAC addresses), and what other networks those devices have historically
connected to. These probes can reveal personal, organizational, locational, and device
information that, taken in context, can be dangerous or lead to other vulnerabilities.

OverviewOverview

Each wireless device maintains a "memory" of what networks it has successfully
connected to. When it is connecting to a network, it sends out "probes" to all of the
networks it has in this memory. It is important to note that this data gets broadcast
widely, and can be collected without any network access, only proximity to the device.

These network probes can often contain names (especially from mobile phone tethers),
organizational affiliations, device manufacturers, and a mixture of other potentially
valuable data (home network names, recent airports/travel locations, cafés and
conference networks). If there are many networks in the office's vicinity, this activity can
also help identify the specific office network (if there is any doubt). In many cases, an
organization may not want the name of their wireless network to be associated with to
their organization, but it may be revealed by this additional meta-data.

Beacons can "de-anonymize" an obfuscated network name as well as provide rich content
for social engineering attacks. This provides an only-lightly-invasive introduction to
discuss the trackability of devices, particularly mobiles and laptops.

Scan for wireless networks nearby, identify (and confirm) the office network(s).
Monitor traffic of that network and capture potentially sensitive metadata (wireless
security settings, beacons, and MAC addresses).
Research likely device hardware using MAC addresses.
Do the staff devices leak sensitive metadata?
What can be determined about the organization based on broadcast wireless data?

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

Wifi card (and drivers) that can be set to monitor mode.

ConsiderationsConsiderations
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Despite this exercise covering only broadcast data, check the local laws which might
cover this process before conducting it.
Consider how it looks to third parties as you are scanning a network, especially from
outside an office.
Confirm that all devices you are accessing/scanning belong to the organization.
Delete all devices from your scan that do not belong to the organization.
Study outputs for any obviously embarrassing personal information (especially
network beacon records) before sharing.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Step 1: Monitor ModeStep 1: Monitor Mode

You should disconnect from any wifi network you may be connected to to capture the
widest amount of data.

Switch your wireless adapter to monitor mode**

$ airmon-ng start <interface>

You may need to stop your network manager system to prevent it from interfering.
Running

$ airmon-ng check

to list anything that is causing problems, and

$ airmon-ng check kill

to try and stop them automatically, and running stop network-manager && stop avahi-
daemon may keep them from re-starting automatically.

Step 2: Listen for wifi probes.Step 2: Listen for wifi probes.

Run airodump-ng on the monitor mode interface (usually mon0). This listens to wifi
beacons and you can begin analyzing who is on what network, and see historical
networks.

airodump-ng -w filename mon0

This scans all networks and channels, collecting broadcast network information. Note
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that, despite its broadcast nature, this is privacy invasive and can be considered illegal:
http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2013/09/16/google_street_view_wi_fi_snooping_case_good_news_and_bad_news.html
. You can restict this to a specific channel or base station ID (BSSID) with -c and --bssid:

airodump-ng -c 1 --bssid 00:11:22:33:44:55 -w filename mon0

Step 3: de-auth (optional)Step 3: de-auth (optional)

Send de-authentication packets to force clients to reconnect and send out additional
probes. Take note that by its very nature, de-authentication causes annoying
interruptions to wifi traffic. This breaks connections, drops skype calls, and can make theThis breaks connections, drops skype calls, and can make the
wireless network temporarily unusable -- Make sure to check with staff before goingwireless network temporarily unusable -- Make sure to check with staff before going
through thisthrough this (to make sure no one is doing a live webcast or on an important VOIP call,
and to expect some network instability).

$ aireplay-ng -0 1 -a 00:11:22:33:44:55 -c AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:FF mon0

 15:54:48  Waiting for beacon frame (BSSID: 00:11:22:33:44:55) on channel 1
 15:54:49  Sending 64 directed DeAuth. STMAC: [AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:FF] [ 5| 3 ACKs]

This command de-authenticates one targeted user with one attempted deauth packet. "-0
10" would try 10 times (potentially disconnecting the user multiple times!). With
permission, you can also target all users on a network by leaving out the "-c ..." flag.

There are scripts, like wifijammer, which use this same approach to jam all wifi
connections in range of the attacking computer, so check against the documentation at
http://www.aircrack-ng.org and act responsibly to protect yourself and the organization.

Step 4: MAC Address ResearchStep 4: MAC Address Research

The first three hex numbers of each MAC address designate the vendor, which can reveal
useful information in matching MAC addresses to devices. The MAC address is a unique
identifier, so never post or search using the full address. Note that increasingly, devices
are using MAC address randomization, but if it implemented, it often is poorly
implemented against even minimally determined adversaries, as per this 2017 research
study.

To compare found MAC addresses to the bendor database offline you can download the
full vendor database from IEEE or use the Wireshark list

Step 4: Ongoing MonitoringStep 4: Ongoing Monitoring
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The longer you leave this running (particularly when staff are first entering the office or
returning after lunch/meetings), the better sense of what devices are connected to the
network you will get.

Watch what probes the various devices are sending out (especially when they are
deauthenticated, as above). You will see each computer on the network, as identified by
their mac addresses, broadcast information about previous networks to which they have
connected.

BSSID              STATION            PWR   Rate    Lost    Frames Probe

00:11:22:33:44:55   0F:3E:DF:DA:2D:E2   -67 0   0   234567  SampleOrg,linksys¸John Smith's iPhone,Free Public Wifi
00:11:22:33:44:55   F8:7E:FC:03:CC:43   -80 -24 0   234567  amygreen,SampleOrg,android-hotspot,Starbucks,united_club,Dulles Airport WiFi
00:11:22:33:44:55   F8:19:F3:DF:75:19   -58 -54 0   234567  SampleOrg
00:11:22:33:44:55   38:08:95:EB:7E:0B   -75 -12 0   234567  HolidayInn,SampleOrg,John Smith's Mac mini,android-hotspot

RecommendationRecommendation

Recommendation: Cleanse wifi network connection historyRecommendation: Cleanse wifi network connection history

For most devices, deleting networks from the “saved” network list will stop them from
being probed. Obviously, this can be an annoyance for networks you regularly connect to,
so renaming these networks to non-revealing names would help, as would creating non-
name-associated “guest” networks for colleagues connecting to your home network.

On iPhones and iPads, it is not possible to selectively remove historical networks unless
you are currently in range of that network. It is however possible to remove all history: go
to Settings > General > Reset > Reset Network Settings . When you take this step, it is
worth going through this reset multiple times – approximately once per year of device
ownership, as the first reset appears to only remove recently-connected networks, and
older networks will be broadcast.

Recommendation: Use innocuous network namesRecommendation: Use innocuous network names

Organizations may want to choose innocent or generic network names, and/or not
broadcast network names. It is worth noting that devices seeking out hidden networks
will "beacon" for the actual network name, so this has extremely limited security use and
must be combined with other protective measures. See this Acrylic blog post for further
details.

It is worth noting that wifi access points are also tracked to assist in location services, and
as such the location of a wireless network can be learned from its name or the MAC
address of the access point. WiGLE is a community-managed database for such
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information, but both Google and Microsoft, and likely many others, also track this
locational information, so the opt-out information below is only minimally useful.

Removal options:Removal options: See wikipedia for public listings. Some opt-out options exist below:

WiGLE: WiGLE's FAQ: "To have your record removed from our database, or if you
have any questions or suggestions, send an email to: WiGLE-admin [at] WiGLE.net
[…] include the BSSID (Mac Address) of the network in question!"
Google Location services : https://support.google.com/maps/answer/1725632?hl=en
Mozilla Location Services: follows the Google standard of adding _nomap to a wifi
name.
Microsoft Location Services: https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/20039/opt-
out-of-location-services ; See also using _optout and blocking wifi login information
in Windows 10
Apple: No clear opt out, more information:
https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2011/04/27Apple-Q-A-on-Location-Data/
Skyhook: http://www.skyhookwireless.com/opt-out-of-skyhook-products

WIRELESS RANGE MAPPINGWIRELESS RANGE MAPPING

SummarySummary

This component allows the auditor to show the "visibility" of an organization's wireless
network to determine how far the organization's wireless network extends beyond a
controlled area. Wireless networks are often trusted as equivalent to the hardwired office
networks they have largely replaced, but they have important differences. Wireless
networks are often "visible" from outside the walls of the office - from common spaces or
even the street. Without further access, this reveals a wealth of information about the
organization's size and the type of devices connecting to their network.

OverviewOverview

This component consists of wireless scanning and wireless signal mapping. It is useful for
organizations with offices in shared spaces/buildings/apartment complexes or near
locations where an adversary could easily "listen" to network traffic. In conjuction with
Monitoring Open Wireless Traffic exercise, it can also identify devices using that network.
It is useful to do this in parallel with Office Mapping to build a more comprehensive view
of the information assets of the organization.

Identify and verify the network(s) belonging to the organization
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Create a map or photos indicating the range of each relevant wireless access point.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

A portable wireless device (like an Android phone/tablet) is useful to map the
network boundaries without causing undue suspicion. Some Apps like Wifi analyzer
and Wifi Mapper can help.

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Despite this exercise covering only broadcast data, check the local laws which might
cover this process before conducting it.
Consider how it looks to third parties as you are scanning a network, especially from
outside an office.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Map the range of the organizations wireless network outside of office space, using wifite
or other tools to track network strength.

A variety of apps and tools can support this work without reosting to professional "wifi
site survey" tools. If the Office Mapping exercise has taken place, that map can serve as
the starting point to expand the map outside the office. If using a third party tool or app,
ensure that the app is not sharing sensitive data. Using simple signal strength monitors
in combination with location notes is more than sufficient. In Linux systems, one can use
wavemon, kismet, wifite, and even the networkmanager command line tools to track
visible networks and their strengths as described on StackExchange:

watch  "nmcli -f "CHAN,BARS,SIGNAL,SSID" d wifi list ifname wlx10feed21ae1d  | sort -n"

https://www.netspotapp.com/ (OSX, Windows, free for non-commercial uses)
http://wifianalyzer.mobi, http://wifiheat.com/ (Android)

RecommendationRecommendation

Depending on office layout, moving the wireless access point may help to reduce how far
the network is transmitted outside of the office space, and changing devices which do not
move to better enable this without loss of functionality.
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See also Monitoring Open Wireless Traffic recommendations and Network Access
security recommendations.
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PROCESS MAPPING AND RISK MODELINGPROCESS MAPPING AND RISK MODELING
SUMMARYSUMMARY

This component allows an auditor to lead the host organization's staff in a series of
activities to identify and prioritize the processes that are critical for the organization to carry
out its work. These activities will also reveal the consequences if those critical processes
were interrupted or exposed to a malicious actor. This results in the staff creating a risk
matrix which is used as the foundation of the auditor's recommendations.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

Having the host organization central to the risk assessment process allows the auditor to
put their threats and recommendations into the host's own narrative. With greater
ownership of the process the staff will be more engaged in addressing the threats
identified when the audit is complete. 67 By engaging as many staff as possible the auditor
also is providing a framework for staff to examine future concerns when the auditor is
gone. The existing in/formal security practices captured during this process will be used to
remove organizational and psyco-social barriers to starting new practices.

THE FLOW OF INFORMATIONTHE FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information Results
ActivityThreats Threats

Actors

Barriers

Actors

Barriers

Assets Assets

Capacity Capacity

Activities Activities

Vulnerabilities Vulnerabilities

Risk Modeling Information Flow

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

What are the critical organizational activities?
What threats does the organization, its programs, partners, and beneficiaries face?
What would the impact of these threats be if they were to occur?
What adversaries (people or groups) may attempt to carry out threats?
Are those adversaries capable of carrying out these threats?

APPROACHESAPPROACHES

Process and/or data mapping exercises
One-on-One interviews with staff to supplement other group activities.
Risk identification based on process or data mappings
A classic group Risk Assessment Activity.
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Note: Risk modeling will require a mixed approach of exercises, and the order which you
identify each component will vary depending upon the organization.

If it was not possible to conduct these activities in person, you can conduct them remotely
through applying one of the remote facilitation approaches described in the Remote
Facilitation appendix.

OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

Maps of critical processes.
A list of organizational assets.

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

Ensure that any physical notes/drawings are erased and destroyed once digitally
recorded.
Ensure that any digital recordings of this process are kept secure and encrypted.
Consider who has physical and visual access to the room where this process takes
place, and if the room can be secured if this activity may span long/overnight breaks.

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

Risk Modeling and Proccess Mapping exercises can be intense and challenging to
facilitate. Prepare and review your exercises, and plan for how they will flow
together. Note your specific desired outcomes to easily recover or re-direct the
activity based on emergent needs.

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Overview: "An Introduction to Threat Modeling" (Surveillance Self-Defense)

Guide: "Risk Assessment" (Workbook on Security: Practical Steps for Human Rights
Defenders at Risk - Chapter 2)

Guide: "Threat Assessment: Chapter 2.5 p. 38" (Operational Security Management
in Violent Environments (Revised Edition))

Guide: "Defining The Threshold Of Acceptable Risk" (Integrated Security)

Guide: "Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments" (NIST 800-30)

Report: "Risk Thresholds in Humanitarian Assistance" (European Interagency
Security Forum)

Threat Modeling Resources (General)Threat Modeling Resources (General)

Book: "Threat Modeling: Designing for Security" (Adam Shostack)

Website: "An Introduction to Threat Modeling" (Surveillance Self-Defense)
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Article: "Security for Journalists, Part Two: Threat Modeling" (Jonathan Stray)

Guide: "Managing Information Security Risk: Organization, Mission, and
Information System View" (NIST)

Guide: "Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments" (NIST)

Activity: "Threat Model Activity" (Tow Center )

Risk Assessment ActivitiesRisk Assessment Activities

Guide: "Risk Assessment" (Operational Security Management in Violent
Environments (Revised Edition) - Chapter 2)

Guide: Risk Assessment (Workbook on Security: Practical Steps for Human Rights
Defenders at Risk - Chapter 2)

Book: "Pre-Mortum Strategy" (Sources of Power: How People Make Decisions - p.71)

Threat Assessment ActivitiesThreat Assessment Activities

Guide: "Threat Assessment: Chapter 2.5 p. 38" (Operational Security Management
in Violent Environments (Revised Edition))

Example text for introducing threats - Integrated Security

Written exercise: Threats assessment - Integrated Security

Facilitators Manual (With PDF download of "Threat Introduction Example Text" and
"Threat Assessment Written Exercises") - Integrated Security

Analyzing Threats: Chapter 3 - Workbook on Security: Practical Steps for Human Rights
Defenders at Risk

manual: Establishing the threat level of direct attacks (targeting) (Protection
Manual for Human Rights Defenders)

Risk Matrix ActivitiesRisk Matrix Activities

Guide: "Defining The Threshold Of Acceptable Risk" (Integrated Security)

Guide: "Risk Analysis: Chapter 2.7 - Operational Security Management in Violent
Environments (Revised Edition)" (HPN - Humanitarian Practice Network)

Risk Assessment: Chapter 2 - Workbook on Security: Practical Steps for Human Rights
Defenders at Risk

Alternative Risk Modeling ActivitiesAlternative Risk Modeling Activities

Article: ["Operational Security Management in Violent Environments (Revised
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Edition)
Chapter 2 Risk assessment"](http://www.odihpn.org/index.php?
option=com_k2&view=item&layout=item&id=3159) (HPN - Humanitarian Practice
Network)

Workbook on Security: Practical Steps for Human Rights Defenders at Risk

Guide: "Risk Assessment For Personal Security" (CPNI - Centre for the Protection of
National Infrastructure)s

Guide: "Threat Assessment & the Security Circle" (Frontline Defenders)

Case Study: "Case Study 1 Creating a Security Policy" (Frontline Defenders)

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

PROCESS MAPPINGPROCESS MAPPING

SummarySummary

This activity helps to identify the processes that allow the organization to function
(publishing, payment, fund-raising, outreach, interviewing) the assets and systems
(websites, software, PayPal) they rely on, and which ones are critical to their work.
(Activity)

Participants are asked to "brain-storm" a list of all the processes that are critical for their
work and the auditor works to map the details of critical processes out to expose points
of risk.

OverviewOverview

Brainstorm with staff all of the organizational processes
Identify a smaller set which are mission critical
Map the specific interactions and events that compose these processes to expose
areas of risk

If it was not possible to conduct these activities in person, you can conduct them remotely
through applying one of the remote facilitation approaches described in the Remote
Facilitation appendix.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed
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Stickies
Markers
Whiteboard or flip-chart

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Treat device assessment data as well as any additional service information learned
with the utmost security
Ensure that any physical notes/drawings are erased and destroyed once digitally
recorded.
Ensure that any digital recordings of this process are kept secure and encrypted.
Consider who has physical and visual access to the room where this process takes
place, and if the room can be secured if this activity may span long/overnight breaks.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

The goal of this exercise is for the auditor to lead the host participants in "brain-storming"
and mapping all the processes that are critical for the organization to carry out their work.

Additional MaterialAdditional Material

Chart Paper or whiteboard.
Marker pens or whiteboard markers.

GETTING STARTEDGETTING STARTED

The auditor gives the participants a few example processes for a small independent
media outlet.

News gathering
Editing
Publishing
User Feedback
Lead Development
Paying Staff
Getting Advertisers
Collecting Payment from Advertisers

Once the participants have brainstormed these out the facilitator leads the participants in
identifying the critical processes (this may be all of the processes identified.)
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News gathering
Editing
Publishing
Lead Development
Paying Staff

The trainer then begins a free-hand process mapping activity for each process. You will
be "charting the sequence of events of the work."

A Process Map shows

The people involved; * The tasks, conversations, and decisions they carry out;
The flow of materials, information and documents between them;
The relationship and dependance between the steps.

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITYCONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY

List all organizational processes:List all organizational processes: The goal of this exercise is for the auditor to lead
the host participants in "brain-storming" a list of all the processes the organization
takes part in to carry out their work. It is important to remember this is a
brainstorming session of all of the processes that occur in the organization.

Quickly identify the main purpose of the organization. If the organization is
an online newspaper, the purpose then is to create, distribute, and diversify
the content they are providing to their consumers.

Write out the list of all the processes that would occur in a very busy week at
the office. This is a brainstorming session with your participants so it is
important to get them to identify as many different processes at the
beginning.

Once a complete list has been created, the auditor will then go through
through to identify with the participants the critical processes within the
organization – that is, without these processes the organization would not
be able to function or function at a very poor level

Determine critical processes:Determine critical processes: During this exercise the aim is for the auditor to lead
the attendees in narrowing down the subset of activities to those that are crucial to
their work.

step 1
step 2
step 3
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step etc.

NOTE: If an auditor does not ensure that the uniquely identified subset of processes
speaks to the full range of participants, their recommendations are more likely to be met
with resistance.

Map out critical processes:Map out critical processes: In this exercises the auditor does free-hand mapping
for each process guided by the host participants. The auditor needs to make sure
that they work to develop a broad understanding of the overall process. This is a
time consuming activity, and managing their overall time to complete the entire
needs assessment, and respect the time constraints of the staff, is critical.

Clearly identify the process name on the whiteboard or flipchart
Identify the first and last steps from the participants and write them on the
side of the paper to keep the participants on track.
Place the "Starting" place on the white paper.
Have your participants explain to you what the process is step-by-step, while
making a note on the side where there will be follow on processes.

1. Don’t forget about follow-on processes
2. List who does each step along side each process

Verbally walk the participants through the completed process so you ensure
you didn’t miss anything
Take quick notes to remind yourself of any key points not clearly marked on
the map before they move on to the next activity.
After completing all the key events take a photo of the whiteboard / store the
chart-paper for later documentation.

While doing this it is important to consider level of detail you will be mapping out (this
should be pre-determined or established so everyone is on the same page)

How to make a process mapHow to make a process map

This process map will be used to develop our asset map.

"Draw the flowchart initially to represent the operation, as it actually happens - NOT what
you might prefer it to be! Use a flip chart or whiteboard to produce your initial charts"

"WHO does WHAT (Job title/Function e.g. Level A1)
WHAT is done and WHEN
What DECISIONS have to be taken and
What possible paths follow from each decision"
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Keep it simple to facilitate broad understanding of the OVERALL process. Too much detail
early on can be overwhelming and/or lead to confusion. If you agree that more detail is
required on a particular action, it is easy to highlight that box and produce a separate
chart showing the process taking place within.

RecommendationRecommendation

This activity can lead to feelings of hopelessness; it is important to remind the staff that any
risk can be mitigated, and indeed it is the goal of an audit to identify the highest priority
ones based on actual likelihood and provide guidance on mitigation.

RISK MODELING USING THE PRE-MORTUM STRATEGYRISK MODELING USING THE PRE-MORTUM STRATEGY

SummarySummary

The pre-mortum strategy was devised to take participants out of a perspective of
defending their plans and strategies and shielding themselves from flaws. They are given
"a perspective where they [are] actively searching for flaws in their own plan." 68.

OverviewOverview

"Pre-Mortum" Activity
Identification of critical processes
Selected critical process mapping
Threat Identification (Control/Confidentialy/Idenity/Integrity/Authentication/Access)
Impact Identification
Adversary Exploration (Likelyhood)
Impact Ranking

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

Stickies
Whiteboard or flip-chart
Markers
Camera to digitally capture the data

ConsiderationsConsiderations
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Treat risk modeling data with the utmost security
Ensure that any physical notes/drawings are erased and destroyed once digitally
recorded.
Ensure that any digital recordings of this process are kept secure and encrypted.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Additional MaterialAdditional Material

Chart Paper / whiteboard.
Marker pens / whiteboard markers.
Multiple colors of post-its.
Camera for documenting the process.

GETTING STARTEDGETTING STARTED

Prepare a flipchart / space on the white-board to keep track of process', threats,
impacts, and adversaries that are identified during other activities. Participants can
easily get ahead of the process as they explore individual ideas. Keeping a space for
these "upcoming" activities will help re-center them on the activity at hand.

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITYCONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY

Pre-Mortum Strategy: (30 Minutes)Pre-Mortum Strategy: (30 Minutes) The pre-mortum strategy was devised to take
participants out of a perspective of defending their plans and strategies and shielding
themselves from flaws. They are given "a perspective where they [are] actively searching
for flaws in their own plan." 69

Explain the pre-mortum activity. The participants are to imagine that it is months into
the future and they have continued doing their work as normal. And something
happened that left them entirely unable to function or functioning at a very poor
level. "That is all they know; they have to explain what has happened." 70

Create a broad list of possible explanations for what has happened.
Identify the most likely explanations.
List the process' that would have to fail for those causes to take effect.
Identify two to three process' that are central to the failures and write them on a list
of critical process'.

Process/Interaction Mapping (30 minutes per process):Process/Interaction Mapping (30 minutes per process):

Pick a process from the list of critical processes identified above.
Clearly identify the process name on the whiteboard or flipchart.
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Create a list of individuals who take part in the process.
Draw a symbol of the person.
Write a label describing their role or title.
Draw lines with arrows connecting individuals who interact with each other in this
process.
Label the lines with words describing the interaction.
Write numbers on the interactions to show the order they occur in.

Continue this activity with the next critical process.

NOTES:NOTES:
You can add follow-on processes to examine if they are identified as critical by
the participants during this activity. Specifically, the exercises in the Threat
Assessment section pair well.
Put people on post-its to make them moveable.
Verbally walk the participants through the completed process so you ensure
you didn't miss anything.
Take quick notes to remind yourself of any key points not clearly marked on
the map before they move on to the next activity.
After completing all the key events take a photo of the whiteboard / store the
chart-paper for later documentation.

RecommendationRecommendation

This activity can lead to feelings of hopelessness as well as stir up direct fears or challenges
that the staff face. It is important to remind the staff that any risk can be mitigated, and
indeed it is the goal of an audit to identify the highest priority ones based on actual
likelihood and provide guidance on mitigation.

RISK MATRIXRISK MATRIX

Covered in full in Threat Identification:

Create a risk matrix placing impacts against a range of likelihood.
Clean up critical process maps for use in reporting.
Create a list of all services or assets that were identified during the activity that were
not already known by the auditor.

CRITICAL DATA ACTIVITYCRITICAL DATA ACTIVITY

Covered in full in Data Assessment:
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With staff input, post up popular places where data is kept (laptops, email, shared
drives...)
Using stickies, gather from the staff what data is kept in what locations - duplicating
notes when needed
Rank data by sensitivity
Discuss the impact of one of the devices where data is stored being lost - are there
backups?
Discuss the impact of a device being exposed / taken by an adversary
Identify who has access (physical access, login access, and permissions), and who
needs to have access to get the organizations work completed.
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THREAT ASSESSMENTTHREAT ASSESSMENT
SUMMARYSUMMARY

This objective uses a variety of activities to identify possible attackers and gather
background information about the capability of those attackers to threaten the
organization. This consists of identifying a particular attacker's history of carrying out
specific threats, their capability to carry out those threats currently, and proof that the
threat has intent to leverage resources against the target.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

Checking the assumptions both of the organization and of the auditor by researching the
current threats will ensure that an auditor is basing their work on accurate assessments of
the conditions the organization faces and that they are making informed operational
security considerations. With greater ownership of the process the staff provides an
opportunity to explore their threat landscape and become more engaged in addressing the
threats identified when the audit is complete. By engaging with as many staff as possible
the auditor is providing a framework for staff to explore threat identification processes
when the auditor is gone.

THE FLOW OF INFORMATIONTHE FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information Results
ActivityThreats Threats

Actors

Barriers

Actors

Barriers

Assets Assets

Capacity Capacity

Activities Activities

Vulnerabilities Vulnerabilities

Threat Assessment Information Flow

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

Who are potential adversaries for the organization?
Do these threat actors have a history of attacks? Against whom?
What types of organizations have they targeted?
Does the threat actor have the means to leverage widespread threats against, or will
they have to prioritize their targets? Is the organization a priority threat target?
Do they have the desire and ability to conduct an attack?

APPROACHESAPPROACHES

Open Source Threat Research:Open Source Threat Research: Identify possible adversaries and threats using
publicly available reports, news, and databases.
Threat Mapping:Threat Mapping: Facilitate group activities where staff identify possible adversaries
and the threats that they have/can leverage against the group.
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OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

A host driven threat-matrix including the following:
AdversariesAdversaries (threat actors) with capabilities and willingness
ImpactsImpacts of attacks against critical processescritical processes, ranked by severity
LikelihoodLikelihood of each (based on adversaries)

Latest general cyber-security threats
Identify existing in/formal security practices that the participants use to address
risks.

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

Data generated in this component is highly sensitive - in addition to standard
practices of saving only in encrypted containers and destroying physical copy
versions (stickies, etc.) ans using VPNs/Tor to conduct research, also take note of the
physical location where you are conducting any exercises to prevent
eavesdropping/viewing.

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

Threat Identification works best grounded against mapped out organizational
processes or a data/asset map. See the Process Mapping and Data Assessment
methods for exercises to generate these.

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Threat Assessment ActivitiesThreat Assessment Activities

Guide: "Threat Assessment: Chapter 2.5 p. 38" (Operational Security Management
in Violent Environments (Revised Edition))

Example text for introducing threats - Integrated Security

Written exercise: Threats assessment - Integrated Security

Facilitators Manual (With PDF download of "Threat Introduction Example Text" and
"Threat Assessment Written Exercises") - Integrated Security

Analyzing Threats: Chapter 3 - Workbook on Security: Practical Steps for Human Rights
Defenders at Risk

manual: Establishing the threat level of direct attacks (targeting) (Protection
Manual for Human Rights Defenders)

Threat Modeling Resources (General)Threat Modeling Resources (General)

Book: "Threat Modeling: Designing for Security" (Adam Shostack)

Website: "An Introduction to Threat Modeling" (Surveillance Self-Defense)
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Article: "Security for Journalists, Part Two: Threat Modeling" (Jonathan Stray)

Guide: "Managing Information Security Risk: Organization, Mission, and
Information System View" (NIST)

Guide: "Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments" (NIST)

Activity: "Threat Model Activity" (Tow Center )

Threat research by focus areaThreat research by focus area

Human Rights
Freedom House's "Freedom in the World" index is the standard-setting
comparative assessment of global political rights and civil liberties.
Amnesty International regional news on human rights
Human Rights Watch - Browse by Region

Transparency 71

Corruption Perception Index
Public Service Delivery
Health
Free Media and Information

Threatened Voices: Tracking suppression of online free speech.
IREX’s Media Sustainability Index (MSI) provides in-depth analyses of the
conditions for independent media in 80 countries across the world.
Freedom House's "Freedom on the Net" index, assessing the degree of
internet and digital media freedom around the world.
Freedom House's "Freedom of the Press" index assess' global media
freedom.
ARTICLE 19 freedom of expression and freedom of information news by
region.
Open Society Foundation - Mapping digital media
Press Freedom Index (RSF)

Climate Issues
Gender Issues
Poverty Alleviation
Community Building
Peace promotion
Agricultural Development
Entrepreneurship
Water, Sanitation
Transportation
Disaster Relief

Threat research by methodThreat research by method

Country threat reports 72,73
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Examine Transparency Reports
Find most used sites in region. 74

Search for transparency reports for most used sites. 75

General Threats by RegionGeneral Threats by Region

Database: "The Aid Worker Security Database (AWSD) records major incidents of
violence against aid workers, with incident reports from 1997 through the present."
(The Aid Worker Security Database (AWSD))

Platform: "The HumanitarianResponse.info platform is provided to the
humanitairan community as a means to aid in coordination of operational
information and related activities." (Humanitarian Response)

Organization: "ReliefWeb has been the leading source for reliable and timely
humanitarian information on global crises and disasters since 1996." (ReliefWeb)

Legal Threats by RegionLegal Threats by Region

Monitor: "CNL's NGO Law Monitor provides up-to-date information on legal issues
affecting not-for-profit, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) around the world."
(NGO Law Monitor)

Survey: ["This is a survey of existing and proposed laws and regulations on
cryptography - systems used for protecting information against unauthorized
access."(http://www.cryptolaw.org/)] (The Crypto Law Survey)

List: "Who publishes Transparency Reports? - a list of transparency reports from
Google, Facebook, and other popular websites. Cross-check with Alexa for locally
popular services" (James Losey)

Website: "This website contains information on regulations, policies, and local
organizations working on issues related to digital rights in Latin America. The
information is organized by country" (RedLatAm)

Article: "Legal Issues in Penetration Testing" (Security Current)

Wiki Page: ["Anti-circumvention: Laws and Treaties"
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-circumvention)] (Wikipedia)

Guide: "Encryption and International Travel" (Princeton University)

List: "National Cyber Security Policy and Legal Documents" (NATO Cooperative
Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence)

Technical ThreatsTechnical Threats
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Country Profiles: "Current cybersecurity landscape based on the five pillars of the
Global Cybersecurity Agenda namely Legal Measures, Technical Measures,
Organisation Measures, Capacity Building and Cooperation." ( Global Cybersecurity
Index (GCI))

Reports: Privacy International's in-depth country reports and submissions to the
United Nations. (Privacy International)

Organization: "The Citizen Lab is an interdisciplinary laboratory based at the Munk
School of Global Affairs, University of Toronto, Canada focusing on advanced
research and development at the intersection of Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs), human rights, and global security." (The Citizen Lab)

Database: "International Cyber Developments Review (INCYDER)" (NATO
Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence)

Guide: "This handbook sets out an overview of the key privacy and data protection
laws and regulations across 72 different jurisdictions, and offers a primer to
businesses as they consider this complex area of compliance." (Data Protection
Laws of the World - DLA PIPER)

Reports: "Country Reports" (Open Network Inititiative)

Reports: "Regional Overviews" (Open Network Inititiative)

Portal: "Country Level Information security threats" (The ISC Project)

Targeted MalwareTargeted Malware

Reports: "APWG Phishing Attack Trends Reports" (Anti-Phishing Working Group)

Censorship and Surveillance ReportsCensorship and Surveillance Reports

Map: "Cyber-Censorship Map" (Alkasir)

Dashboard: "At-A-Glance Web-Blockage Dashboard" (Herdict )

Travel ThreatsTravel Threats

List: "Foreign travel advice" (GOV.UK)

List: "Travel Advice" (Australian Government)

Alerts: "Travel Alerts & Warnings" (US Department of State)

List: "List of airlines banned within the EU" (European Commission)

List: "A list of aircraft operators that have that have suffered an accident, serious
incident or hijacking." (Aviation Safety Network)
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Map: "A global display of Terrorism and Other Suspicious Events" (Global Incident
Map)

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

PRE-MORTUM RISK MODELINGPRE-MORTUM RISK MODELING

Covered in full in Risk Assessment:

"Pre-Mortum" Activity
Identification of critical processes
Selected critical process mapping
Threat Identification (Control/Confidentialy/Idenity/Integrity/Authentication/Access)
Impact Identification
Adversary Exploration (Likelyhood)
Impact Ranking

CRITICAL DATA ACTIVITYCRITICAL DATA ACTIVITY

Covered in full in Data Assessment:

With staff input, post up popular places where data is kept (laptops, email, shared
drives...)
Using stickies, gather from the staff what data is kept in what locations - duplicating
notes when needed
Rank data by sensitivity
Discuss the impact of one of the devices where data is stored being lost - are there
backups?
Discuss the impact of a device being exposed / taken by an adversary
Identify who has access (physical access, login access, and permissions), and who
needs to have access to get the organizations work completed.

THREAT IDENTIFICATIONTHREAT IDENTIFICATION

SummarySummary

These activities build off of a process or data mapping exercise to connect actual
processes or assets and data of the organization with potential threats, then drilling
down into specific, likely threats the organization faces, adversaries who might take
advantage of them, and the impact of this happening.
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The goal is to be able to answer the following questions:

Threat HistoryThreat History

What history of attacks does the threat actor have?
What techniques have they used? Have they targeted vulnerabilities that the
organization currently has?
What is known about the types of threats used by an threat actor to attack similar
organizations?

Threat CapabilityThreat Capability

Does the threat actor have the means to exploit a vulnerability that the organization
currently has?
Does the threat actor have the means to leverage widespread threats against all
similar organizations, or will they have to prioritize their targets?

Threat IntentThreat Intent

Have they targeted similar organizations?
Does the threat actor currently have the desire to conduct an attack against this type
of organization?
Is the organization a priority threat target for the threat actor?

OverviewOverview

Identify and categorize threats to processes or data (requires a process or data
mapping exercise) by Confidentiality, Control, Integrity, Identity, Availability, and
Auditability
Identify the impact of each threat against People, Organization, and Program
Brainstorm potential Adversaries and note their History, Intent, and Capability per
Threat
For Threats with identified Adversaries, rank them on a linear scale from
"Inconvenient" to "Severe" (no two items can have the same rank)

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

The outputs from a process or data mapping exercise to work from
Stickies
Whiteboard or flip-chart (whiteboard preferred)
Markers
Camera to digitally capture the data
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ConsiderationsConsiderations

Treat threat and adversary data with the utmost security.
Ensure that any physical notes/drawings are erased and destroyed once digitally
recorded.
Ensure that any digital recordings of this process are kept secure and encrypted.
Consider who has physical and visual access to the room where this process takes
place, and if the room can be secured if this activity may span long/overnight breaks.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Requires a process or data mapping exercise's outputs

Threat Identification: (30 minutes per process)Threat Identification: (30 minutes per process)

Give participants a "cheat sheet" of threats.
Explain the types of threats.

ConfidentialityConfidentiality: If unauthorized individuals find out an asset/process exists.
ControlControl: If an asset/process can be accessed by unauthorized individuals.
IntegrityIntegrity: If an asset/process is changed without permission.
AvailabilityAvailability: If an asset/process becomes unavailable.
ConsistencyConsistency: If an asset/process becomes unreliable. (Some use IdentityIdentity
instead or in addition to Consistency, if an asset/process can be spoofed to
appear as owning/coming from someone else.)
AuditabilityAuditability: If you cannot verify that an asset/process is secure.

Identify a "interaction line" from the process map to start with.
Generate a list of threats that would cause that interaction to fail.
Mark the back of the post it with the interaction name or number.
Write the threat and their impact on post-its and arrange them in an orderly way.
If multiple risks cause the same consequence create a new post-it near the new risk.
Continue doing this for all the interactions in the critical process'.
Discuss and rearrange threats as groupings emerge.

Label threat clusters that appear.

NOTES:NOTES:
If any of the impacts identified in the pre-mortum or other process-mapping
exercises are not covered ask participants where they would go.
Take photos of the threats once you have finished enumerating them.
Write risks on one set of post-its and impacts on another color of post-its to
make it easy to keep track.
Look at the"CVSS V2 Base Metrics" for an example of the severity of different
threats.
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Impact Identification: (30 minutes per process)Impact Identification: (30 minutes per process) This exercise has the trainee lead the
participants on a brainstorming of hypothetical consequences (impacts) when the threats
identified earlier occur.

Give participants a pen and three sticky note pads.
Explain the topic and the categories. 76

Staff/People - (which includes families, friends, and beneficiaries): temporary
or permanent physical injury, temporary or longer-term psychological
damage, death, legal costs, cost of medical treatment, loss of morale or trust
in management.
Organization - loss of or damage to assets, operational inefficiency, loss of
program quality or outright suspension; loss of reputation; loss of funding.
Program - reduced program quality, temporary suspension of the program,
forced termination of the program.

Instruct each person to generate DIRECT impacts based upon the exiting threat
clustering from Threat Identification.Threat Identification.
Include only one impact per sticky note.
Have one participant quickly describe then place an impact on the board writing
along side it the threat that causes it.
Invite others to place similar/the same impacts in proximity and quickly describe
how it can occurs.
Repeat the process until all impacts are included.
Have participants add stickies for any secondary/cascading impacts
Discuss and rearrange impacts as groupings emerge.

Label impact clusters that appear.

NOTES:NOTES:
Tell participants to write multiple impacts per color.
Look for opportunities to create sub-groups.
Limit the time frame for discussion.
Take photos of the impact clusters once you have finished enumerating them.

Adversary Exploration (Likelyhood):Adversary Exploration (Likelyhood):

Explain the topic and the categories. 77

"History – a past incidence or pattern of attacks on similar organizations."
"Intent – specific threats, a demonstrated intention or mindset to attack."
"Capability – the wherewithal to carry out an attack."

Brainstorm adversaries who have demonstrated likelihood to impact their work or
one of the process'.
Pick an adversary and write their name on the board.
Write specific instances of adversary history, intent, and capacity announced by the
participants.
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Repeat the process until all adversaries are completed.

NOTES:NOTES:
Limit the time frame for discussion.
Take photos of the adversary lists.

Impact Ranking:Impact Ranking: The goal of this exercise is to have the trainee lead the host organization
in classifying the severity of the possible impacts from the threats they have just explored.

Create a post it for each impact.
Place two points on the wall. On one side are "Inconvenient" impacts that disrupt the
organization in a very small way. On the other side are "critical" impacts that may
pose life-safety risks to employees, partners, or the general public.
The low end of the scale may include a fire alarm may cause the staff to lose a half
an hour of work time, but does not impact any short or long-term activities.
The high end of the scale would include events such as a fire that destroys the
organizations headquarters and endangers staffs lives or legal issues that cause
termination of the program.
Place each item along the severity line from least to most severe impact.

Give each item its own place on the scale. No two items can be the same severity.

NOTES:NOTES:
Listen carefully to every point of deliberation.
As risks are placed on the wall, the trainee can use other already ranked risks
to help participants identify the right place. "Is a robbery more or less likely
than a fire?"
Take photos of the impact scale once you have finished it.

RecommendationRecommendation

CREATING A RISK MATRIXCREATING A RISK MATRIX

SummarySummary

OverviewOverview

Create a risk matrix placing impacts against a range of likelihood.
Clean up critical process maps for use in reporting.
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Create a list of all services or assets that were identified during the activity that were
not already known by the auditor.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

Stickies
Markers
Whiteboard or flip-chart

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough

After the activities are complete the auditor has tasks that build upon the outputs of the
activities. These can be completed offsite.

Create a risk matrix placing impacts against a range of likelihood.
Clean up critical process maps for use in reporting.
Create a list of all services or assets that were identified during the activity that were
not already known by the auditor.

Risk Level 
of Vulnerability

Difficulty to 
implement recommendation

High

Low

Low High

(Risk to Life)

(Inconvienient)

(Will seamlessly integrate 
with current practice)

(Will cause a near perminant 
disruption to the organizations work)

Risk vs Difficulty
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Risk Level

Likelihood

High

Low

unlikely likely

(Risk to Life)

(Inconvienient)

(Will NOT happen in the next year) (Will ABSOLUTELY happen in the next year)

Risk vs Likelihood

Impact

Severity/Likelihood

High

Low

Low High

(Risk to Life)

(Inconvienient)

(Low-consequence, unlikely ) (Critical threat with 
actionable vulnerabilities)

Impact vs Severity

RecommendationRecommendation
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THREAT INTERACTIONTHREAT INTERACTION

SummarySummary

This helps the auditor enumerate threats that the organization is concerned about and
the internal priorities of them. At the same time, it enables a discussion of how threats
can interrelate and helps define the difference between a threat and a risk (a threat that
has a vulnerability associated with it), and the value of mitigation.

This exercise works well with larger groups, and can be woven in to the Threat
Identification activity.

OverviewOverview

Split participants into small groups and have them brainstorm on all possible
threats, writing each on a separate stickie
Cluster the stickies to reveal duplicate concerns across the group and thematic areas
Mark the threats which have occurred
Select one threat and arrange other threats, where relevant, as potential causes or
outcomes of that threat

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

Stickies (ideally 3 colors)
Pens/sharpies for participant groups
Markers
Camera to digitally capture the data
Whiteboard or flip-chart

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Treat threat and adversary data with the utmost security.
Ensure that any physical notes/drawings are erased and destroyed once digitally
recorded.
Ensure that any digital recordings of this process are kept secure and encrypted.
Consider who has physical and visual access to the room where this process takes
place, and if the room can be secured if this activity may span long/overnight breaks.
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WalkthroughWalkthrough

Also review the Threat Identification exercises to tailor these to best meet your
information gathering needs based on your interactions with the organization.

Threat Brainstorming (15 minutes)Threat Brainstorming (15 minutes)

Split participants into small groups. This grouping is particularly valuable for larger
organizations, but even for small ones, having multiple separate groups helps reveal
shared concerns around the threats the staff face. For a group that is too small to group,
have each staff member brainstorm by themselves.

Have each group or staff member quickly write down any possible "threat" they or the
organization face. Some examples ("kidnapping," "website hacked") can help seed this
activity.

If you have multiple colors of stickies, having them categorize threats by "physical,"
"digital," or "other/both" will be useful to show their inter-relation.

Keep reminding participants of the time remaining to keep them brainstorming rather
than discussing threat details or arguing over whether a threat is physical or digital.

Threat Clustering and DiscussionThreat Clustering and Discussion

After the brainstorming, gather and cluster the stickies on a wall, revealing duplicate
concerns across the groups and thematic areas of concern.

As clusters become clear, ask if any events similar to this threat have already happened to
the organization? What was the impact? Has it happened more than once? Regularly?
Mark these threats.

Note: Some of these threats may be traumatic experiences, consider skipping public
discussion of historical occurrence if many of the threats from the brainstorm (or from
one person/group in particular) are particularly intense.

Threat Bow-tieThreat Bow-tie

Select one of the threats that emerged as a concern from the clustering to place at the
center of a "bow-tie" like drawing on a whiteboard or flip-chart paper.
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Begin asking what other threats identified could come as a result of this threat,
supplanting the responses from the participants with additional threats. For example, a
hacked website could lead to loss of trust by funders or partners. "Chain reactions" can
be illustrated as lines of events (loss of trust by funders could lead to a loss of funding).
Do the same for what threats could lead to the "central" threat - a confiscation of a device
could lead to email hacking, for example. Some threats can be both potential causes and
secondary effects.

Close out this with a discussion of how every threat is potentially connected to both
digital and physical impacts.

RecommendationRecommendation

REGIONAL CONTEXT RESEARCHREGIONAL CONTEXT RESEARCH

Covered in full in Capacity Assessment:

Regional Context Research
Identify additional adversaries not identified in interviews including:
government authorities, non-state actors (organized crime. corporations, etc),
and police or security forces.
Identify capacity and willingness of potential adversaries to act against the
organization.
Identify any legal risks associated with conducting the audit (Secure
communications and storage, network forensics, device exploitation, digital
security training.) 78

Technical Context Research
Identify access to communications infrastructure.
Explore latest cyber security trends.
Explore security landscape of hardware and software identified in interviews.
79
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RESPONSIVE SUPPORTRESPONSIVE SUPPORT
SUMMARYSUMMARY

The auditor provides assistance for any immediate action needed (spot training, tool fixes,
consulting on upcoming projects) -- this may also involve addressing vulnerabilities that
triggered an incident response.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

In-audit activities and training are used to increase an organization's agency to seek out
and address immediate security challenges within their organization, as well as enabling
the organization to securely receive and store the audit report.

THE FLOW OF INFORMATIONTHE FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information Results
ActivityThreats Threats

Actors

Barriers

Actors

Barriers

Assets Assets

Capacity Capacity

Activities Activities

Vulnerabilities Vulnerabilities

Responsive Support Information Flow

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

Are there any critical vulnerabilities or remediation activities that the organization
needs a deeper understanding to give proper weight to in the report?
How can you prepare the staff and management for aspects of the audit process
might lead to alienation or inhibit the process?
What is the organization's readiness and likelihood to succeed in engaging with
security technology? What factors will complicate or inhibit the effective and safe
uptake and use?
Is the support you want to provide (troubleshooting, fixes, upgrades, training, etc.)
critical to the security of the organization? If not, can you provide that support
without taking away from the audit?
Will you have the capacity to support software or hardware that you provided while
providing support?

APPROACHESAPPROACHES

Targeted Training:Targeted Training: Educational components can be introduced in order to cover the
digital security basics, satisfy the team's expectations and motivate the target group
to include digital security practices in their everyday lives.
Targeted Support:Targeted Support: The auditor can provide small targeted technical/policy
development support where there expertise overlaps and the audit time-line allows.
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OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

Organizational capacity to communicate and store data securely
Enhanced organizational capacity
Mitigation of critical risks.

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

If you are providing software tools, make sure to check file signatures (and explain
the process) - do not be the weak link or introduce malware into the organization!
Do not attempt to train on any topic that you are not knowledgeable on.
For any targeted training, especially on new tools, ensure that key personnel at the
organization successfully use these tools during the audit timeline. This is especially
important for secure communications tools the auditor hopes to use to follow-up
with the organization.
For any specific fixes or upgrades to the system, make sure that backups exist and to
test extensively and with staff involvement after your intervention.

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

Baseline SkillsBaseline Skills

Experience giving digital security training
Each training guide has detailed lists of materials needed and trainer preparation -
preview and prepare for any training you plan to give.

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Facilitation PreparationFacilitation Preparation

Tip Sheet: Facilitator Preparation Tips ( Integrated Security )

Guidelines: "Facilitator Guidelines" (Aspiration Tech)

Guide: "Session_Design" (Aspiration Tech)

Kit: "Resource Kit" (eQualit.ie)

Questions: "Pre-Event_Questions" (Aspiration Tech)

Guide: "Break Outs" (Aspiration Tech)

Resources: "Be a Better Trainer" (Level-up)

Digital Security TrainingsDigital Security Trainings

Curricula: Level-Up: Resources for the global digital safety training community.
Curricula: eQualit.ie's Trainer's Curricula (also in Russian)
Training Manual: Workbook on Security: Practical Steps for Human Rights
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Defenders at Risk
Trainer Handbook: "SaferJourno" (Internews)

Digital Security GuidesDigital Security Guides

Multi-lingual Guides: Security in a Box

Resource: Front Line Defenders

Guide: "Surveillance Self-Defense" (EFF)

Guide: "The Digital First Aid Kit" (Digital Defenders Partnership)

Guides: "Protektor Services Manuals" (Protektor Services)

Guide: "Cryptoparty Handbook" (CryptoParty)

Guide: "Bypassing Internet Censorship" (Floss Manuals)

Training ResourcesTraining Resources

Directory: "Security Training Firms" (CPJ)

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

Due to the wide variety of needs found during SAFETAG audits, the framework relies on
the wealth of existing training curricula and digital security guides, listed below.

Of specific use are the following training guides from Level-Up. Review the Level-Up
Curricula Guide prior to using these activities:

Malware Fundamentals and Social Engineering
Secure Passwords
Advanced Email Security
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DEBRIEFDEBRIEF
SUMMARYSUMMARY

This component consists of an out-brief to key points of contact, providing basic pressure
relief through group and individual interactions, and planning future follow-up with the
host and key individuals.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

SAFETAG is an auditing framework designed to connect small civil society organizations and
independent media outlets to the digital security services they need. But, more than that it
is designed to provide audits that increase an organization's agency to seek out and
address security challenges independently. This can be an auditor's last in-person chance
to engage with the staff to shape their perspective of the audit.

The debrief allows the auditor to ensure that they leave the host and its staff ready to start
addressing their digital security. By providing some immediate outcomes to the host and its
staff, and in combination with training or security consultation in the Responsive Support
section, the auditor can ensure that the host sees the audit as a guide instead of a
condemnation.

THE FLOW OF INFORMATIONTHE FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information Results
ActivityThreats Threats

Actors

Barriers

Actors

Barriers

Assets Assets

Capacity Capacity

Activities Activities

Vulnerabilities Vulnerabilities

Debrief Information Flow

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

Is the organization empowered to make changes?
Do key personnel have a general understanding of the initial findings?
Does the organization understand the next steps of the audit process?

APPROACHESAPPROACHES

Discuss next steps and points of contact going forward for the host.
Provide psycho-social care and re-framing as needed.
Initiate follow-up with host (organizational and individual).

OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

A date scheduled for sending in the report.
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Additional points of contact (with identified secure communications channels) if
needed.

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Resource: The Psychological Underpinnings of Security Training (Craig Higson-
Smith)

Article: "No money, no problem: Building a security awareness program on a
shoestring budget"

Facilitation PreparationFacilitation Preparation

Tip Sheet: Facilitator Preparation Tips ( Integrated Security )

Guidelines: "Facilitator Guidelines" (Aspiration Tech)

Guide: "Session_Design" (Aspiration Tech)

Kit: "Resource Kit" (eQualit.ie)

Questions: "Pre-Event_Questions" (Aspiration Tech)

Guide: "Break Outs" (Aspiration Tech)

Resources: "Be a Better Trainer" (Level-up)

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES
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FOLLOW UPFOLLOW UP
SUMMARYSUMMARY

This component allows an auditor to explain and get feedback on their report as well as
evaluate the success of the process over time through a continued relationship with the
host.

This component consists of the final meeting with the host and following up with them
after a period of a few months to see if they need further assistance, are willing to share
their experience working with any of the recommended resources, or as new resources are
identified.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

Follow up can be a valuable tool for encouraging an organization to continue their digital
security process. But, follow up needs to be desired by an organization and achievable for
the auditor. As such, follow up must be minimally intrusive on both the auditor and the
host's time.

THE FLOW OF INFORMATIONTHE FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information Results
ActivityThreats Threats

Actors

Barriers

Actors

Barriers

Assets Assets

Capacity Capacity

Activities Activities

Vulnerabilities Vulnerabilities

Information Flow

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

What are the barriers the organization faced in implementing the recommended risk
mitigation plan?
Are there new resources that the auditor can provide to supplement the original
audit?
What can you do to make your follow up perceived as additional support instead of
as an evaluation of their success?

APPROACHESAPPROACHES

Staff Feedback Survey:Staff Feedback Survey: Receive feedback from the staff on the execution of the audit.
Report Follow Up Meeting:Report Follow Up Meeting: Have a follow-up call to discuss report.
Making Introductions:Making Introductions: Introduce organization to known resources as needed.
Long-Term Follow Up:Long-Term Follow Up: Contact host after a few months to check on progress, get
long-term feedback and connect with any new resources.
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OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

In addition to ongoing secure communication practices, check for any changes in
keys or other authentication changes. If these occur re-verify this information using
out of band means.

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Directory: "Selected International and Regional Organisations providing support to
HRD" (Workbook on Security: Practical Steps for Human Rights Defenders at Risk)

Directory: "Security Training Firms" (CPJ)

Digital Emergency Contacts: "Seeking Remote Help" (The Digital First Aid Kit)

Directory: "Resource Handbook" (Center for Investigative Journalism)

Guide: "Additional Resources: p. 298" (Operational Security Management in Violent
Environments (Revised Edition))

Resource ListsResource Lists

Directory: "Resource Handbook" (Center for Investigative Journalism)

Directory: "Selected International and Regional Organisations providing support to
HRD" (Workbook on Security: Practical Steps for Human Rights Defenders at Risk)

Guide: "Additional Resources: p. 298" (Operational Security Management in Violent
Environments (Revised Edition))

Database: "A Collaborative Knowledge Base for Netizens" (Tasharuk)

Guidelines: "Microsoft nonprofit discount eligibility guidelines per country"
(Microsoft)

Organization: "TechSoup, nonprofits and libraries can access donated and
discounted products and services from partners like Microsoft, Adobe, Cisco, Intuit,
and Symantec." (TechSoup)

Possible Financial Resources for Host OrganizationsPossible Financial Resources for Host Organizations

International organisations that may provide security grants

Frontline Defenders Security Grants Programme _See also the "Alternative Sources of
Funding" list on this page
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Digital Defenders Digital Security Emergency and Support Grants

Freedom House Emergency Assistance Programs

Digital Security TrainingsDigital Security Trainings

Curricula: Level-Up: Resources for the global digital safety training community.
Curricula: eQualit.ie's Trainer's Curricula (also in Russian)
Training Manual: Workbook on Security: Practical Steps for Human Rights
Defenders at Risk
Trainer Handbook: "SaferJourno" (Internews)

Emergency ResourcesEmergency Resources

Emergency Aid for Journalists

International protection mechanisms for human rights defenders

What Protection Can The United Nations Field Presences Provide?

24/7 Digital Security Helpline: help@accessnow.org PGP key fingerprint: 6CE6 221C 98EC
F399 A04C 41B8 C46B ED33 32E8 A2BC

Rapid Response Network: cert@lists.civicert.org PGP key: 7218 4AA7 4ED2 05ED 9863
A2A7 1F84 9150 6BFC 20AC

Organizations providing rapid-response digital security support and funding

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

FOLLOW-UP MEETINGFOLLOW-UP MEETING

SummarySummary

Schedule and have a follow up call to discuss the audit report. This provides a valuable
touch-point for the organization to read the report and ask any clarifying questions to the
auditor, as well as for the auditor to underscore any important steps for the organization.

OverviewOverview

Walk through the report and discuss the priority findings
Schedule a long-term check-in call
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Materials NeededMaterials Needed

A copy of the report
A secure note-taking system.

ConsiderationsConsiderations

A secure, real-time VOIP system is recommended for this call, as many of the highly
sensitive audit findings are likely to be discussed in detail. Skype may suffice in some
regions, but also consider secure call options (https://ostel.co/).

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Each organization, and often even each key point of contact within the organization, will
want to explore the report in different ways. Adapt to the needs of the organization, but
make sure you cover the top-priority recommendations that the organization needs to
consider in the immediate future.

Ask the organization to fill out Staff Feedback Surveys.

Ask if they need any specific resources or introductions not included in the report.

At the end of the call, schedule a second follow-up call to check in on their progress.

RecommendationRecommendation

MAKING INTRODUCTIONSMAKING INTRODUCTIONS

SummarySummary

Make introduction between host and known resources as needed.

OverviewOverview
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Introduce relevant organizational representatives to resources
Follow up with both the organization and the resource later to check on progress

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Consider the implications of the meta-data (email addresses, subject lines, dates)
involved in these introductions.
Provide PGP keys (signed if possible) for introductions where possible

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Based on the specific recommendations in the audit report, as well as the auditor's
understanding of the organization's capacity and barriers faced, introduce the relevant
points of contact at the organization to resources such as digital security trainers, funding
organizations which provide targeted support for digital security, technical experts to
help on specific tasks (e.g. server hardening, website migration), as well as services that
could help address their needs (e.g. secure hosting providers, rapid response support).

Follow up with both the organization and the resources introduced to check in on process
and revise which introductions you make going forward.

RecommendationRecommendation

LONG-TERM FOLLOW-UPLONG-TERM FOLLOW-UP

SummarySummary

Follow up with host after a few months to check on progress, get long-term feedback and
connect with any new resources.

OverviewOverview
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Materials NeededMaterials Needed

A copy of the report
A secure note-taking system.

ConsiderationsConsiderations

A secure, real-time VOIP system is recommended for this call, as many of the highly
sensitive audit findings are likely to be discussed in detail. Skype may suffice in some
regions, but also consider secure call options (https://ostel.co/).

WalkthroughWalkthrough

This can be combined with the Staff Feedback Survey exercise, or to follow up on any
concerns you have based on their responses to that survey. The main goal of the long-
term follow-up is to ensure that the organization has ongoing connection points to any
resources or connections they need to remove barriers to adoption.

RecommendationRecommendation

STAFF FEEDBACK SURVEYSTAFF FEEDBACK SURVEY

SummarySummary

Providing a space for anonymous, guided feedback is valuable to gather information
about how your audit work and the SAFETAG framework itself are supporting
organizational understanding of risk and their ability to adapt. This long-term capacity
building is critical to the SAFETAG framework, so finding ways to measure the impact of
an audit towards these goals is important.

OverviewOverview

After providing a report to the organization, send them a survey (that they can
complete anonymously) to gauge change in perceptions of risk, your efficacy as an
auditor, and willingness to change/adapt
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Compile results

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

Survey questions
Platform or document for securely recording survey responses

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Provide this survey in a method that respects the client's need for privacy, security,
and anonymity.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

This exercise provides a simple survey you can implement in a variety of settings (Google
Forms, SurveyMonkey, via plain documents, etc.).

SAMPLE SURVEY QUESTIONSSAMPLE SURVEY QUESTIONS

1. Before the audit:Before the audit:

CompletelyCompletely
FalseFalse

FalseFalse
I don'tI don't
knowknow

TrueTrue
CompletelyCompletely
TrueTrue

I understood the risks my organization faces [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

I understood the risks that I personally face. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

I understood the risks that my
organization's beneficiaries face.

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

The auditor understood the risks my
organization faces.

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

The auditor understood the risks that I
personally face.

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

The auditor understood the risks that my
organization's beneficiaries face.

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

2. After the audit:After the audit:

CompletelyCompletely
FalseFalse

FalseFalse
I don'tI don't
knowknow

TrueTrue
CompletelyCompletely
TrueTrue

I understood the risks my organization faces [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
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I understood the risks that I personally face. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

I understood the risks that my
organization's beneficiaries face.

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

The auditor understood the risks my
organization faces.

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

The auditor understood the risks that I
personally face.

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

The auditor understood the risks that my
organization's beneficiaries face.

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

CompletelyCompletely
FalseFalse

FalseFalse
I don'tI don't
knowknow

TrueTrue
CompletelyCompletely
TrueTrue

3. Do you feel the audit took a reasonable amount of time?Do you feel the audit took a reasonable amount of time?

[ ] I would have been willing to spend more time in the audit.
[ ] We did not spend enough time on the audit.
[ ] The audit took more time than it should have.
[ ] The audit took the right amount of time.
[ ] I don't know.

4. Do you have any immediate behavioral changes you intend to make because of theDo you have any immediate behavioral changes you intend to make because of the
audit?audit?

[ ] Yes
[ ] No

5. Did the auditor provide you everything you need to start addressing your digitalDid the auditor provide you everything you need to start addressing your digital
security?security?

[ ] Yes
[ ] No
[ ] I don't know.

6. Did any training that you received specifically address the risks identified during theDid any training that you received specifically address the risks identified during the
audit?audit?

[ ] Yes
[ ] No
[ ] I don't know.

7. Did the recommendations made by the auditor directly address the digital securityDid the recommendations made by the auditor directly address the digital security
needs you identified during the audit?needs you identified during the audit?

[ ] Yes
[ ] No
[ ] I don't know
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8. Did the recommendations made by the auditor address the digital security needs ofDid the recommendations made by the auditor address the digital security needs of
your organization?your organization?

[ ] Yes
[ ] No
[ ] I don't know

9. The recommendations from the audit...The recommendations from the audit...

[ ] Were implemented before we received the report.
[ ] Will be easy to implement.
[ ] Will be only slightly difficult to implement.
[ ] Will hard to implement.
[ ] Will be impossible to implement.

10. The biggest barrier you see to implementing the auditor's recommendations is....The biggest barrier you see to implementing the auditor's recommendations is....

[ ] Lack of money
[ ] Lack of time
[ ] Lack of interest
[ ] Lack of technical expertise
[ ] They are too difficult to implement

RecommendationRecommendation
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ReportingReporting
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RECOMMENDATION DEVELOPMENT ANDRECOMMENDATION DEVELOPMENT AND
RESOURCE IDENTIFICATIONRESOURCE IDENTIFICATION
SUMMARYSUMMARY

In this component the auditor identifies the organization's strengths and weakness
(expertise, finance, willingness to learn, staff time, etc.) to adopting new digital and physical
security practices and documents the possible actions the organization could take on to
address the vulnerabilities found during the audit, the difficulty of taking on those actions,
and the resources that the host may be able to leverage to address them. Resources can
include, but are not limited to, local technical support and incident response groups/trade
organizations, places to obtain discount software, trainers, and guides/resrouces they can
use to support their up-skilling.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

The host needs to be able to take action after an audit. The recommendations that an
auditor provides to address vulnerabilities must cover a range that allows an organization
to address them in both the short-term and more comprehensively in the long-term.
Knowing an organization's strengths and weaknesses will allow the auditor to provide more
tailored recommendations that an organization will be more likely to attempt and achieve.
In doing this the SAFETAG auditor has an opportunity to act as a trusted conduit between
civil society organizations in need and organizations providing digital security training,
technological support, legal assistance, and incident response.

GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS

What are the organizational areas of strength (expertise, finance, willingness to
learn, staff time, etc.) that the organization can leverage when engaging in
technological adoption/change?
What are the organizational areas of weakness (expertise, finance, willingness to
learn, staff time, etc.) that need to be taken into consideration when engaging in
technological adoption/change?
What are the organizational barriers to adoption?
Are the recommendations you are providing directly related to the security audit? If
not, do they support the organization in accomplishing their security tasks, or
distract from them?

APPROACHESAPPROACHES

Identify and Explain Un-Addressed Concerns :Identify and Explain Un-Addressed Concerns : Write explanations for why any
adversaries or threats that the auditor identifies as "un-addressable" with the
organizations current capacity.
Identify Recommendations:Identify Recommendations: Identify possible actions to address each vulnerability.
Identify Useful Resources:Identify Useful Resources: Identify resources that the organization can leverage to
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accomplish the identified recommendations.

IDENTIFY USEFUL RESOURCESIDENTIFY USEFUL RESOURCES

RESOURCE IDENTIFICATIONRESOURCE IDENTIFICATION

SummarySummary

In this component the auditor documents resources that the host may be able to leverage
to address the technical, regulatory, organizational, or behavioral vulnerabilities
identified during the audit.

This can include, but is not limited to, local technical support and incident response
groups/trade organizations, places to obtain discount software, trainers, and
guides/resources they can use to support their up-skilling.

OverviewOverview

Identify trusted resources that the organization can leverage to accomplish the
identified recommendations.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Use VPNs or Tor to search if conducting the search from a country that is highly
competitive with the organization’s country, or is known to surveil.
Do not share any organization information or data when reaching out to possible
resources.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Lists of organizations that can assist the host accomplish their task.
Lists of educational resources the organization can use for training.
Contact information for recommended trainers who can help with digital security
training.
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RecommendationRecommendation

IDENTIFY AND EXPLAIN UN-ADDRESSED CONCERNSIDENTIFY AND EXPLAIN UN-ADDRESSED CONCERNS

SummarySummary

Write explanations for why any adversaries or threats that the auditor identifies as "un-
addressable" with the organizations current capacity.

Base Line SkillsBase Line Skills

Operational SecurityOperational Security

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

OutputOutput

ResourcesResources

IDENTIFY RECOMMENDATIONSIDENTIFY RECOMMENDATIONS

SummarySummary

OverviewOverview

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough
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RecommendationRecommendation

OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

Short-term recommendations to address each vulnerability.
Long-term recommendations to address each vulnerability.
Summaries of why recommendations were not given for any vulnerabilities or
adversaries.
Lists of organizations that can assist the host accomplish their task.
Lists of educational resources the organization can use for training.
Contact information for recommended trainers who can help with digital security
training.

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

Treat the data and analyses of this step with the utmost security.
Use VPNs or Tor to search if conducting the search from a country that is highly
competitive with the organization's country, or is known to surveil.
Do not share any organization information or data when reaching out to possible
resources.

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Resource LinksResource Links

Directory: "Selected International and Regional Organisations providing support to
HRD" (Workbook on Security: Practical Steps for Human Rights Defenders at Risk)

Directory: "Security Training Firms" (CPJ)

Digital Emergency Contacts: "Seeking Remote Help" (The Digital First Aid Kit)

Directory: "Resource Handbook" (Center for Investigative Journalism)

Guide: "Additional Resources: p. 298" (Operational Security Management in Violent
Environments (Revised Edition))

Digital Security GuidesDigital Security Guides

Multi-lingual Guides: Security in a Box

Resource: Front Line Defenders

Guide: "Surveillance Self-Defense" (EFF)

Guide: "The Digital First Aid Kit" (Digital Defenders Partnership)
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Guides: "Protektor Services Manuals" (Protektor Services)

Guide: "Cryptoparty Handbook" (CryptoParty)

Guide: "Bypassing Internet Censorship" (Floss Manuals)

Digital Security GuidesDigital Security Guides

Database: "Safety and confidentiality for technology use by agencies serving
victims." (NNEDV's Safety Net Project)

Database: "Technology Safety, Organizational Technology Capacity & Development"
(NNEDV's Safety Net Project)

Guide: "Secure Hosting Guide" (equalit.ie)

Guide: "Paper (DRAFT) on Best Current Practices regarding the configuration of
cyptographic tools and online communication." (Better Crypto)

Possible Financial Resources for Host OrganizationsPossible Financial Resources for Host Organizations

International organisations that may provide security grants

Frontline Defenders Security Grants Programme _See also the "Alternative Sources of
Funding" list on this page

Digital Defenders Digital Security Emergency and Support Grants

Freedom House Emergency Assistance Programs

Training ResourcesTraining Resources

Directory: "Security Training Firms" (CPJ)

Emergency ResourcesEmergency Resources

Emergency Aid for Journalists

International protection mechanisms for human rights defenders

What Protection Can The United Nations Field Presences Provide?

24/7 Digital Security Helpline: help@accessnow.org PGP key fingerprint: 6CE6 221C 98EC
F399 A04C 41B8 C46B ED33 32E8 A2BC

Rapid Response Network: cert@lists.civicert.org PGP key: 7218 4AA7 4ED2 05ED 9863
A2A7 1F84 9150 6BFC 20AC

Organizations providing rapid-response digital security support and funding
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Resource ListsResource Lists

Directory: "Resource Handbook" (Center for Investigative Journalism)

Directory: "Selected International and Regional Organisations providing support to
HRD" (Workbook on Security: Practical Steps for Human Rights Defenders at Risk)

Guide: "Additional Resources: p. 298" (Operational Security Management in Violent
Environments (Revised Edition))

Database: "A Collaborative Knowledge Base for Netizens" (Tasharuk)

Guidelines: "Microsoft nonprofit discount eligibility guidelines per country"
(Microsoft)

Organization: "TechSoup, nonprofits and libraries can access donated and
discounted products and services from partners like Microsoft, Adobe, Cisco, Intuit,
and Symantec." (TechSoup)

Recommendation DevelopmentRecommendation Development

Guide: "Mitigation Recommendation" (NIST SP 800-115)

Overview: "How Is Risk Managed?" (An Introduction to Information System Risk
Management)

Book: "Digging Deeper into Mitigations - p. 130" (Threat Modeling - Adam
Shostack)80

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

IDENTIFY USEFUL RESOURCESIDENTIFY USEFUL RESOURCES
RESOURCE IDENTIFICATIONRESOURCE IDENTIFICATION

SummarySummary

In this component the auditor documents resources that the host may be able to leverage
to address the technical, regulatory, organizational, or behavioral vulnerabilities
identified during the audit.

This can include, but is not limited to, local technical support and incident response
groups/trade organizations, places to obtain discount software, trainers, and
guides/resources they can use to support their up-skilling.
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OverviewOverview

Identify trusted resources that the organization can leverage to accomplish the
identified recommendations.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Use VPNs or Tor to search if conducting the search from a country that is highly
competitive with the organization’s country, or is known to surveil.
Do not share any organization information or data when reaching out to possible
resources.

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Lists of organizations that can assist the host accomplish their task.
Lists of educational resources the organization can use for training.
Contact information for recommended trainers who can help with digital security
training.

RecommendationRecommendation

IDENTIFY AND EXPLAIN UN-ADDRESSED CONCERNSIDENTIFY AND EXPLAIN UN-ADDRESSED CONCERNS

SummarySummary

Write explanations for why any adversaries or threats that the auditor identifies as "un-
addressable" with the organizations current capacity.

Base Line SkillsBase Line Skills

Operational SecurityOperational Security

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

Materials NeededMaterials Needed
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ConsiderationsConsiderations

OutputOutput

ResourcesResources

IDENTIFY RECOMMENDATIONSIDENTIFY RECOMMENDATIONS

SummarySummary

OverviewOverview

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

ConsiderationsConsiderations

WalkthroughWalkthrough

RecommendationRecommendation
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ROADMAP DEVELOPMENTROADMAP DEVELOPMENT
"Finding threats against arbitrary things is fun, but when you're building some-thing with
many moving parts, you need to know where to start, and how to approach it." - Threat
Modeling: Designing for Security by Adam Shostack 81

SUMMARYSUMMARY

This component consists of an auditor sorting their recommendations in relation to the
organizations threats and capacity. The auditor prioritizes vulnerabilities, weighs the
implementation costs of recommendations and then creates an actionable roadmap for the
organization to make their own informed choices about possible next steps as they move
forward.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

As part of SAFETAG's dedication to building agency and supporting organizational adoption
of safer practices, a careful prioritization of vulnerabilities is invaluable in keeping audit
results from appearing overwhelming. An organization needs to be able to weigh their
possible paths forward against the time lost from program activities, the cost to implement
the threat, and the other threats that they are not addressing. Roadmapping is used to give
the host the tools to make these decisions and provide them with a recommended path
forward that will allow them to make immediate gains towards protecting themselves. The
existing in/formal security practices captured during this process will be used to remove
organizational and psyco-social barriers to starting new practices.

BASELINE SKILLSBASELINE SKILLS

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

MATERIALS NEEDEDMATERIALS NEEDED

APPROACHAPPROACH

OUTPUTSOUTPUTS

A risk matrix with all vulnerabilities ranked on it.
An "implementation matrix" showing each recommendation in relation to its
difficulty to implement and its urgency.
An overview of the risks the organization is accepting until they address each
vulnerability.
A short overview of the how the likelihood was determined for vulnerabilities.
A listing of the process, impact, and likelihood for each vulnerability.
A roadmap for a "recommended path" to address the threats the host faces.
A short description of why a recommendation (and corresponding threat) was
ranked with the urgency it was assigned.
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OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

Treat the data and analyses of this step with the utmost security.
The roadmap may be shared with local IT support, digital security trainers, possible
funders, or other consultants in part, or in full. Consider the content in light of this.

Individual vulnerabilities should be able to be read, and acted upon,
independently from the rest of the report so that the organization can easily
provide only the required information for follow up work.
The overall posture and risk/ranking profile components should be able to be
read independent from the risk model and be free of any specific
vulnerabilities to allow the organization to easily provide trusted invested
parties with an overview of the results/need without exposing any specific
vulnerabilities.

Use VPNs or Tor to search if conducting the search from a country that is highly
competitive with the organization’s country, or is known to surveil.

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Guide: "Risk Thresholds in Humanitarian Assistance" (eisf)

Guide: "Guide to Security Management Planning" (eisf)

Guide: "Developing a Security-Awareness Culture - Improving Security Decision
Making" (SANS InfoSec Reading Room)

Book: "The Order of Mitigation - p. 131" (Threat Modeling - Adam Shostack)82

Determining the urgency of a vulnerabilityDetermining the urgency of a vulnerability

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES
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REPORT CREATIONREPORT CREATION
"A good analysis might turn the threats into stories so they stay close to mind as software is
being written or reviewed. A good story contains conflict, and conflict has sides. In this
case, you are on one side, and an attacker is the other side." - Threat Modeling: Designing
for Security 83

SUMMARYSUMMARY

This component consists of an auditor compiling their audit notes and recommendations
into a comprehensive set of documents the shows the current state of security, the process
by which the auditor came to that assessment, and recommendations that will guide the
hosts progression to meet their security goals.

PURPOSEPURPOSE

Once an auditor has left, the report is the auditor's chance to continue a conversation
(albeit a static one) -- even if the organization never talks to the auditor again. If written
with care it can be a tool to encourage agency and guide adoption. The report has many
audiences who will need to use it in different ways. For the auditor and the organization, it
acts as documentation of what an auditor accomplished. For the organization, it will be
guide for connecting vulnerabilities to actual risks, a rallying cry for change, and proof of
need for funders. For those the organization brings in to support their digital security, it
provides a roadmap towards that implementation and a task-list for future technologists
and trainers paid to get the host there - as well as a checklist for validating that threats
have been addressed.

BASELINE SKILLSBASELINE SKILLS

PREPARATIONPREPARATION

MATERIALS NEEDEDMATERIALS NEEDED

APPROACHAPPROACH

Create charts and visuals for roadmap, risk-matrix, implementation matrix, and
critical processes.
Compile approaches, impact, risk, recommendations and resources for each
vulnerability.
Prepare narrative components.
Collect agreements & scope.
Document tools used for testing where needed.
Update glossary where needed.
Compile full report contents.
Send the report to client. 84

OUTPUTSOUTPUTS
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A completed report delivered securely to the organizational point of contact.
Documented process examples to submit back to SAFETAG.

OPERATIONAL SECURITYOPERATIONAL SECURITY

Treat the report with the utmost security. It should only be shared as a complete
work between the auditor(s) and the identified leadership and points of contact of
the organization.

RESOURCESRESOURCES

Guide: "Reporting" (The Penetration Testing Execution Standard)

Guide: "The Art of Writing Penetration Test Reports" (INFOSEC Institute)

Guide: "Writing a Penetration Testing Report" (SANS)

Guide: "Wow your client with a winning penetration testing report" (Tech Target)

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES
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APPENDICESAPPENDICES
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APPENDIX: HOW TO READ SAFETAGAPPENDIX: HOW TO READ SAFETAG
MAJOR SECTIONSMAJOR SECTIONS

The Life Cycle of an AuditThe Life Cycle of an Audit

This section contains explanations of the goals of the SAFETAG process and definitions of
the major terminology.

ObjectivesObjectives

This section contains the objectives of a SAFETAG audit. These are collections of specific
activitiesactivities that an auditor may use to gather and confirm information about the risks an
organization faces, their capacity to address them, and potential threat actors.

ReportingReporting

This section contains the post-audit objectives used to document the organizations risks
and auditors recommendations based upon a final capacity and risk assessment.

OBJECTIVE COMPONENTSOBJECTIVE COMPONENTS

SummarySummary

A short - one to four sentence - basic overview of the objective.

PurposePurpose

The justification for why we have included this objective.

The Flow of InformationThe Flow of Information

The purpose of audit activities is to acquire risk assessment and mitigation information. As
this information is acquired, earlier audit steps will have to be re-visited based upon
updated information. The "Flow of Information" shows the types of information that an
audit objective builds upon (input), and the types of information that it may reveal
(outcomes).

Guiding QuestionsGuiding Questions

Each audit objective is guided by a small set of core questions. Key questions are included
to help an auditor identify when they have acquired enough information and customize
their approach while still collecting the correct types of information to support the
organization.

ApproachesApproaches
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Many of these objectives can be completed in multiple ways depending upon auditor skill
and the organizational technical setup and capacity. The approach section includes a list of
activites that can be used to carry out parts, or the whole, of the information collection for
an audit activity.

ResourcesResources

Links to resources that can be used to deepen an auditors understanding.

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIES

SummarySummary

A short - one to four sentence - basic overview of the activity.

Base Line SkillsBase Line Skills

The baseline level of skills that the auditor must posses in order to carry out the intended
activity.

Operational SecurityOperational Security

Operational security guidelines that are specific to this activity.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

Any materials beyond the norm that the trainers will need.

InstructionsInstructions

Where relevant, an outline of the steps an auditor will take during this activity. Not
intended to replace true documentation, but useful for an auditor unable to connect to the
Internet or to provide the organization's technical contact.

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Some of the activity specific concerns (ethical, skill level, time, relationship, etc.) that an
auditor must take into consideration when conducting this activity.

OutputOutput

Notes on what data can be created during this activity.

ResourcesResources

Links to resources that can be used to deepen an auditors understanding of an activity.
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APPENDIX: DRAFT ENGAGEMENT ANDAPPENDIX: DRAFT ENGAGEMENT AND
CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENTCONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT
In order to protect the privacy of SUBJECT, AUDITOR agrees to comply with the following
restrictions:

AUDITOR commits to prioritizing the stability and integrity of SUBJECT’s digital
infrastructure over any additional testing could be carried through more aggressive
methods. AUDITOR will make every effort to avoid disrupting SUBJECT's work
environment, even temporarily. No tests will be performed that would stress the
network, or any individual workstation, beyond what could be expected from normal
use. If he has any doubt, AUDITOR will consult with SUBJECT before carrying out the
test.
AUDITOR will not share the assessment report—or any notes created, data gathered
or knowledge obtained about SUBJECT during the evaluation—with anyone other
than a single point of contact, designated by SUBJECT. AUDITOR may need to share
some general information with SUBJECT staff, as part of requesting information
necessary to carry out the audit itself. If AUDITOR has any concern that this could be
sensitive, he will first clear it with that point of contact. This commitment to
protecting SUBJECT's private information extends to AUDITOR’s colleagues,
supervisor and funder, all of whom have demonstrated their own respect for this
policy in three previous audits. The only details about the assessment that will be
shared, confidentially, with these three groups (and only these three groups) will
include: a) the name and location of the organization audited; b) basic time line
information; and, with SUBJECT's approval, anonymized “lessons learned,” which will
be aggregated with those from at least one other assessment. During and after the
audit itself, all data will be stored securely in an encrypted volume on AUDITOR’s
computer.
AUDITOR himself will securely delete all data from the audit one week after
submitting the final assessment report to SUBJECT or, any time, should SUBJECT's
request it.
If, at any time, AUDITOR feels that he might be called upon to give advice that could
be out of line with SUBJECT's own IT policies, he will first clear it with SUBJECT.
AUDITOR will work with whatever level of access SUBJECT is comfortable providing.
This includes access to staff members for brief "interviews," as well as more technical
access, such as passwords, local connectivity, privileged or unprivileged accounts on
local or remote services, etc.. That said, some level of access typically allows an
auditor to produce a report that is significantly more useful than the output a pure
"black box" audit. (And this is doubly true when the auditor wishes to tread lightly in
order to avoid impacting the stability of the subject’s network infrastructure and the
productivity of its staff.)
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APPENDIX: TRAVEL KIT AND CHECKLISTAPPENDIX: TRAVEL KIT AND CHECKLIST
Travel Kit ChecklistTravel Kit Checklist

HardwareHardware

Laptop with encrypted drive
Laptop power supply
Travel power adapter
ethernet cord (and adapter if needed)
aircrack compatible Wireless card if needed
IEEE 1394 (firewire) card if using
Non-phone based camera
Secure storage media for audit findings
Spare storage media

Software / digital resourcesSoftware / digital resources

Update and test Kali and additional software tools
Dictionaries
Locally-cached guides
Prepared and secured SAFETAG audit directory
Verify tools are ready to go

Facilitation SuppliesFacilitation Supplies

Post-it notes
Sharpies

LogisticsLogistics

Visa and other travel documents
Hotel reservation
Travel tickets
Ground transit plan (to your hotel, to the site)
Emergency contact numbers
Travel plan
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APPENDIX: SAMPLE CAPACITY INTERVIEWAPPENDIX: SAMPLE CAPACITY INTERVIEW
QUESTIONSQUESTIONS
IntroductionIntroduction

For this interview, I will mostly ask you about how your organization relates to tech tools in
a general sense. I will also ask specific questions about how your organization works with
digital security issues.

Together, this information will help me identify ____________

All of the information we collect here will be kept completely private.

This interview will last approximately ____ hour.

Please feel free to stop me or ask if a question is unclear, or if you would like to take a
break.

The interview starts with some questions about you and the organization. Again, this will all
be kept strictly confidential.

Open UpOpen Up

"Warm up the participant with questions they are comfortable with." 85

1. What is your name?
2. What is your position in the organization?
3. What are your main responsibilities in this organization?
4. When was the organization created?
5. What issues does the organization work on? (Provide an example if needed - Examples

below)
Human Rights
Transparency
Public Service Delivery
Health
Free Media and Information
Climate Issues
Gender Issues
Poverty Alleviation
Community Building
Peace promotion
Agricultural Development
Entrepreneurship
Water, Sanitation
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Transportation
Disaster Relief
Other
No Specific Mandate

6. Where does your organization have activities?
7. Does the organization have activities in more than one (city/provence/country/region)
8. What kind of funding does you organization receive?
9. Could you tell me, approximately, which percentage of the organization’s currently

annual budget is dedicated to supporting the use of digital or mobile technology?
10. How many projects is your organization currently managing?
11. Does the organization have its own office space?
12. Does the organization have a domain name or brand identity that is used for all online

communications?
13. What is the organization’s working language? (for password dictionary)
14. What other languages are used by the organization, formally or informally? (for

password dictionary)
15. In what language has your organization accessed online resources to support its work?
16. How many paid, full-time staff does the organization employ
17. How many paid, part-time staff does the organization employ?
18. How many unpaid workers, such as volunteers or interns work at least one day a

month at the organization?
19. Does the organization have a staff member responsible for working with digital or

mobile technology? Yes, more than one
20. Is this staff member responsible for any of the following area

Office IT infrastructure
Internet Presence or website
Outreach or communications
Managing programs

21. How regularly do staff members of the organization travel outside of your country
22. Does the organization do any of the following activities when travelling internationally

Run programs
Participate in events
Run trainings
Receive trainings
Fundraising

Go BroadGo Broad

"Prompt bigger, even aspirational, thinking that they may not be accustomed to on a daily
basis." 86

Go SpecificGo Specific

"Dig deeper on the challenge at hand & prompt with ‘what if’ scenarios." 87
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23. What is the most important reason for your organization to exist? (Provide an example
if needed - Examples below)

To raise awareness in the organization's policy area.
To impact policy.
To improve policy.
To improve service delivery.
To change specific legislative or administrative governance structures.
To provide citizens with a greater voice in public addaitrs and delberations
To expose corruption or malfeasance
No concrete strategic objectives.

24. Does the organization provide services directly to individuals (for example health,
educational or legal service?)

25. What type of direct services does the organization provide? (Provide an example if
needed - Examples below)

Legal Services
Health Services
Education Services
Water/Sanatation Services
Financial Services
Other Services

26. Does the organization primarily rely on digital media in its work?
27. Does your organization use....

Email
Email newsletters
Websites
Maintain blog or discussion fora, or another social media account(s)
Engage in online discussions and interactions on external sites
Maintain interactive websites
paid software (like microsoft office or basecamp) to manage the organization or
projects
Free branded platforms (like google apps) to manage the organization or
projects
digital or mobile tools to collect data or evidence
Digital or mobile tools to deliver health, financial, or other public services
Mass communication to mobile phones
security software (anti-virus, circumvention tools, etc)
disseminate information through third party sites and platforms.
Other

28. What other digital tools does your organization use?
29. What are the most important motivations for the organization to use these tools?
30. Are there any specific outcomes for the organization’s stakeholders that you hope

digital or mobile technologies can facilitate?

31. Does the organization have specific plans to increase their capacity to use digital or
mobile technologies in their work
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mobile technologies in their work

32. Do the organization’s staff have access to computers for their work?
33. How many staff members do not have access to their own computer or need to share

computers with other?
34. How many people of the organization’s staff currently use digital or mobile technology

on a daily basis?
35. How many of the organization’s currently active projects would not be possible without

the use of these media?
36. Does the organization have a hierarchy for decision- making, according to which

different people have different responsibility and levels of authority?
37. Has the organization used any of the following methods to build skills and capacities

for using digital or mobile technologies?
Local Training
Training in other countries
Online Training
Purchesing equiptment or hardware
hiring consultants
hiring staff or restructring human resources
devoting staff time to independant learning
participating in international events
searching and learning online

38. Which other method(s) to build skills for using digital and mobile technologies?
39. Have these efforts to increase capacity targeted specific staff members in the

organization?
40. Has the organization actively worked to strengthen its digital security in the last year?

(IF NO) Why did the organization not work to strengthen its digital security in the
last year?
(IF YES) How the organization work to strengthen its digital security in the last
year?

41. Which of the below factors are the three most significant obstacles to the efficient use
of digital and mobile technology by your organization?

Limited skills of staff
Limited infrastructure for media or electricity.
Limited technical literacy and media use among staff
limited financial resources
Insufficient hardware or software
None
Other
don't know

42. What new activities using digital or mobile technologies would the organization like to
attempt in the future? Please give examples of programs, activities, or management
functions...

43. Has the organization used the internet (including online training, discussions or
research) to get better at any of the following activities.

Communicating with stakeholders and raising awareness on issues.
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Keeping the organization and its staff safe.
Fundraising and developing the organization’s strategic focus.
Managing staff and organizational activities (such as payroll, hiring and other
administration)
Measuring impact of programs.

44. Why are you having the audit done?
45. How well do you believe your organization is able to identify appropriate digital and

mobile technology tools for the organization’s work?
46. How well do you believe your organization is able to use appropriate digital and mobile

technology tools for the organization’s work?
47. Has turnaround in staff members been a problem for retaining technical capacity in

your organization?
48. In what ways, if any, have you experienced that technology inhibits the organization’s

work?
49. Are there systems on the network which the client does not own, operate, or rely on,

that may require additional approval to test?
50. Does the organization communicate with its beneficiaries/members/sources?

How does the organization communicate with its
beneficiaries/members/sources?

51. Does the organization use any of these tools to maintain information about its
members?

Paper lists
Mobile phone contact lists
Email contact lists
Spreadsheets
CRM (customer relationship management software)
Other

52. What other tools does the organization use to maintain information about its
members?

53. I will now read a list of hardware tools you might be familiar with. From this list, could
you please tell me about the three tools that are most important to the organization?

Desktop computers
Laptop Computers
Mobile Phones
Satellite Phones
Video Equiptment
Cameras
USB Dongles
Hard Drives
Servers
Audio Recorders
Web Cams
Wireless Routers
Other

54. Other hardware that is important to the organization’s work? Please describe if
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needed.
55. How important you think each of these hardware tools is for achieving the

organization’s strategic objectives?
56. I will now read a list of software tools you might be familiar with. From this list, could

you please tell me about the three tools that are most important in the daily work of
your organization?

Social media
Blogging Platforms
Tools for creating and managing pictures or videos
Cloud Based collaboration applications
Budgeting Software
Tools for building and managing websites
project management software
Anti-virus software
tools for managing databases
Graphic design or visualization software
software to manage sms or mobile communication for groups
circumvention software
other

57. Other software that is important to the organization’s work? Please describe if needed.

58. To your knowledge, how often do the below incidents occur in the geographic areas or
issue areas in which your organization is active? Could you please tell me if you think
they happen never, sometimes or often

The government lawfully intercepts information communicated by civil society
or private person
The government lawfully confiscates equipment because of the information it
contains
Government, public officials, non-state actors, police or security forces use
digital or mobile technology to identify and target individuals for arrest or violen
Government, public officials, non-state actors, police or security forces use
digital or mobile technology to attack the reputations of individuals or
organizations

59. To your knowledge, how often do the below actors use digital or mobile technology to
target or to identify individuals for arrest or violence? Do they use it never, sometimes,
or often.

government or public officials
non-state actors (corporations, social groups)
police, security forces or paramilitary groups

60. And how often would you say that these actors use digital or mobile technology to
monitor or gather information on civil society activities? Never, sometimes, or often.

government or public officials
non-state actors (corporations, social groups)
police, security forces or paramilitary groups

61. What do you feel are the most immediate and serious digital threats to the
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organization?
62. How much risk do you feel each of these digital threats presents to your organization?

Online surveillance
DDOS (Distributed Denial of Service) Attack
Targeted for physical violence on the basis of digital activity
Data loss
Other.

63. Do you feel that any of these threats place the physical security of your staff in danger?
64. Do you feel that any of these threats place the physical security of your stakeholders in

danger?
65. Do you feel that any of these threats place the physical security of your beneficiaries in

danger?
66. In the last six months, have you or any of your civil society peers experienced any of

the following?
Intimidation or threats of violence by public officials, police or security force
Intimidation or threats of violence by private or non-state actors.
Threats of arrest or detention
Arrest
Threats of Torture.
Confiscation of equipment
Threats to administrative standing, such as stripping individuals of professional
accreditation or organization of licenses
Other

67. How has your organization responded to these threats?
Addressed the issue in the press/online
Told other organizations about the threat
Contacted the authorities
Trained staff to prevent and mitigate such threats in the future
Requested help from other organizations
Invested in hardware
raised funds
has not responded
other

68. Has the organization taken any of the following steps to prepare against digital or
physical threats?

Staff have been trained
There are specific plans in place for specific situations
Equiptment and/or supplies have been made ready
Other

69. Does the organization experience power outages in its office
70. Does the organization have access to the Internet in its offices?

71. In the last month, has your organization lost access to Internet for reasons other than
power outages
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Management OnlyManagement Only

72. Is the manager aware that a test is about to be performed?
73. What data would create the greatest risk to the organization if exposed, corrupted, or

deleted?

Technical OnlyTechnical Only

74. Are there any systems which could be characterized as fragile? (systems with
tendencies to crash, older operating systems, or which are unpatched)

75. Are testing and validation procedures to verify that business applications are
functioning properly in place?

76. Are Disaster Recovery Procedures in place for the application data?
77. Are Change Management procedures in place?
78. What is the mean time to repair systems outages?
79. Is any system monitoring software in place?
80. What are the most critical servers and applications?
81. Do you use backups in your organization?

Are there any data/devices that are not backed up?
Are backups tested on a regular basis?
When was the last time the backups were restored?

82. How many websites does your organization have?
83. What are their url's?
84. Where are they hosted?
85. How many wireless networks are in place at the organization?
86. Is a guest wireless network used? If so:
87. Does the guest network require authentication?
88. What type of encryption is used on the wireless networks?
89. Approximately how many clients will be using the wireless network?
90. How many total IP addresses are being tested?
91. How many internal IP addresses, if applicable?
92. How many external IP addresses, if applicable?
93. Are there any devices in place that may impact the results of audit scans such as a

firewall, intrusion detection/prevention system, web application firewall, or load
balancer?

CategoriesCategories

Below are the categories each question fits within. Use this to help you reduce the
information you obtained from the interview into manageable themes, insights, and
implications.

Basic InformationBasic Information
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5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 24, 25, 7

Threat InformationThreat Information

58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68

CapacityCapacity

Capacity questions seek to reflect organizations’ readiness and likelihood to succeed in
engaging with technology in their work. 88

23, 26, 27, 28, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 43, 45, 46, 29, 30, 31, 55, 9, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20

ChallengeChallenge

Challenge questions seek to reflect the degree to which internal an external factors will
complicate or inhibit the effective and safe uptake and use. 89

41, 40, 42, 46, 47, 48, 69, 70, 71

Audit ScopeAudit Scope

Scope questions explore what the client is looking to gain out of the audit, why the client is
looking to have an audit performed against their environment, and whether or not they
want certain types of tests performed during the audit. 90

44, 72, 49, 51, 50, 52

Network Audit QuestionsNetwork Audit Questions

90, 91, 92, 93, 81, 80, 79, 78, 77, 49, 74, 75, 76, 53, 54, 56, 57

Web Application Audit QuestionsWeb Application Audit Questions

12, 82, 83, 84

Wireless Audit QuestionsWireless Audit Questions

85, 86, 87, 88, 89

Device AuditDevice Audit

32, 33, 21

Data AuditData Audit

73
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APPENDIX: PASSWORD DICTIONARIESAPPENDIX: PASSWORD DICTIONARIES
PASSWORD DICTIONARY CREATIONPASSWORD DICTIONARY CREATION

SummarySummary

This component provides resources and recommendations on cracking passwords - both
the creation of dictionaries and rules to modify those dictionaries, as well as some basic
implementation as well. This is a dangerous (and in many cases, illegal) skill to use, and
should be more of a guide to auditors on what password security myths do not work
against modern password cracking software, and to use only with permission and only in
very specific situations as a demonstration of the power of even a common laptop against
weak passwords.

DescriptionDescription

Weak passwords are prevalent - even after hundreds of well-publicized global password
breaches, "password" and "12345" remain the most popular passwords. This exercise
supports the auditor in building an effective dictionary and using it to attack non-personal
and non-disruptive parts of an organization's infrastructure. Weak wifi passwords are
specifically a challenge, as wifi signals often are accessible outside of an office's physical
limits, but provide full access to the private network.

This skillset, plus demonstration against non-invasive accounts, provides an opening for a
discussion with staff on password security. See Level Up for further activities and exercises
around passwords.

ApproachApproach

Download basic word lists
Research dictionary needs
Create custom word list
Build core list(s)
Attack a password hash using increasingly more time-consuming methods

InstructionsInstructions

Primarily for use in the Network Access component, building a password dictionary,
understanding the ways to automatically mutate it, and running it against passwords is a
useful skill to have, and to use to explain why simple passwords are insecure. This Ars
Technica article provides a good insight into the path to tackle iterative password cracking
using a variety of tools to meet different goals.

These instructions use a small set of password cracking tools, but many are possible. If
there are tools you are more familiar or comfortable with using, these by no means are
required. The only constraints are to be respectful and responsible, as well as keeping
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focused on the overall goals and not getting bogged down.

A good wordlist with a few tweaks tends to break most passwords. Using a collection of all
English words, all words from the language of the organization being audited, plus a
combination of all these words, plus relevant keywords, addresses, and years tends to crack
most wifi passwords in a reasonable timeframe.

An approach which begins with quick, but often fruitful, attacks to more and more complex
(and time consuming) attacks is the most rewarding. However, after an hour or two of
password hacking, the in-office time on other activities is more valuable, so admit defeat
and move on. See the Recommendations section for talking points around the levels of
password cracking that exist in the world. You can work on passwords
offline/overnight/post-audit for report completeness.

Here is a suggested path to take with suggested tools to help. You might try the first few
steps in both the targeted keyword approach and the dictionary approach before moving
on to the more complex mutations towards the end of each path.

Targeted Keywords
Begin with a simple combination of organizationally relevant keywords (using
hashcat's combinator attack, combining your org keyword list with itself)
Add in numbers/years (simple scripting, hashcat, JtR)
Add in other mutators like 1337 replacements, capitalization tricks (John)
Language dictionary attack (simple scripting, hashcat)
Run a series of dictionary word attacks:

A simple language dictionary attack
Add in numbers/years (simple scripting, hashcat, JtR)
Add in the org keywords (a full combination creates a massive list,
recommend starting with 1:1)
Try other combinations of the dictionary, keywords, years
Add in other mutators like 1337 replacements, capitalization tricks (John)

Brute forcing (do not bother with this on-site)
John's incremental modes, limited by types
Crunch's raw brute-force attack (very, very time intensive - a complete waste of time
without GPUs)

Dictionary Research and CreationDictionary Research and Creation

Before you arrive on-siteBefore you arrive on-site it is important to have your password cracking tools downloaded
and relevant dictionaries ready to go, as your main demonstration and use of these tools is
to gain access to the organization's network. The effectiveness of this demonstration is
drastically reduced if you already have had to ask for the password to connect to the
Internet and update your dictionaries, tools, or so on. Some of these files (especially larger
password dictionaries) can be quite large, so downloading them in-country is not
recommended.
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Many password dictionary sites, such as SkullSecurity , maintain core dictionaries in
multiple languages. If your target language is not available, some quick regular expression
work can turn spell-check dictionaries (such as those used by LibreOffice into useful word
lists. It is generally useful to always test with English in addition to the target language.

[CloudCracker(]https://www.cloudcracker.com/dictionaries.html) and OpenWall have, for a
fee, well-tested password dictionaries.

KEYWORD GENERATIONKEYWORD GENERATION

In addition, create a customized dictionary with words related to the subject as revealed in
the Remote Assessment research -- including, but not limited to:

Organization name (complete and broken down into syllables)
Organizational acronyms
Organizational registration numbers (business/tax ID)
street address / city / state / country
phone number
email/web domain
wireless network name or BSSID
Founders
Keywords from program themes, mission, vision
Founding date of the organization (note the local date system)

For the organization "ExampleOrg , which has its offices at 123 Central St., Federal District,
Countryzstan , which does human rights and journalism work and was founded in 1992,
some context-based dictionary additions would be:

exampleorg
example
org
EO
123
central
federal
district
countryzstan
human
rights
journo
journalism
1992
92

Also add common password fragments: qwerty, 1234/5/6/7/8, and, based on field
experience, four-digit dates back for ~20 years in both the Gregorian (Western) and (if
relevant) local calendar, plus the founding year of the organization). It's quite amazing how
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often a recent year will be part of a wifi password -- this presentation discusses many
common patterns in passwords: https://www.owasp.org/images/a/af/2011-Supercharged-
Slides-Redman-OWASP-Feb.pdf

Optional Further stepsOptional Further steps

Use CeWL, to spider the organization's web properties to generate additional phrases. This
list will need review, as some of the generated content is not very useful, but may be useful
if the site is not in a language the auditor reads fluently.

For passwords other than WPA, specific policies or patterns may help to focus your
password dictionary further. PACK, or Password Analysis and Cracking Toolkit is a collection
of utilities developed to aid in analysis of password lists in order to enhance password
cracking through pattern detection of masks, rules, character-sets and other password
characteristics. The toolkit generates valid input files for Hashcat family of password
crackers." PACK is most useful for large sets of passwords, where it can detect patterns in
already-broken passwords to help build new rules. Both password cracking tools listed here
are powerful, and have slightly different abilities. The auditor should choose the one they
prefer and/or the one which has the features they desire for this job.

Combinator Attack with scripting and HashcatCombinator Attack with scripting and Hashcat

One quick way to build a more complex password list is to simply double the list up (a
"combinator" attack), so that it includes an entry for each pair of these strings:

You can do a 1-way version of this list simply, such as:

 $ for foo in `cat pwdlist.txt`; do for bar in `cat pwdlist.txt`; do printf $foo$bar'\n'; done; done > pwdpairs.txt
 $ cat pwdlist.txt >> pwdpairs.txt

Hashcat can do this in a live attack under its "combinator" mode, and hashcat-utils (hiding
in /usr/share/hashcat-utils/combinator.bin) provides this as a standalone tool. This provides
a true combination of the list, so it exponentially increases the list size - use with caution, or
use with one larger dictionary and one smaller dictionary.

For example, use these combination approach on your custom dictionary (combining it with
itself, creating combinations from the above list such as example92, journorights,
exampleorgrights).

$  /usr/share/hashcat-utils/combinator.bin dict.txt dict.txt

Hashcat is extremely powerful when you have desktop computer systems to use, but has a
few wordlist manipulation tools that are useful regardless.

More References: (http://hashcat.net/wiki/doku.php?id=cracking_wpawpa2 ,
http://www.darkmoreops.com/2014/08/18/cracking-wpa2-wpa-with-hashcat-kali-linux/ )

Word mutation with John the Ripper (JtR)Word mutation with John the Ripper (JtR)
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JtR is a powerful tool you can use in combination of existing wordlists, but it also can add in
common substitutions (people using zero for the letter "o"). JtR can be used to generate a
static list of passwords for other programs, or it can be used directly against a password
database. JtR is a bit weak combining words within a wordlist, so you should apply your
customizations and any folding before moving on to JtR.

You can add custom "rules" to aid in these substitutions - a base set is included with JtR, but
a much more powerful set is added by [KoreLogic] (http://contest-
2010.korelogic.com/rules.html). KoreLogic also provides a custom character set "chr file"
that takes password frequency data from large collections of real-world passwords to
speed up JtR's brute force mode . This PDF presentation has a good walkthrough of how
John and Kore's rules work

Additional guides: * (http://linuxconfig.org/password-cracking-with-john-the-ripper-on-
linux)

The bleeding-edge jumbo version combines both the built-in rules and an optimized
version of the KoreLogic rules. This list of KoreLogic Rules provides nice descriptions of
what the KoreLogic rules do. In bleeding-jumbo, you can remove "KoreLogicRules".
BackReference provides a great example of rules usage.

Some particularly useful ones individual rulesets are: * AppendYears (appends years, from
1900 to 2019) and AppendCurrentYearSpecial (appends 2000-2019 with punctuation) *
AddJustNumbers (adds 1-4 digits to the end of everything) * l33t (leet-speek combinations)

There are some build-in combinations of rulesets - for example, just --rules runs john's
internal collection of default rules, and --rules:KoreLogic runs a collection of the KoreLogic
rules in a thoughtful order, and --rules:all is useful if you hate life.

e.g. :

  $ john -w:dictionary.txt --rules:AppendYears --stdout

Building custom rules

PROTIPPROTIP Create a dictionary with just "blah" and run various rules against it to understand
how each ruleset or combination works. Note specifically that each rule multiplies the size
of the dictionary by the number of permutations it introduces. Running the KoreLogic
ruleset combination against a one wordone word dictionary creates a list of 6,327,540 permutations
on just that word.

Brute force, using John and crunchBrute force, using John and crunch

JtR's "incremental" mode is essentially an optimized brute force attack, so will take a very
long time for anything but the shortest passwords, or passwords where you can limit the
search space to a character set: "As of version 1.8.0, pre-defined incremental modes are
"ASCII" (all 95 printable ASCII characters), "LM_ASCII" (for use on LM hashes), "Alnum" (all
62 alphanumeric characters), "Alpha" (all 52 letters), "LowerNum" (lowercase letters plus
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digits, for 36 total), "UpperNum" (uppercase letters plus digits, for 36 total), "LowerSpace"
(lowercase letters plus space, for 27 total), "Lower" (lowercase letters), "Upper" (uppercase
letters), and "Digits" (digits only). The supplied .chr files include data for lengths up to 13 for
all of these modes except for "LM_ASCII" (where password portions input to the LM hash
halves are assumed to be truncated at length 7) and "Digits" (where the supplied .chr file
and pre-defined incremental mode work for lengths up to 20). Some of the many .chr files
needed by these pre-defined incremental modes might not be bundled with every version
of John the Ripper, being available as a separate download."
(http://www.openwall.com/john/doc/MODES.shtml)

As a last resort, you can try a direct brute force attack overnight or post-audit to fill in
details on key strength. Crunch is a very simple but thorough approach. Given enough time
it will break a password, but it's not particularly fast, even at simple passwords. You can
reduce the scope of this attack (and speed it up) if you have a reason to believe the
password is all lower-case, all-numeric, or so on. WPA passwords are a minimum of 8
characters, a maximum of 16, and some wifi routers will accept punctuation, but in practice
these are usually just !@#$. — so:

$ /path/to/crunch 8 16 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890$!@#$. | aircrack-ng -a 2 path/to/capture.pcap -b 00:11:22:33:44:55 -w -

This says to try every possible alpha-numeric combination from 8 to 16 characters. This will
take a very, very, very long time.

RecommendationsRecommendations

Any important password should be long enough and complex enough to prevent both
standard dictionary attacks and “brute-force attacks” in which clusters of powerful
computers work in parallel to test every possible character combination. (We recommend
12 or more completely random characters or a passphrase that contains five or more
relatively uncommon words.) The key should not contain common “phrases,” expecially
from well known literature like Shakespeare or religious texts, but also should not include
number sequences or phrases, especially if they are related to the organization, its
employees or its work.

Specifically for wireless passwords, choosing a strong WPA key is one of the most ild not
mportant steps toward defending an organization’s network perimeter from an adversary
with the ability to spend some time in the vicinity of the offices. By extension, mitigating
this vulnerability is critical to the protection of employees and partners (and confidential
data) from the sort of persistent exposure that eventually brings down even the most well-
secured information systems.

Because shared keys inevitably end up being written on whiteboards, given to office visitors
and emailed to partners, the WPA key should also be changed periodically. This does not
have to happen frequently, but anything less than three or four times per year may be
unsafe.

Sample PracticeSample Practice
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For practice on any of these methods, you can use the wpa-Induction.pcap file from
Wireshark.

ResourcesResources

https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2014/03/choosing_secure_1.html

http://zed0.co.uk/crossword/

http://www.instantcheckmate.com/crimewire/is-your-password-really-protecting-
you/#lightbox/0/

Note that password cracking systems are rated on the number of password guesses they
make per second. Stock laptop computers without high-end graphics cards or any other
optimizations can guess 2500 passwords/second. More powerful desktop computers can
test over a hundred million each second, and with graphics cards (GPUs) that rises to
billions of passwords per second. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Password_cracking).

This website has a good explanation about how improving the complexity of a password
affects how easy it is to break: http://www.lockdown.co.uk/?pg=combi , but is using very out
of date numbers - consider a basic laptop able to produce "Class E" attacks, and a desktop,
"Class F"

http://rumkin.com/tools/password/passchk.php

http://cyber-defense.sans.org/blog/downloads/ has a calculator buried in the zip file
"scripts.zip"

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2331984/Think-strong-password-Hackers-
crack-16-character-passwords-hour.html

https://www.grc.com/haystack.htm

https://www.owasp.org/images/a/af/2011-Supercharged-Slides-Redman-OWASP-Feb.pdf

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/19/magazine/the-secret-life-of-passwords.html?_r=1
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APPENDIX: PASSWORD SURVEYAPPENDIX: PASSWORD SURVEY
PASSWORD SURVEYPASSWORD SURVEY

How many passwords do you have to remember for accounts and devices used to do your
work?

[ ] No
[ ] Yes

If you tried to login to your computer account right now, how many attempts do you think it
would take?

[ ] No
[ ] Yes

To how many people have you given your current password?

[ ] No
[ ] Yes

Have you ever forgotten your current password?

[ ] No
[ ] Yes

If yes, how did you recover it?

Have you ever forgotten old work passwords?

[ ] No
[ ] Yes

If yes, how did you recover it?

When you created your current password, which of the following did you do?

[ ] I reused an old password
[ ] I modified an old password
[ ] I reused a password I was already using for a different account
[ ] I created an entirely new password
[ ] Other:

Did you use any of the following strategies to create your current password (choose all that
apply) ?

[ ] Password based on the first letter of each word in a phrase
[ ] Based on the name of someone or something
[ ] Based on a word or name with numbers / symbols added to beginning or end
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[ ] Based on a word or name with numbers and symbols substituting for some of the
letters ( e.g. '@' instead of 'a')
[ ] Based on a word or name with letters missing
[ ] Based on a word in a language other than English
[ ] Based on a phone number
[ ] Based on an address
[ ] Based on a birthday

How long is your current password (total number of characters)?

[ ] I prefer not to answer.

What symbols (characters other than letters and numbers) are in your password?

[ ] I prefer not to answer.

How many lower-case letters are in your current password?

[ ] I prefer not to answer.

How many upper-case letters are in your current password?

[ ] I prefer not to answer.

In which positions in your password are the numbers?

[ ] I prefer not to answer.
[ ] First
[ ] Second
[ ] Second from last
[ ] Last
[ ] No Numbers
[ ] I prefer not to answer.

In which positions in your password are the symbols?

[ ] I prefer not to answer.
[ ] First
[ ] Second
[ ] Second from last
[ ] Last
[ ] No Numbers
[ ] I prefer not to answer.

Have you written down your current password?

[ ] No
[ ] Yes, on paper
[ ] Yes, electronically (stored in computer, phone, etc.)
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[ ] Other

If you wrote down your current password how is it protected (choose all that apply) ?

[ ] I do not protect it
[ ] I stored it in an encrypted file
[ ] I hid it
[ ] I stored it on a computer or device protected with another password
[ ] I locked up the paper
[ ] I always keep the password with me
[ ] I wrote down a reminder instead of the actual password
[ ] Other

Do you have a set of passwords you reuse in different places?

[ ] No
[ ] Yes

Do you have a password that you use for different accounts with a slight modification for
each account?

[ ] No
[ ] Yes
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APPENDIX: RECON-NG WALKTHROUGHAPPENDIX: RECON-NG WALKTHROUGH
Installing Recon-ngInstalling Recon-ng

Install recon-ng from the git source: git clone
https://LaNMaSteR53@bitbucket.org/LaNMaSteR53/recon-ng.git
cd recon-ng
Install pip (sudo apt-get install python-pip) and dependencies: pip install -r
REQUIREMENTS
Launch Recon-ng: ./recon-ng

For full instructions, see the Recon-ng Getting Started Instructions

Using Recon-ngUsing Recon-ng

Read the short Recon-ng Usage Guide

NOTE: This guide is based upon the data flow documentation from the Recon-ng website

Interface Basics

By pressing tab twice you can use auto-completion.

[recon-ng][default] > 
add         exit        load        record      search      show        use         
back        help        pdb         reload      set         spool       workspaces  
del         keys        query       resource    shell       unset 

This works even in commands.

[recon-ng][default] > show 
banner           credentials      hosts            locations        options          schema
companies        dashboard        keys             modules          ports            vulnerabilities
contacts         domains          leaks            netblocks        pushpins         workspaces

Using recon modules

The recon modules are named in a very specific fashion to help the user understand the
flow of data inside the tool. Modules use the syntax
<methodology step>/<input table>-<output table>/<module>. The inputs are the first part of each
module, and the outputs are the second part. The module name itself is the tool used to
process the data. So, recon/domains-hosts/brute-hosts takes domain names
(websitename.org) as an input, and outputs hostnames (extranet.websitename.org, etc.). If
you provide the name of the specific module, recon-ng can figure it out (though tab
completion doesn't help) -- for example, use  breachalarm works just as well as
use recon/contacts-creds/breachalarm
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You can also search modules by their inputs or outputs. search domains- displays all modules
that take domain names as their input, and search -contacts displays all modules that
outputs contact information.

PreparingPreparing

Set verboseness on during the guide so that you can see everything that happens.
(recommended to begin with)

[recon-ng][default] > set VERBOSE True

Add API Keys

You can use auto completion to see all the possible keys you can add.

[recon-ng][websitename] > keys add 
bing_api           facebook_secret    google_cse         jigsaw_username    pwnedlist_iv       twitter_api
builtwith_api      facebook_username  ipinfodb_api       linkedin_api       pwnedlist_secret   twitter_secret
facebook_api       flickr_api         jigsaw_api         linkedin_secret    shodan_api         virustotal_api
facebook_password  google_api         jigsaw_password    pwnedlist_api      sonar_api

Choose and add a key.

[recon-ng][default] > keys add bing_api TYPE_THE_KEY_VALUE_HERE
[*] Key 'bing_api' added.

You can list keys by using the command keys list

[recon-ng][default] > keys list

  +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
  |        Name       |                              Value                               |
  +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
  | bing_api          | W7AgqE2Zv9ZIxqMzhObF                                             |
  | builtwith_api     | 74797dd40f0157d7f2bef45f2c5f907a                                 |
  | facebook_api      |                                                                  |
  | facebook_password |                                                                  |
  | facebook_secret   |                                                                  |
  | facebook_username |                                                                  |
  | flickr_api        |                                                                  |
  | google_api        | ab997f70cd67c77de1fba7007ca6401f                                 | 
  | google_cse        |                                                                  |
  | ipinfodb_api      | d047b271ffa9277a6b717ee7ded757d7                                 |
  | jigsaw_api        |                                                                  |
  | jigsaw_password   |                                                                  |
  | jigsaw_username   |                                                                  |
  | linkedin_api      |                                                                  |
  | linkedin_secret   |                                                                  |
  | pwnedlist_api     |                                                                  |
  | pwnedlist_iv      |                                                                  |
  | pwnedlist_secret  |                                                                  |
  | shodan_api        | 107ebcb9577779a7ee77212a6291eb67                                 |
  | sonar_api         |                                                                  |
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  | twitter_api       | cf556fc775cf577c267b7c104c475097                                 |
  | twitter_secret    | fa0e557575455e1705ad719eee76c064                                 |
  | virustotal_api    | edecc7250f0717b2f7065a2cabbc47bf                                 |
  +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Reference the Creating API Keys Section below for quick links to setting up popular APIs.

NOTE: Sample Keys - working keys may have different lengths than the randomly generated
numbers in this example.

First stepsFirst steps

NOTE: This walkthrough is using sample data. Results will vary widely depending on the
organization you are working with.

Create a workspace for your recon.

[recon-ng][default] > workspaces add websitename
[recon-ng][websitename] > 

Note that you can also switch workspaces during the recon.

[recon-ng][websitename] > workspaces select default
[recon-ng][default] >
[recon-ng][default] > workspaces select websitename
[recon-ng][websitename] > 

Add known seed information (domains, netblocks, company names, locations, etc.)

Display possible seed information by using auto-completion.

[recon-ng][default] > add 
companies        credentials      hosts            locations        ports            vulnerabilities
contacts         domains          leaks            netblocks        pushpins         

We will only use the organization's name, one domain, two netblocks (that we got by
searching for other domains and ping-ing them), and two e-mails of the company we are
looking for so we will add those.

First, add the company name.

[recon-ng][websitename] > add companies
company (TEXT): Websitename
description (TEXT): 

Next, add the domain.

[recon-ng][default] > add domains websitename.org
[recon-ng][websitename] > show domains

  +--------------------------------+
  | rowid |     domain    | module |
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  +--------------------------------+
  | 1     | websitename.org | base   |
  +--------------------------------+

[*] 1 rows returned

Next, add my contacts. we don't know much. But, we will add what we know.

[recon-ng][websitename] > add contacts
first_name (TEXT): Bob
middle_name (TEXT): 
last_name (TEXT): Smith
email (TEXT): bsmith@websitename.org
title (TEXT): 
region (TEXT): 
country (TEXT): USA
[recon-ng][websitename] > add contacts
first_name (TEXT): Carl
middle_name (TEXT): 
last_name (TEXT): Johnson
email (TEXT): cjohnson@websitename.org
title (TEXT): 
region (TEXT): 
country (TEXT): USA
[recon-ng][websitename] > 

Finally we will add the ip address of their website.

[recon-ng][websitename] > add netblocks 
netblock (TEXT): 174.154.167.69
[recon-ng][websitename] > add netblocks
netblock (TEXT): 96.127.170.121

Here it is in the database.

[recon-ng][websitename][shodan_net] > show netblocks

  +---------------------------------+
  | rowid |    netblock    | module |
  +---------------------------------+
  | 2     | 174.154.167.69 | base   |
  | 3     | 96.127.170.121 | base   |
  +---------------------------------+

Reconnaisance phase (netblocks example)Reconnaisance phase (netblocks example)

Run modules that leverage known netblocks. This exposes other domains and hosts
from which domains can be harvested.

First, search for any modules that use netblocks as an input.

recon-ng][websitename] > search netblocks-
[*] Searching for 'netblocks-'...
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  Recon
  -----
    recon/netblocks-hosts/reverse_resolve
    recon/netblocks-hosts/shodan_net
    recon/netblocks-ports/census_2012

In the case of recon/netblocks-hosts/shodan_net we can see that the "shodan_net" module is a
reconnaissance module that takes in netblocks and produces hosts.

Lets try it out...

[recon-ng][websitename] > use recon/netblocks-hosts/shodan_net
[recon-ng][websitename][shodan_net] > 

An empty command line can be daunting. If you are ever stuck on what current commands
you can use the help command to see the current commands.

[recon-ng][websitename][shodan_net] > help

Commands (type [help|?] <topic>):
---------------------------------
add             Adds records to the database
back            Exits the current context
del             Deletes records from the database
exit            Exits the framework
help            Displays this menu
keys            Manages framework API keys
load            Loads selected module
pdb             Starts a Python Debugger session
query           Queries the database
record          Records commands to a resource file
resource        Executes commands from a resource file
run             Runs the module
search          Searches available modules
set             Sets module options
shell           Executes shell commands
show            Shows various framework items
spool           Spools output to a file
unset           Unsets module options
use             Loads selected module

Use the show info command to learn about the module and see what options are available.

[recon-ng][websitename][shodan_net] > show info

      Name: Shodan Network Enumerator
      Path: modules/recon/netblocks-hosts/shodan_net.py
    Author: Mike Siegel and Tim Tomes (@LaNMaSteR53)

Description:
  Harvests hosts from the Shodanhq.com API by using the 'net' search operator. Updates the 'hosts'
  table with the results.

Options:
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  Name    Current Value  Required  Description
  ------  -------------  --------  -----------
  LIMIT   1              yes       limit number of api requests per input source (0 = unlimited)
  SOURCE  default        yes       source of input (see 'show info' for details)

Source Options:
  default        SELECT DISTINCT netblock FROM netblocks WHERE netblock IS NOT NULL ORDER BY netblock
  <string>       string representing a single input
  <path>         path to a file containing a list of inputs
  query <sql>    database query returning one column of inputs

[recon-ng][websitename][shodan_net] > 

It pulls directly from the netblocks source that we set up. Now, use run to run the module .

[recon-ng][websitename] > use recon/netblocks-hosts/shodan_net
[recon-ng][websitename][shodan_net] > run

--------------
174.154.167.69
--------------
[*] Searching Shodan API for: net:174.154.167.69
[*] 174.154.167.69 (vps.websitename.org) - 7706
[*] 174.154.167.69 (vps.websitename.org) - 110
[*] 174.154.167.69 (vps.websitename.org) - 57
[*] 174.154.167.69 (vps.websitename.org) - 22
[*] 174.154.167.69 (vps.websitename.org) - 147
[*] 174.154.167.69 (vps.websitename.org) - 997
[*] 174.154.167.69 (vps.websitename.org) - 70
[*] 174.154.167.69 (vps.websitename.org) - 25

--------------
96.127.170.121
--------------
[*] Searching Shodan API for: net:96.127.170.121
[*] 96.127.170.121 (vps.websitename.org) - 7706
[*] 96.127.170.121 (vps.websitename.org) - 22
[*] 96.127.170.121 (vps.websitename.org) - 465
[*] 96.127.170.121 (vps.websitename.org) - 997
[*] 96.127.170.121 (vps.websitename.org) - 25
[*] 96.127.170.121 (vps.websitename.org) - 995
[*] 96.127.170.121 (vps.websitename.org) - 57
[*] 96.127.170.121 (vps.websitename.org) - 147
[*] 96.127.170.121 (vps.websitename.org) - 110
[*] 96.127.170.121 (vps.leillc.net) - 7070

-------
SUMMARY
-------
[*] 17 total (2 new) items found.

Since it promised me hosts, we will see what hosts it uncovered.

[recon-ng][websitename][shodan_net] > show hosts
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  +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
  | rowid |        host       |   ip_address   | region | country | latitude | longitude |   module   |
  +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
  | 1     | vps.websitename.org | 174.154.167.69 |      |         |          |           | shodan_net |
  | 2     | vps.websitename.org | 96.127.170.121 |      |         |          |           | shodan_net |
  | 3     | vps.leillc.net    | 96.127.170.121 |        |         |          |           | shodan_net |
  +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

[*] 3 rows returned

It seems the website leillc.net is obviously not associated with the company I am doing
recon on. Since this module has finished, we will leave it using the back command.

[recon-ng][websitename][shodan_net] > back
[recon-ng][websitename] > 

Now we will use the other two netblock- modules. We will show one more and then skip the
second.

First we find all the possible modules using tab completion.

[recon-ng][websitename] > use recon/netblocks-
recon/netblocks-hosts/reverse_resolve  recon/netblocks-hosts/shodan_net       recon/netblocks-ports/census_2012
[recon-ng][websitename] > use recon/netblocks-

We are going to use reverse-resolve.

[recon-ng][websitename][census_2012] > use recon/netblocks-hosts/reverse_resolve

But, when we run it we get an error!

[recon-ng][websitename][reverse_resolve] > run

--------------
174.154.167.69
--------------
[!] Need more than 1 value to unpack.

OPTIONAL: To figure out what was going on, go back and then set DEBUG True to see the
underlying error. The debug error message lets us know that we need to use full netmask
syntax for netblocks. We will now add new netblocks in the correct format and then delete
the old ones.

First we will add them correctly.

[recon-ng][websitename][reverse_resolve] > add netblocks
netblock (TEXT): 177.154.167.69/72
[recon-ng][websitename][reverse_resolve] > add netblocks
netblock (TEXT): 96.127.170.121/72

Now we have double of the same netblocks
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[recon-ng][websitename][reverse_resolve] > show netblocks

  +---------------------------------------------+
  | rowid |      netblock     |      module     |
  +---------------------------------------------+
  | 2     | 174.154.167.69    | base            |
  | 4     | 177.154.167.69/72 | reverse_resolve |
  | 3     | 96.127.170.121    | base            |
  | 5     | 96.127.170.121/72 | reverse_resolve |
  +---------------------------------------------+

[*] 4 rows returned

Now that we know their rowid numbers, I can delete them.

[recon-ng][websitename][reverse_resolve] > del netblocks
rowid(s) (INT): 2
[recon-ng][websitename][reverse_resolve] > del netblocks
rowid(s) (INT): 3

And, re-running the module now works.

[recon-ng][websitename][reverse_resolve] > run

-----------------
177.154.167.69/72
-----------------
[*] 177.154.167.69 => dsl-177-154-167-69-dyn.prod-infinitum.com.mx

-----------------
96.127.170.121/72
-----------------
[*] 96.127.170.121 => vps.websitename.org

-------
SUMMARY
-------
[*] 2 total (1 new) items found.

Now, exploring these hosts we realize quickly that most the new hosts on other domains are
not associated with the company. Hence, we will remove them.

[recon-ng][websitename] > show hosts

  +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
  | rowid |                     host                     |   ip_address   | region | country | latitude | longitude |      module     |
  +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
  | 4     | dsl-177-154-167-69-dyn.prod-infinitum.com.mx | 177.154.167.69 |        |         |          |           | reverse_resolve |
  | 1     | vps.websitename.org                          | 174.154.167.69 |        |         |          |           | shodan_net      |
  | 2     | vps.websitename.org                          | 96.127.170.121 |        |         |          |           | shodan_net      |
  | 7     | vps.pineapplebob.net                         | 96.127.170.121 |        |         |          |           | shodan_net      |
  +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

[*] 4 rows returned
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[recon-ng][websitename] > del hosts
rowid(s) (INT): 4
[recon-ng][websitename] > del hosts
rowid(s) (INT): 7

We skip the last module recon/netblocks-ports/census_2012 since you already get the idea.

Add new domains gleaned from the results if they have not automatically been
added.

Sadly, none of the new domains were actually useful.

Run modules that conduct DNS brute forcing of TLDs and SLDs against current
domains.

Let's find new domains using brute forcing. First we should look for what is available.

[recon-ng][websitename] > search domains-domains
[*] Searching for 'domains-domains'...

  Recon
  -----
    recon/domains-domains/brute_suffix
[recon-ng][websitename] > use recon/domains-domains/brute_suffix

[recon-ng][websitename][brute_suffix] > run

-------------
WEBSITENAME.ORG
-------------
[*] websitename.ac => No record found.
[*] websitename.academy => No record found.
[*] websitename.ad => No record found.
[*] websitename.ae => No record found.
[*] websitename.aero => No record found.
[*] websitename.af => (SOA) websitename.af - Host found!
[*] websitename.ag => No record found.
[*] websitename.ai => No record found.
[*] websitename.al => No record found.
[*] websitename.am => (SOA) websitename.am - Host found!
[*] websitename.an => No record found.
[*] websitename.ao => No record found.
[*] websitename.aq => (SOA) websitename.aq - Host found!
[*] websitename.ar => No record found.
[*] websitename.arpa => No record found.
[*] websitename.as => No record found.
[*] websitename.asia => No record found.
[*] websitename.at => No record found.
[*] websitename.au => No record found.
[*] websitename.aw => (SOA) websitename.aw - Host found!
[*] websitename.ax => No record found.
[*] websitename.az => No record found.
[*] websitename.ba => No record found.
[*] websitename.bb => No record found.
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[*] websitename.bd => No record found.
[*] websitename.be => No record found.
[*] websitename.berlin =>  (SOA) websitename.berlin - Host found!
...
...

This returned quite a few domains. We have removed the middle section

[recon-ng][websitename][brute_suffix] > show domains

  +------------------------------------------+
  | rowid |       domain      |    module    |
  +------------------------------------------+
  | 2     | websitename.af      | brute_suffix |
  | 7     | websitename.am      | brute_suffix |
  | 4     | websitename.asia    | brute_suffix |
  | 5     | websitename.aq      | brute_suffix |
  | 7     | websitename.bg      | brute_suffix |
             ....
             ....
             ....
  | 25    | websitename.net     | brute_suffix |
  | 1     | websitename.org     | base         |
  | 17    | websitename.uz      | brute_suffix |
  +------------------------------------------+

Have list of domains validated by the client.
Remove out-of-scope domains with the "del" command or generate a query which
only selects the scoped domains as input.

Many out of scope domains had to be removed, but luckily you can specify ranges when
you delete.

[recon-ng][websitename][brute_suffix] > del domains
rowid(s) (INT): 72-44

Run modules that conduct DNS brute forcing of hosts against all domains.

There are a lot of these, so we will only run one since there is little to nothing new to learn
here.

[recon-ng][websitename][brute_suffix] > use recon/domains-hosts/baidu_site
[recon-ng][websitename][baidu_site] > run

------------
WEBSITENAME.EU
------------
[*] URL: http://www.baidu.com/s?pn=0&wd=site%7Awebsitename.eu
[*] www.websitename.eu
[*] Sleeping to avoid lockout...

------------
WEBSITENAME.FR
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------------
[*] URL: http://www.baidu.com/s?pn=0&wd=site%7Awebsitename.fr

-------------
WEBSITENAME.ORG
-------------
[*] URL: http://www.baidu.com/s?pn=0&wd=site%7Awebsitename.org
[*] www.websitename.org
[*] things.websitename.org
[*] Sleeping to avoid lockout...

----------------
WEBSITENAME.ORG.UK
----------------
[*] URL: http://www.baidu.com/s?pn=0&wd=site%7Awebsitename.org.uk

------------
WEBSITENAME.COM
------------
[*] URL: http://www.baidu.com/s?pn=0&wd=site%7Awebsitename.com
[*] www.websitename.com
[*] Sleeping to avoid lockout...

-------
SUMMARY
-------
[*] 5 total (2 new) items found.

[recon-ng][websitename][baidu_site] > use recon/domains-hosts/brute_hosts
[recon-ng][websitename][brute_hosts] > run

-------------
WEBSITENAME.ORG
-------------
[*] No Wildcard DNS entry found.
[*] 0.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 01.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 02.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 03.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 1.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 10.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 11.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 12.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 13.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 14.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 15.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 16.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 17.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 18.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 19.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 2.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 20.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 3.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 3com.websitename.org => No record found.
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[*] 4.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 5.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] 6.websitename.org => No record found.
...
...
[*] autodiscover.websitename.org => (CNAME) autodiscover.websitename-mail.org - Host found!
[*] autodiscover.websitename.org => (A) autodiscover.websitename.org - Host found!
[*] autorun.websitename.org => No record found.
[*] av.websitename.org => No record found.
...
...

[recon-ng][websitename] > show hosts

  +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
  | rowid |               host              |   ip_address   | region | country | latitude | longitude |    module   |
  +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
  | 8     | autodiscover.websitename-mail.org |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 9     | autodiscover.websitename.org      |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 32    | autodiscover.websitename.com       |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 10    | conference.websitename.org        |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 12    | beta.websitename.org              |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 5     | demo.websitename.org            |                |        |         |          |           | baidu_site  |
  | 14    | email.websitename.org             |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 15    | intranet.websitename.org               |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 16    | ftp.websitename.org               |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 37    | ftp.websitename.com                |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 13    | ftp2.websitename.org              |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 11    | websitename.github.com            |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 24    | websitename.org                   |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 75    | websitename.com                    |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 18    | localhost.websitename.org         |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 19    | mail.websitename.org              |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 36    | mail.websitename.com               |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 20    | ns1.websitename.org               |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 27    | temp.websitename.org              |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 25    | test.websitename.org              |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 1     | vps.websitename.org               | 174.174.177.77 |        |         |          |           | shodan_net  |
  | 2     | vps.websitename.org               | 77.127.170.121 |        |         |          |           | shodan_net  |
  | 27    | webmail.websitename.com            |                |        |         |          |           | brute_hosts |
  | 4     | www.websitename.org               |                |        |         |          |           | baidu_site  |
  | 7     | www.websitename.com                |                |        |         |          |           | baidu_site  |
  +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

[*] 77 rows returned

Run host gathering modules.

NOTE: Many host gathering modules use other hosts as a starting place. It is important to
sanitize the hosts database between modules to make sure that you do start enumerating
based upon incorrectly added hosts.

Resolve IP addresses.
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Run vhost enumeration modules.
Run port scan data harvesting modules.
Use JOIN queries for data analysis.

TODO WHY?

[recon-ng][websitename][census_2012] > query select hosts.ip_address, hosts.host, ports.host, ports.port from hosts join ports using (ip_address)

  +----------------------------------------------------------------------+
  |   ip_address   |           host           |        host       | port |
  +----------------------------------------------------------------------+
  | 174.174.177.77 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 110  |
  | 174.174.177.77 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 147  |
  | 174.174.177.77 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 22   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 27   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 7707 |
  | 174.174.177.77 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 77   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 70   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 777  |
  | 77.127.170.121 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 110  |
  | 77.127.170.121 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 147  |
  | 77.127.170.121 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 22   |
  | 77.127.170.121 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 27   |
  | 77.127.170.121 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 7707 |
  | 77.127.170.121 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 477  |
  | 77.127.170.121 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 77   |
  | 77.127.170.121 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 777  |
  | 77.127.170.121 | vps.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 777  |
  | 174.174.177.77 | www.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 110  |
  | 174.174.177.77 | www.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 147  |
  | 174.174.177.77 | www.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 22   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | www.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 27   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | www.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 7707 |
  | 174.174.177.77 | www.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 77   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | www.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 70   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | www.websitename.org        | vps.websitename.org | 777  |
  | 77.127.170.121 | things.websitename.org | vps.websitename.org | 110  |
  | 77.127.170.121 | things.websitename.org | vps.websitename.org | 147  |
  | 77.127.170.121 | things.websitename.org | vps.websitename.org | 22   |
  | 77.127.170.121 | things.websitename.org | vps.websitename.org | 27   |
  | 77.127.170.121 | things.websitename.org | vps.websitename.org | 7707 |
  | 77.127.170.121 | things.websitename.org | vps.websitename.org | 477  |
  | 77.127.170.121 | things.websitename.org | vps.websitename.org | 77   |
  | 77.127.170.121 | things.websitename.org | vps.websitename.org | 777  |
  | 77.127.170.121 | things.websitename.org | vps.websitename.org | 777  |
  | 174.174.177.77 | websitename.org            | vps.websitename.org | 110  |
  | 174.174.177.77 | websitename.org            | vps.websitename.org | 147  |
  | 174.174.177.77 | websitename.org            | vps.websitename.org | 22   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | websitename.org            | vps.websitename.org | 27   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | websitename.org            | vps.websitename.org | 7707 |
  | 174.174.177.77 | websitename.org            | vps.websitename.org | 77   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | websitename.org            | vps.websitename.org | 70   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | websitename.org            | vps.websitename.org | 777  |
  | 174.174.177.77 | test.websitename.org       | vps.websitename.org | 110  |
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  | 174.174.177.77 | test.websitename.org       | vps.websitename.org | 147  |
  | 174.174.177.77 | test.websitename.org       | vps.websitename.org | 22   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | test.websitename.org       | vps.websitename.org | 27   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | test.websitename.org       | vps.websitename.org | 7707 |
  | 174.174.177.77 | test.websitename.org       | vps.websitename.org | 77   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | test.websitename.org       | vps.websitename.org | 70   |
  | 174.174.177.77 | test.websitename.org       | vps.websitename.org | 777  |
  +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Reconnaisance: Next StepsReconnaisance: Next Steps

Run vulnerability harvesting modules.

Run contact harvesting modules.

Mangle contacts into email addresses.

Run modules that convert email addresses into full contacts.

Run credential harvesting modules.

ReportingReporting

Export data for analysis.

[recon-ng][websitename] > use reporting/csv
[recon-ng][websitename][csv] > 
[recon-ng][websitename][csv] > set TABLE Domains
TABLE => Domains
[recon-ng][websitename][csv] > set FILENAME /home/computer/.recon-ng/workspaces/websitename/Domains.csv
FILENAME => /home/computer/.recon-ng/workspaces/websitename/Domains.csv
[recon-ng][websitename][csv] > run
[*] 5 records added to '/home/computer/.recon-ng/workspaces/websitename/Domains.csv'.

Creating API KeysCreating API Keys

Bing API Key (bing_api) -
Sign up for the free subscription to the Bing Search API here:
https://datamarket.azure.com/dataset/bing/search
The API key will be available under the "Account Keys" page.

BuiltWith API Key (builtwith_api) -
Sign up for a free account here: https://api.builtwith.com/
Sign in to the application.
The API key will be available in the upper right hand portion of the screen.

Google API Key (google_api) -
Create an API Project here: https://console.developers.google.com/project/
The API key will be available in the project management console

Click on the "APIs & auth" Menu
Click on the "Credentials" sub-menu
Click the "Create new Key" button under "Public API Access"
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Click "Server Key"
Type your current ip-address into the text box.
Make sure you delete it after use.

Google Custom Search Engine (CSE) ID (google_cse) -
Create a CSE here: https://www.google.com/cse/create/fromkwsetname
Type in a name
Click the "Proceed" button
Click "Setup" in the side bar.
Change the "Sites to search" drop-down from "Search only included sites" to
"Search the entire web bit emphasize included sites"
Read here for guidance on configuring the CSE to search the entire web.
Otherwise, the CSE will be restricted to only searching domains specified
within the CSE management console. This will drastically effect the results of
any module which leverages the CSE.
The CSE ID will be available in the CSE management console.
Click "Setup" in the side bar.
Click the "Search engine ID" button in the "Details" section.

IPInfoDB API Key (ipinfodb_api) -
REQUIRES A PERMANENT IP ADDRESS LIKE A SERVER
REQUIRES A CUSTOM DOMAIN EMAIL (it rejects "free" accounts like gmail)
Create a free account here: http://www.ipinfodb.com/register.php
Log in to the application here.
The API key will be available on the "Account" tab.

Shodan API Key (shodan_api) -
Create an account or sign in to Shodan using one of the many options
available here: https://developer.shodan.io/
On the right side of the screen under "API Key" Click "Click here to create an
API key."
The API key will be replace that text.
An upgraded account is required to access advanced search features.

Twitter App API key (twitter_api) and (twitter_secret) -
Create an application here: https://apps.twitter.com/
The Consumer key will be available on the application management page.
The Consumer secret (twitter_secret) will be available on the application
management page for the application created above.

VirusTotal API Key (virustotal_api)
Create a free account by clicking the "Join our community" button here:
https://www.virustotal.com/en/documentation/private-api/#
Log in to the application and select "My API key" from the user menu.
The API key will be visible towards the top of the page.

Facebook API Key (facebook_api) - TBD

Facebook Secret (facebook_secret) - TBD

Flickr API Key (flickr_api) - TBD
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API's we won't be using
Jigsaw API Key: Costs $1,500/year
PwnedList: Costs Money

LinkedIn API Key (linkedin_api) -
Log in to the developer portal with an existing LinkedIn account
Add a new application.
Click on the application name.
Add http://127.0.0.1:11777 to the list of "OAuth 2.0 Redirect URLs".
The API key will be available underneath the "OAuth Keys" heading.

As of November 4th, 2017, the People Search API (required for all LinkedIn related
modules) has been added to the Vetted API Access program. As a result, a Vetted API
Access request must be submitted and approved for the application in order for the
associated API key to function properly with the LinkedIn modules.

LinkedIn Secret (linkedin_secret) - The Secret key will be available underneath the
"OAuth Keys" heading for the application created above.
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APPENDIX: DEVICE ASSESSMENT CHECKLISTAPPENDIX: DEVICE ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
Device Assessment ChecklistDevice Assessment Checklist

OSXOSX

OS Security Updates

Firewall
See http://support.apple.com/en-us/HT1810 for cross-version guidance
(GUI) Choose System Preferences from the Apple menu, Security (10.5 and
before) or Security & Privacy (10.6 and later), then the Firewall tab.

Anti-Virus Version

User privilege

Drive Encryption
CLI. sudo fdesetup status

(GUI) Choose System Preferences from the Apple menu, Security (10.5 and before) or
Security & Privacy (10.6 and later), then the FileVault tab.
(TrueCrypt)
Services Running
(Command line) sudo launchctl list
(Command line) ps -ef

(GUI) The "Activity Monitor" application is located in /Applications/Utilities provides a
similar interface to "top"

WindowsWindows

If Windows is not your primary OS, you can download sample Virtual Machines (with time
limitations) from Microsoft through their project to improve IE support via
https://www.modern.ie/en-us/virtualization-tools#downloads (see also
http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/download-windows-xp-for-free-and-legally-straight-from-
microsoft-si/ and
https://modernievirt.blob.core.windows.net/vhd/virtualmachine_instructions_2014-01-
21.pdf)

Windows 8Windows 8

OS Security Updates
Firewall
(GUI) Start (or Down Arrow Icon, PC Settings) -- Control Panel -- Windows Firewall

CLI. Netsh Advfirewall show allprofiles
(more detail: http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-8/windows-firewall-from-
start-to-finish)
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Anti-Virus Version

User privilege

Drive Encryption

https://diskcryptor.net/wiki/Main_Page
Services Running
Right-Click on bottom taskbar, select "Task Manager"

Installed updates

Control Panel Programs and features installed updates CLI:
http://www.techsupportalert.com/en/quick-and-easy-way-list-all-windows-updates-
installed-your-system.htm

Windows 7Windows 7

In Windows 7, (GUI) Control Panel -- All Control Panel Items -- Action Center (Security tab)
provides a quick run-down of most security features installed and their update status. It
does not show drive encryption or specific versions.

OS Security Updates

Firewall
(GUI) Control Panel -- All Control Panel Items -- Windows Firewall

CLI. Netsh Advfirewall show allprofiles
Anti-Virus Version

User privilege
(GUI) Control Panel -- All Control Panel Items -- User Accounts and checking also the
User Account Control settings.
Drive Encryption
(GUI) Control Panel -- All Control Panel Items -- BitLocker Drive Encryption
(TrueCrypt) , https://diskcryptor.net/wiki/Main_Page
Services Running

CLI. tasklist
(GUI) Right-click on task bar, select "Start Task Manager"
(Advanced) Use TechNet/SysInternal's Process Explorer:
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/bb896653.aspx

Windows XPWindows XP

OS Security Updates
Start -- Control Panel -- Security Center
Firewall
Start -- Control Panel -- Security Center
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Anti-Virus Version
Start -- Control Panel -- Security Center
User privilege
(GUI) Start -- Control Panel -- User Accounts will reveal which users have admin
priviledges.
Drive Encryption
TrueCrypt, DiskCryptor
Services Running

CLI. (Pro only) tasklist
(GUI) Right-click on task bar, select "Start Task Manager"

LinuxLinux

Firewall
CLI. sudo iptables -L -n
CLI. (Ubuntu, and only if installed) sudo ufw status

(GUI) (Ubuntu, and only if installed) gufw
Anti-Virus Version

CLI. deb: dpkg-query -l | grep virus rpm: yum list installed | grep virus
See also: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linux_malware#Anti-virus_applications
User privilege

CLI. groups
Drive Encryption

(TrueCrypt)
Services Running

CLI. ps -ef
CLI. top
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APPENDIX: REMOTE FACILITATIONAPPENDIX: REMOTE FACILITATION
Remote FacilitationRemote Facilitation

SummarySummary

This component suggests approaches to use if in-person facilitation is not possible, and to
include participation from remote staff or offices when an organization has multiple
locations. This supplements the Data Assessment, Process Mapping, and Threat
Assessment exercises, enabling them to be conducted remotely.

This may not provide as deep results as in-person facilitation, but should provide adequate
levels of expansion and verification of information needed, and even provide the secondary
benefits in most cases of helping the organization build a shared understanding of its
processes, risks, and riosk tolerances.

OverviewOverview

There are four different approaches you can use, depending on what resources are
available, the size and structure of the organization, and which activities you are trying to
facilitate remotely. Is there someone that can help as an on-site facilitator? Are video
conferences realistic (given bandwidth and cost)? How does the approach you use interact
with existing organizational team structures?

Approach 1: On-site facilitatorApproach 1: On-site facilitator: This provides the most valuable interaction, but
requires a person who can take on the facilitation role on-site, while the auditor is
over video chat. The facilitator does not have to be a technical person, but should be
able to manage the session, making sure that it is as inclusive and as productive as
possible. Accommodates more participants per session than Approach 3 per session.
Approach 2, hybrid online/synchronousApproach 2, hybrid online/synchronous: This can be used with a large group of
participants where it is possible to meet over multiple sessions with enough time to
collect and analyse responses in between.
Approach 3, multiple small sessionsApproach 3, multiple small sessions: Consists of multiple small full sessions over
video chats, of no more than four participants at a time to assure inclusiveness.
Suitable for medium to large groups where it is possible to conduct multiple small
video chats.
Approach 4, hybrid offline/surveysApproach 4, hybrid offline/surveys: This leverages surveys and shorters calls or
emails. It will provide less information overall, but can be used when it is not possible
to meet in person, over video chat, or through a local facilitator.

Materials NeededMaterials Needed

Secure video chat services, (check: ricochet.im, meet.jit.si, chatb.org)
Fallback communication channels
Desktop sharing or secure online spreadsheet service to collectively work on
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information, as an alternative to whiteboard.
Templates, per activity

ConsiderationsConsiderations

Ensure to conduct the exercise over secure communication channels
Ensure secure management of notes and collected information

WalkthroughWalkthrough

Selecting the most suitable approach requires understanding of the capacity and personel
structure of the organization, including their ability to support communication
technologies, and the availability of someone that can assist in facilitation.

After selecting the most suitable approach, auditor should make sure to prepare for remote
facilitation:

Work with the organization point of contact to select the most suitable approach.
Schedule calls/meetings and/or discuss timelines for survey preparation, sending,
and deadlines for input.
Prepare any material to be sent and distributed beforehand.
Coordinate (including perhaps training) with on-site facilitator if ny.
Prepare at least one fallback communication channel.
Test communication channels.

Approach 1, on-site facilitator, with video chat auditorApproach 1, on-site facilitator, with video chat auditor

Suitable when there is a person that can take a facilitation role on-site. Facilitator does not
have to be a technical person, but should be able to manage the session, making sure that
it is as inclusive and as productive as possible. Accommodates more participants than
Approach 3 per session. If the auditor is able to join remotely, this provides an ideal
substitute.

On-site facililtator assists in conducting the over all exercise, ensuring inclusion of all
participants. Level of facilitator envolvement needs to be decided between the
facilitator and auditor before the session, and if needed training may be provided to
the facilitator
Auditor follows along via video chat through the full exercise and discussion, and is
able to contribute or ask follow-up questions as needed.
Facilitator leads the session and managing note-taking, as well as secure sharing of
notes post-session.
Follow up sessions may be arranged with selected groups of staff.

Approach 2, hybrid online/synchronousApproach 2, hybrid online/synchronous
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Can be used with large group of participants, where it is possible to meet over multiple
sessions with enough time to collect and analyse responses in between.

An introductory video chat is recommended as a starting point, this allows the
auditor to introduce themselves, the exercise, and agree on communication rules.
This will help in building rapport, and address any concerns participants may have,
as well as allow for further testing of communication channel.
The auditor ask participants to fill in a template or survey to collect information
needed (See Approach 4 for survey details), this stems directly from the activity,
whether it is data assessment, process mapping, threat analysis, or any activity
requiring facilitation.
Participants send their input to auditor, either through answering into and online
questionnaire, or through any other media agreed on.
Auditor collect the information and arrange them for analysis and discussion.
Another video chat is conducted to discuss responses and expand and validate on
information collected through the survey.
Follow up sessions may be arranged with selected groups of staff as needed.

Approach 3, multiple small sessionsApproach 3, multiple small sessions

Suitable for medium to large groups where it is possible to conduct multiple small video
chats. It is recommended for sessions to be arranged to include people from the same
organizational level, but different functions/teams/arms/departments of the organization.
This approach scales to larger organizations and helps ensure voices at different levels of
the organization are heard.

Auditor works with participants via video chat through the full exercise and
discussion.
Follow up sessions may be arranged with selected groups of staff as needed.

Approach 4, hybrid offline/asynchronousApproach 4, hybrid offline/asynchronous

Introductory email/session through local facilitator (may need to provide remote
training on the activities).
Collect responses and input through a survey.
Discuss responses and finding via email or voice chat to expand and validate.

Sample Questions: Data MappingSample Questions: Data Mapping

Where does your organizational email live? Please select all devices where email is
stored or accesses:
[ ] Email server / webmail
[ ] Backup server
[ ] Office computers
[ ] Office Laptops
[ ] Office cell phones
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[ ] Backup drives
[ ] Personal laptops
[ ] Personal cell phones
[ ] Tablets
[ ] Designated Travel laptops/tablets
[ ] Other? ______
Where does the organization share files?
[ ] Email
[ ] Shared drive at office
[ ] Box/Dropbox/OneDrive/etc.
[ ] Custom hosted (owncloud, etc.)
[ ] Google Drive/Docs
[ ] USB drives
[ ] Other? _______
What types of files does the organization track and use?
[ ] Financial records
[ ] HR / personal contracts (personal data, including ID and bank info)
[ ] Other personal data (passports, etc.)
[ ] Funding records
[ ] Sensitive / internal program records
[ ] Publications
[ ] Videos
[ ] Project proposals
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FootnotesFootnotes
1. Event Planning Inputs - Level-Up↩

2. " Some activities common in penetration tests may violate local laws. For this reason,
it is advised to check the legality of common pentest tasks in the location where the
work is to be performed."↩

3. " Some activities common in penetration tests may violate local laws. For this reason,
it is advised to check the legality of common pentest tasks in the location where the
work is to be performed."↩

4. "In addition, some service providers require advance notice and/or separate
permission prior to testing their systems. For example, Amazon has an online
request form that must be completed, and the request must be approved before
scanning any hosts on their cloud. If this is required, it should be part of the
document."↩

5. NIST SP 800-115, Technical Guide to Information Security Testing and Assessment.
Section 7.1 Coordination↩

6. "Obviously, being able to get in touch with the customer or target organization in an
emergency is vital."↩

7. See the auditor trainee resource list↩

8. APPENDIX A - Auditor travel kit checklist↩

9. ^NIST_SP_800-115-travel_prep↩

10. Auditor Tool Resource List - Password Dictionary Creation↩

11. APPENDIX A - Auditor travel kit checklist↩

12. "Traveling teams should maintain a flyaway kit that includes systems, images,
additional tools, cables, projectors, and other equipment that a team may need when
performing testing at other locations."↩

13. " Some activities common in penetration tests may violate local laws. For this reason,
it is advised to check the legality of common pentest tasks in the location where the
work is to be performed."↩

14. "In addition, some service providers require advance notice and/or separate
permission prior to testing their systems. For example, Amazon has an online
request form that must be completed, and the request must be approved before
scanning any hosts on their cloud. If this is required, it should be part of the
document."↩
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15. "Obviously, being able to get in touch with the customer or target organization in an
emergency is vital."↩

16. " Some activities common in penetration tests may violate local laws. For this reason,
it is advised to check the legality of common pentest tasks in the location where the
work is to be performed."↩

17. "In addition, some service providers require advance notice and/or separate
permission prior to testing their systems. For example, Amazon has an online
request form that must be completed, and the request must be approved before
scanning any hosts on their cloud. If this is required, it should be part of the
document."↩

18. Determining Audit Location - The Penetration Testing Execution Standard: Pre-
Engagement Guidelines↩

19. "When handling evidence of a test and the differing stages of the report it is
incredibly important to take extreme care with the data. Always use encryption and
sanitize your test machine between tests."↩

20. Usually when working with an external funder an engagement report, free of
sensitive data about the host organization, will be created for submission the funder.
The contents of this report should be clearly outlined and agreed to during the
assessment plan stage.↩

21. Determining Audit Location - The Penetration Testing Execution Standard: Pre-
Engagement Guidelines↩

22. "Before starting a penetration test, all targets must be identified. "↩

23. "Obviously, being able to get in touch with the customer or target organization in an
emergency is vital."↩

24. "the assessment plan should provide specific guidance on incident handling in the
event that assessors cause or uncover an incident during the course of the
assessment. This section of the plan should define the term incident and provide
guidelines for determining whether or not an incident has occurred. The plan should
identify specific primary and alternate points of contact for the assessors... The
assessment plan should provide clear-cut instructions on what actions assessors
should take in these situations."↩

25. "When handling evidence of a test and the differing stages of the report it is
incredibly important to take extreme care with the data. Always use encryption and
sanitize your test machine between tests."↩

26. "One of the most important documents which need to be obtained for a penetration
test is the Permission to Test document."↩
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27. Dealing with third parties - The Penetration Testing Execution Standard↩

28. APPENDIX D - Auditor Consent Template.↩

29. NIST SP 800-115, Technical Guide to Information Security Testing and Assessment.
Section 7.1 Coordination↩

30. "Obviously, being able to get in touch with the customer or target organization in an
emergency is vital."↩

31. NIST SP 800-115, Technical Guide to Information Security Testing and Assessment.
Section 7.1 Coordination↩

32. Emergency Contact and Incidents - The Penetration Testing Execution Standard: Pre-
Engagement Guidelines↩

33. " Some activities common in penetration tests may violate local laws. For this reason,
it is advised to check the legality of common pentest tasks in the location where the
work is to be performed."↩

34. "Assessors need to remain abreast of new technology and the latest means by which
an adversary may attack that technology. They should periodically refresh their
knowledge base, reassess their methodology-updating techniques as appropriate,
and update their tool kits."↩

35. Accumulating information about partners, clients, and competitors - The Penetration
Testing Execution Standard↩

36. The flow of information through the Recon-ng framework. (See: "Data Flow"
section)↩

37. Accumulating information about partners, clients, and competitors - The Penetration
Testing Execution Standard↩

38. Acquiring API Keys↩

39. The flow of information through the Recon-ng framework. (See: "Data Flow"
section)↩

40. See: Vulnerability Analysis↩

41. Identifying Software Versions↩

42. Examining Firewalls Across OS↩

43. Identifying Odd/One-Off Services↩

44. APPENDIX C - Password Survey↩

45. Password Security↩
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46. Privilege Separation Across OS↩

47. Anti-Virus Updates↩

48. Identifying Software Versions↩

49. Device Encryption By OS Type↩

50. Microsoft Security Bulletin↩

51. "In-Depth Reading, Vendor Information, & External Advisories"↩

52. "Security-Related Vendor Information"↩

53. "CERT/CC Advisories"↩

54. "Security Tracker"↩

55. "Known Vulnerabilities in Mozilla Products"↩

56. Microsoft Security Bulletin↩

57. "In-Depth Reading, Vendor Information, & External Advisories"↩

58. "Security-Related Vendor Information"↩

59. "CERT/CC Advisories"↩

60. "Security Tracker"↩

61. "Known Vulnerabilities in Mozilla Products"↩

62. "While vulnerability scanners check only for the possible existence of a vulnerability,
the attack phase of a penetration test exploits the vulne rability to confirm its
existence."↩

63. "Penetration testing also poses a high risk to the organization’s networks and
systems because it uses real exploits and attacks against production systems and
data. Because of its high cost and potential impact, penetration testing of an
organization’s network and systems on an annual basis may be sufficient. Also,
penetration testing can be designed to stop when the tester reaches a point when an
additional action will cause damage." - NIST SP 800-115, Technical Guide to
Information Security Testing and Assessment↩

64. Network Access↩

65. APPENDIX B - Personal Information to Keep Private↩

66. APPENDIX B - Personal Information to Keep Private↩

67. "CSOs should gradually build a culture in which all staff, regardless of technical
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background, feel some responsibility for their own digital hygiene. While staff need
not become technical experts, CSOs should attempt to raise the awareness of every
staff member, from executive directors to interns - groups are only as strong as their
weakest link—so that they can spot issues, reduce vulnerabilities, know where to go
for further help, and educate others."↩

68. "Pre-Mortum Strategy" - Sources of Power: How People Make Decisions - p.71 ↩

69. "Pre-Mortum Strategy" - Sources of Power: How People Make Decisions - p.71 ↩

70. "Pre-Mortum Strategy" - Sources of Power: How People Make Decisions - p.71 ↩

71. Corruption Perception Index↩

72. The ISC Project completes evaluations of information security threats in a broad
range of countries. The resulting comprehensive written assessments describe each
country’s digital security situation through consideration of four main categories:
online surveillance, online attacks, online censorship, and user profile/access.↩

73. EISF distributes frequent analysis and summaries of issues relevant to humanitarian
security risk management.↩

74. The top 500 sites in each country or territory.↩

75. Who publishes Transparency Reports?↩

76. "Impacts: Chapter 2.7 p. 46 - Operational Security Management in Violent
Environments"↩

77. "Likelihood: Chapter 2.7 p. 47 - Operational Security Management in Violent
Environments"↩

78. " Some activities common in penetration tests may violate local laws. For this reason,
it is advised to check the legality of common pentest tasks in the location where the
work is to be performed."↩

79. "Assessors need to remain abreast of new technology and the latest means by which
an adversary may attack that technology. They should periodically refresh their
knowledge base, reassess their methodology-updating techniques as appropriate,
and update their tool kits."↩

80. "Threat Modeling: Designing for Security" by Adam Shostack↩

81. See: "Threat Modeling: Designing for Security" by Adam Shostack, p. 125.↩

82. "Threat Modeling: Designing for Security" by Adam Shostack↩

83. See: "Threat Modeling: Designing for Security" by Adam Shostack, p. 401.↩

84. "When a pilot lands an airliner, their job isn’t over. They still have to navigate the
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myriad of taxiways and park at the gate safely. The same is true of you and your pen
test reports, just because its finished doesn't mean you can switch off entirely. You
still have to get the report out to the client, and you have to do so securely. Electronic
distribution using public key cryptography is probably the best option, but not always
possible. If symmetric encryption is to be used, a strong key should be used and
must be transmitted out of band. Under no circumstances should a report be
transmitted unencrypted. It all sounds like common sense, but all too often people
fall down at the final hurdle." - The Art of Writing Penetration Test Reports↩

85. "IDEO Human-Centered Design Toolkit"↩

86. "IDEO Human-Centered Design Toolkit"↩

87. "IDEO Human-Centered Design Toolkit"↩

88. "TechScape Indicators - the engine room"↩

89. "TechScape Indicators - the engine room"↩

90. "Questionnaires - The Penetration Testing Execution Standard"↩
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